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Summary
Delays in receiving care are common in public health services. Triage and prioritisation
systems are frequently used to help sort waiting patients according to urgency or potential
to benefit from treatment and determine who should be receive treatment first.
A systematic review indicated that triage systems in allied health services are widely used,
but lack reliability. A second systematic review of the effect of triage on patient flow across
a broad spectrum of health services showed that triage does not always enhance patient
flow, but patient flow can be improved by combining triage with initial service delivery.
An investigation into the reliability of a 4-category triage system applied to 214 referrals in
a community rehabilitation service found moderate agreement (kw=0.60) between
clinicians. A follow up study (n=201) demonstrated that agreement did not improve with
rater training (kw=0.50). A further observational study with an independent sample of 379
consecutive patients commencing rehabilitation showed that triage made minimal
difference to waiting time for the vast majority of patients in this setting.
A new approach to triage was designed using direct allocation to specific triage
appointments with treating clinicians without the use of a waiting list. The model was
tested using a controlled before and after trial (n=971). Mean waiting time from referral to
first appointment at the intervention site reduced from 17.5 to 10.0 days (p<0.01), with no
change at the control site. No additional resources were used, there were no adverse
impacts on patient care and qualitative data from 32 interviews showed high levels of
patient and clinician satisfaction. These findings suggest that waiting for care is not
inevitable in outpatient rehabilitation, but can be reduced by implementing a simple
alternative to the traditional triaged waiting list approach that maintains patient flow and
motivates clinicians to modify their practice in response to demand.
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that have been published or submitted for publication in peer reviewed journals. Chapters 2
to 6 are presented in the format in which they were published. Chapter 7 is currently in
press, and is presented in the form of the manuscript that has been accepted for publication.
Chapter 8 is a study that has been submitted for publication, and is presented in manuscript
form. These chapters all use the referencing and citation style of the relevant journals.

Chapter 9 is a grand discussion of concepts arising from these chapters, including
limitations and strengths of the work and implications of the findings. This chapter and the
other portions of this thesis not submitted for publication (chapter 1, brief introductions to
each of the published chapters and the appendices) use a referencing and citation format
based on the Vancouver style and are written in Australian English.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

Background and Research Aim
When 81 year old Dorothy was discharged from hospital following a total hip replacement,
she waited almost a month to commence therapy at a community rehabilitation program.
During this time she was alone, anxious and had difficulty performing tasks of daily living.
Although she speaks highly of her rehabilitation treatment, she would have liked it “a bit
earlier, or some contact in between. I mean I had the phone, and I think a letter, but you
come home from hospital and no one comes to see you.”

Dorothy is one of the patients whom I met during the qualitative project that forms chapter
8 of this thesis, but her experience is typical of that of many patients seeking health care in a
system with high demand and limited capacity. Waiting lists have been described as the
“scourge of modern medicine” (Rotstein and Alter, 2006, p 3157) and are often considered
to be an inevitable part of modern health care systems. Lengthy waits for health care are
common in publicly funded services, and affect a broad spectrum of services across the
health sector. In Australia, unacceptable waiting times for emergency departments
(Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing, 2010), elective surgery
(Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing, 2011), and sub-acute and
ambulatory services (Victorian Government Department of Health, 2011) have all received
attention and significant investment in an attempt to reduce waiting times from government
in recent years. Negative consequences of waiting for care have been described in a range of
patient groups, including those seeking elective surgery (Hodge et al., 2007, Oudhoff et al.,
2004), pain management services (Lynch et al., 2008), and child development and
rehabilitation services (Feldman et al., 2008, Miller et al., 2008).
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When demand exceeds supply, there is a need to make decisions about what types of
services will be provided to which patients, and in what time frame. These decisions may
take the form of prioritising certain treatments or patient groups, or rationing services so
that some services become unavailable to some types of patients. Both rationing and
prioritising of services take place at all levels of health delivery: politicians and policy
makers set directions for health care funding (the macro level); managers of health services
and authorities make specific decisions about where dollars will be spent (the meso level);
and frontline clinicians make decisions about which patients are to be seen and in what
order (the micro level). While there has been some debate about whether rationing is truly
inevitable (Mullen, 1998), there is no doubt that many health services around the world
operate in an environment of excessive demand and limited resources. Rationing services
or prioritising one patient or group of patients over another inevitably creates winners and
losers, with ethical, political and economic consequences (Williams et al., 2012). There is
therefore a need to ensure that decision making about the provision of services is
transparent.

Triage systems have become widely used as a method to assist with the management of
waiting lists, and allocation of services to patients at the micro level. Triage was originally
developed in the field of emergency medicine as a systematic method of assigning priority
for medical treatment (Iserson and Moskop, 2007). Triage systems are still used widely in
emergency departments, but are also used by a wide variety of other services to categorise
patients in terms of urgency and/or the type of treatment required.

The word triage comes from the French verb “trier” meaning “to sort”, and is defined by the
Oxford Dictionary as “the process of determining the most important people or things from
amongst a large number that require attention”. ‘Prioritisation’ (as a derivative of
‘prioritise’) is defined in a more general sense: “to determine the order for dealing with a
2
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series of items or tasks according to their relative importance” (Oxford Dictionaries Online,
2012). However, as the term triage has become more widely applied to the allocation of
services beyond emergency care, ‘prioritisation’ and ‘triage’ are often used interchangeably
in the context of allocating services to patients at the point of service delivery. Irion (1997)
attempts to make the distinction in relation to physiotherapy services by describing
prioritisation as a process to rank patients in terms of need for services, and triage as the
process for reaching a decision about the type of services provided (for example, the need
for a physiotherapist versus a therapy assistant) or the need for services at all. The
definition of triage used by Iserson and Moskop (2007) is more specific, suggesting the use
of the term “triage” should be specific to situations in which there is (1) at least a modest
scarcity of health care resources, (2) a specific person who assesses each patient’s needs
based on a brief evaluation, and (3) an established system or criteria to distinguish
treatment priority for each patient. Parkin, Frake and Davison (2003, p.177) describe triage
in relation to mental health services as a process of “determining clinical need, the likely
response to intervention and the degree of urgency required in providing that intervention”.
Triage then, could be considered to be a defined process designed to sort patients into
groups based on variable criteria including urgency, type of treatment or suitability for a
service; prioritisation is limited to ranking patients due to receive a specified service in
order of priority.

Triage systems are frequently applied to services provided by allied health professionals.
There is no agreed definition of allied health, but attempts to define this group of
professionals have included elements of professional training (university qualified) and
service delivery (including diagnostic, therapeutic and preventative services) with the
specific exclusion of medical and nursing professions (Turnbull et al., 2009). The
membership of the Association of Schools of Allied Health Professionals, an international
organisation that aims to be a unifying voice and advocate for allied health education,
3
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includes institutions that train (among others) physiotherapists, occupational therapists,
speech pathologists, social workers, dietitians, audiologists and psychologists (The
Association of Schools of Allied Health Professionals, 2012). Allied Health professionals
make up approximately 18% of the health care workforce in Australia (Australian Institute
of Health and Welfare, 2010), operating either as individuals or in multidisciplinary teams
and treating patients both in inpatient and outpatient settings.

Allied health services may sometimes be provided as a single session incorporating an
assessment, advice and treatment, but are commonly provided over a series of consultations
or therapy sessions. In this sense they are different from other services typically associated
with triage systems such as emergency departments and elective surgery services where
services are provided as a single event. However, waiting lists managed by protocol driven
triage systems still appear to be widely used in allied health services, both in ambulatory
services (Brown and Pirotta, 2011, Christie et al., 1997, Passalent et al., 2010, Wright and
Ritson, 2001) and inpatient settings (Gauthier et al., 2006, Irion, 1997, Lowe and Barber,
2005).

Despite the use of triage systems in allied health services, their benefits to patients and
health care providers have not been well established. In some settings, triage systems have
obvious benefits in ensuring that very urgent patients (such as those with life threatening
conditions) receive rapid care. However, although some allied health professionals work in
settings with patients of high acuity (such as intensive care units or emergency
departments) many allied health disciplines have a stronger focus on restoration of
function, and are less likely to be treating patients in critical or life threatening situations.
When clinicians are not making decisions about patients at imminent risk of death, priority
decisions may need to take into account a range of other factors such as pain, loss of
function, risk of deterioration, impact of a disability on work or social roles, dependence on
4
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others, or economic impacts. Many of these factors may be difficult to evaluate, and subject
to varying opinions about their relative importance. Designing triage criteria under these
circumstances becomes a complex task.

Triage systems are also used to increase transparency in the allocation of resources, by
providing a systematic method for prioritising one patient over another according to
objective rules or guidelines. While this may seem to be a worthwhile activity, triage for this
purpose can only be considered successful if the triage system has demonstrated reliability
and validity. If providers disagree on triage ratings or do not apply the criteria in the same
way every time, the system cannot be considered reliable. Similarly, if the triage system
does not identify patients who are at the most risk or have the most urgent needs, it will add
little value to patient care. Hence the measurement properties of triage tools are important
factors in considering the effectiveness of triage systems.

Triage systems in allied health services also have potential downsides. They are time
consuming to develop and add complexity to booking processes, thereby diverting
resources from frontline care (Kreindler, 2008). Furthermore, systems that are built around
the management of waiting lists inevitably focus attention on working around (and
therefore accommodating) long waiting times, rather than the bigger picture of why patients
like Dorothy are waiting in the first place.

The contribution of alternative approaches from health operations management literature,
such as the lean thinking approach, have led some health services to question traditional
models of triage and try more innovative approaches to making priority decisions. Various
enhancements to traditional triage models have been trialled in emergency departments in
recent years, including commencing investigations or treatments at the point of triage or
introducing fast track systems to manage simple cases quickly (Oredsson et al., 2011).
5
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Simplifications of triage have also been advocated, avoiding complex systems with multiple
categories and instead allocating patients into two groups. For example; urgent versus
routine cases (Kreindler, 2008), or separating patients who are likely to require hospital
admission from those who are not (King et al., 2006). Other systems described in the
literature have moved away from separate triage systems, to a first come, first served model
aiming to see all patients within a short time (Murray and Berwick, 2003).

In conclusion, protocol-driven triage systems appear to be widely used in allied health
services, despite limited evidence for their effectiveness, potential pitfalls with traditional
triage models, and a growing body of literature suggesting that there may be alternative
ways of prioritising patients that improve patient flow.

Research Aim
The aim of this program of research was to evaluate the effectiveness of triage systems for
allied health services, and draw on these findings to design and evaluate a model of triage
that maintains patient flow and discourages the development of long waits for treatment.

Scope
This research program aimed to investigate triage systems applied to allied health services.
The empirical studies that form chapters 4 to 8 were all conducted in a multidisciplinary
community rehabilitation program that provides outpatient rehabilitation for adults within
a large metropolitan health service. This program operates from two rehabilitation sites
within the health service. At each site the program includes representation from
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech pathology, social work, dietetics and podiatry.
Patients are referred to the service from acute or rehabilitation inpatient settings or the
community following elective joint replacements, non-elective orthopaedic conditions,
6
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stroke and other neurological conditions, general debility and other disabling conditions. At
each site, the clinicians are loosely divided into separate neurology and musculoskeletal
teams, and patients are allocated to the appropriate team according to their diagnosis.
Patients with less specific diagnoses (such as “falls” or “deconditioning”) may be seen by
either team. Rehabilitation may be provided at the patient’s home or as an outpatient at the
rehabilitation centre where the team is based.

This community rehabilitation program has traditionally managed access to the service by
placing incoming referrals on a waiting list managed with a triage system typical of those
described in other allied health services. The triage system has four categories: Priority 1
indicates clients who are most at risk and require assessment within 48 hours; Priority 2
denotes clients who do not need immediate attention, but are at risk of an adverse outcome
if not seen within 2 weeks; Priority 3 includes clients who have less urgent needs or for
whom rehabilitation is likely to result in only mild to moderate improvement; and Priority 4
is used for clients who have non-urgent needs. Prior to 2010, all referrals to the community
rehabilitation program came via a centralised referral office known as the Access Unit, and
the triage process was conducted by clinical staff within this office. This process was
adjusted in 2010 such that the triage role was moved to the community rehabilitation
program team leader rather than Access Unit staff, but the triage procedure and criteria
remained essentially unchanged.

Literature used to inform the research program and to develop the intervention described
and trialled in chapters 7 and 8 has not been limited to allied health services, but drawn
from a broad range of health care settings. Chapter 9 also takes a broad view of the
implications of the findings, with a discussion of their potential application to other services
that share similar features.
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Outline of thesis and research program
This thesis is structured in four parts. The first two chapters consider existing evidence for
triage systems and their impact on patient flow. Each of these chapters consists of a
systematic review of the literature, each intended to stand alone, presented in its published
form. The first systematic review (chapter 2) considers triage systems applied to allied
health services. The second considers the impact of triage systems on patient flow across a
broad spectrum of health services (chapter 3).

The second part of the thesis examines the properties and effectiveness of an existing triage
system used to prioritise referrals on a waiting list for a community rehabilitation program.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe three separate studies, each presented in its published form.
Chapter 3 is an investigation of agreement between clinicians allocating triage categories to
referrals; chapter 4 considers whether training of clinicians improves agreement; and
chapter 5 is an observational study that considers the question of how the triage category
allocated to the referral affects waiting time and the experience of the patient attending the
service. The results of these three studies suggested that this triage system lacked reliability
and made minimal difference to patient care, leading to questions about the value of a
protocol driven triage system in this setting.

Given these findings, consideration was given to the question of why the waiting list exists at
all. Subsequently, a model of assessment and triage was designed with the intention of
maintaining patient flow and discouraging the formation of queues for treatment. The
model is based on the principle that decisions about who is most in need of treatment are
best made by the clinicians who will provide the patients’ care, and with the full set of
knowledge that can only be provided by face to face assessment. Prioritisation decisions
also need to take into account the patients who are already receiving the service, as well as
the relative needs of those entering the service at the same time. A new appointment
8
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system was created which aimed to allow all patients to have an initial appointment with
their treating clinician within one week, with subsequent prioritisation occurring by the
clinicians at the point of care.

The third part of this thesis reports on a controlled before and after trial comparing this
alternative model of triage (termed “Specific and Timely Appointments for Triage”or STAT)
to the traditional “waitlist and triage” approach. Mixed methods were adopted for the trial,
and results are presented as two stand alone papers. The first describes the quantitative
results of the trial (chapter 7) and the second (chapter 8) is a qualitative study exploring the
perceptions of clinicians and patients who experienced the new model and traditional
models of care.

The final part of the thesis (chapter 9) discusses the implications of the findings and the
strengths and limitations of the work, with particular focus on the potential for application
of the findings to other health services.

9
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Chapter 2: Triaging patients for allied health services:
A systematic review of the literature

2.1

Introduction

Chapter 1 described the wide use of triage systems in allied health services, some potential
benefits of these systems but also possible disadvantages of using triage systems based on
protocols to prioritise patients.

This chapter presents a systematic review of the literature that aims to address the
question: what are the outcomes of triage systems applied to allied health services?

2.2

Study One

This paper is presented in published format (Harding et al., 2009):

Harding K, Taylor N, Shaw-Stuart L. (2009) Triaging patients for allied health services:
A systematic review of the literature. British Journal of Occupational Therapy
72(4):153-162
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Katherine Harding,1,2 Nicholas Taylor 1,2 and Lisa Shaw-Stuart 1
Key words:
Triage, prioritisation,
allied health.

Occupational therapists and other allied health clinicians often need to make
decisions about the relative urgency of referrals, which patients should be seen
first and, in some cases, whether patients require services at all. A systematic
review of the literature was conducted to investigate the properties and
outcomes of triage systems applied to patients referred to allied health services.
Literature was searched through the CINAHL, EMBASE and MEDLINE databases
(until March 2008), combining the key elements of ‘allied health’ and ‘triage’.
Seven articles were identified that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and
these were assessed against quality criteria and a process of descriptive synthesis
applied for the purpose of analysis and comparison.
The findings indicate that there has been little investigation of the outcomes
of allied health triage systems. Studies that have assessed triage systems have
focused largely on measurement properties and the majority of these have
indicated poor to fair reliability. A first step in introducing allied health triage
systems is to establish reliability, involving the patient directly in the assessment
process. There is not yet sufficient evidence to recommend any particular triage
system for application to allied health services.

Critical review

Triaging patients for allied health services:
a systematic review of the literature

Introduction

1 Eastern Health, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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Occupational therapists and other allied health clinicians often need to
make decisions about the relative urgency of referrals, which patients
should be seen first and, in some cases, whether patients require services
at all. This is particularly important in an environment where the demand
for allied health services frequently outstrips supply. Professional bodies,
such as the College of Occupational Therapists (COT), recommend the
use of triage or prioritisation policies to guide clinician decision making.
The COT (2005) Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct states that
occupational therapy personnel should ‘work to a documented system for
prioritising referrals which recognises levels and degrees of need and
optimises the use of resources’ (p9).
The terms ‘prioritisation’ and ‘triage’ are used to describe systems or
tools that aid clinicians in the allocation of their services. The purpose of
such systems may be to decide which patients should be seen first; to
categorise patients according to how services should be provided (by
clinicians or assistants, for example); or to determine who needs treatment
at all (Dutterer and Gonzalez 1997, Irion 1997, Gauthier et al 2006). For
the purpose of this review, the term ‘triage’ is used to describe any tool or
system with the purpose of assessing the needs of individual patients to
determine how, when or if resources should be allocated.
For whatever purpose a clinician is using a triage system, decisions
have to be made about how to assign priority. Is the degree of risk and
urgency of referral of paramount importance? Is the degree of efficiency
with which a need can be addressed also significant, if limited resources
are to be maximised? Or should those who are most likely to benefit from
the service receive the highest priority? Allied health clinicians and

British Journal of Occupational Therapy April 2009 72(4)
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services face such questions every day. Patients and referrers
have a right to expect that decisions about who gets seen
first are fair and transparent.
There is a need for evidence that triage systems in
allied health work effectively, including the elements of
such systems that have maximum benefits for patient
care, resource allocation and staff or client satisfaction.
In order to understand the current state of knowledge
about these issues and identify gaps in the literature, a
systematic review was conducted to investigate the
following research question:
■ What are the properties of the systems used to triage
patients for allied health services, and what are the
outcomes when triage systems are applied to allied
health services?

Method
Data source and search strategy
An initial search of the Cochrane database yielded no
systematic reviews on this topic. The MEDLINE, CINAHL
and EMBASE databases were used to search for relevant
literature using the OVID platform, from the earliest
available time until March 2008.
Two key elements were used in the search. The first
was ‘allied health’, where the allied health disciplines of
occupational therapy, physiotherapy, social work, speech
and language therapy, prosthetics and orthotics, and
podiatry were searched separately, as well as the combined
topic of ‘allied health professions’. Relevant synonyms were
used (for example, speech therapy, speech pathology and
language disorders), and variations of profession (for example,
occupational therapy) and professional title (for example,
occupational therapist) were included. The results of these
searches were combined using the OR operator.
The second element was ‘triage’. The results obtained
for ‘triage’ were reduced by removing the references related
to emergency and telephone triage systems using the NOT
operator. Synonyms such as prioritisation and resource
allocation were also searched, and the results combined
using the OR operator. The results from the two key
elements were then combined using the AND operator. An
example search strategy can be viewed in Table 1.
Two researchers (NT and KH) reviewed the reference titles
and abstracts independently, discarding articles that did not
meet the selection criteria outlined below. The references on
which the two researchers did not concur were discussed until
mutual agreement was reached; decisions on all references
were resolved without the need for recourse to a third party.
Full text copies of the remaining articles were obtained,
and these were further assessed against the inclusion and
exclusion criteria independently by the same two researchers.
Once again, disagreements were discussed until a consensus
was achieved. Finally, the citation lists of the included
articles were manually searched for additional publications
that may have been missed in the initial search.
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Table 1. Sample search strategy for systematic review
Search term
1. Occupational Therapy/or occupational therapist
2. Speech Therapy/or speech therapist
3. Social Work/or social worker
4. Prosthetist/or prosthetics.mp.
5. orthotist.mp/or orthotics.
6. Podiatry/Or Podiatry Practice/
Speech-Language Pathology/or speech-language pathologist /or
speech therapy/or speech therapist
7. physical therapy.mp /or physical therapist /or physiotherapy/or
physiotherapist
8. Dietetics/or dietitian
9. Allied Health Occupations/or Allied Health Personnel/or allied health.mp.
10. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9
11. TRIAGE/
12. EMERGENCY/
13. TELEPHONE/
14. 11 not 12
15. 14 not 13
16. prioritization.mp/or prioritisation
17. 15 or 16
18. 10 and 17

Study selection (inclusion and exclusion
criteria)
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the search are
presented in Table 2. For the purpose of the review, a
broad definition of ‘triage’ was adopted. Systems that
sought to rank patients in order of service were included,
as well as systems that sought to prioritise patients into
those that would benefit from allied health treatment and
those who would not.
In order to be included, studies had to evaluate the
triage system by investigating outcomes or by evaluating
the measurement properties of the triage protocol.
Reviews were excluded, because it was assumed that the
studies included in any previous review would be
included in their original form if they met the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Resources were not available for the
translation of documents and, therefore, non-English
language papers also were excluded.

Quality assessment
Although multiple tools have been developed for the
assessment of the quality of randomised trials, the quality
assessment of other study designs has received less
attention (Downs and Black 1998). Downs and Black
(1998) published a 26-item checklist for the assessment of
both randomised and non-randomised trials, but many of
the items are not relevant to non-randomised studies such
as those in this review. Khan et al (2001) pointed out that
quality checklists tend to be specific to methodology,
which can be problematic when reviews include a variety
of study designs. They suggested a list of criteria for
consideration for observational studies.
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Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for systematic review
Selection criteria
Inclusion
Population
Patients referred to one or more allied health services
(physiotherapy, occupational therapy, social work, speech and
language therapy, dietetics, prosthetics and orthotics, podiatry).

Exclusion
Patients primarily under the care of medical or
nursing staff, emergency service personnel, health care
support workers.

Interventions

Strategies to manage/prioritise referrals or waiting lists for
allied health services.

Strategies using allied health to prioritise other services
(for example, elective surgery).

Outcome

Triage system has been trialled and effects reported. Any
effects included (for example, waiting time and patient/clinician
satisfaction). Studies on reliability of triage systems included.

No trial or reporting of outcomes.

Publication type

Peer-reviewed journal articles reporting research and
published in English.

Commentaries, reviews, non-English language papers.

For the purpose of the present review, nine items that
were common to both the Khan et al (2001) list of quality
criteria and the Downs and Black (1998) checklist and
considered most relevant to the studies in this review were
selected. The assessment of each study against these items
was conducted independently by two investigators (KH
and NT), and where there was disagreement the items
were discussed until consensus was reached. Wherever
authors had provided insufficient information to make a
judgement about a particular quality criterion, it was
recorded as not being met.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of study selection for systematic review.

Data extraction
A data extraction form was developed for the purposes of
the review and collected the following information: study
objectives; study design; population; description of triage
tool or intervention; description of clinicians responsible for
triage; outcomes /results; and final conclusion of authors.

Data analysis
The studies were analysed using a process of descriptive
synthesis. Descriptive or non-quantitative synthesis collates
and presents extracted data so that information about the
characteristics and results of the studies are summarised in a
meaningful way (Deeks et al 2001). The information obtained
from the data extraction was organised into tables for the
purpose of comparing the characteristics and results of the
included studies. The studies were divided into two groups:
those that focused on measurement properties and those that
focused on outcomes. No meta-analysis was attempted
owing to the heterogeneity of the included studies.

Results
Yield
The initial search yielded 356 references following the
removal of duplicates. The titles and abstracts were reviewed,
and 22 articles were selected for a review of the full text after
the application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Seven
of these 22 articles met these criteria and were included in

the review (Fig. 1). One additional article was identified from
the reference lists of the included studies (Grime 1990),
but was later excluded on review of the full text because it
was a discussion article that did not evaluate the outcomes
or measurement properties of a triage tool.
Of the other 15 articles excluded, seven described
triage policies or tools but had no investigation of their
measurement properties or outcomes (Christie et al 1997,
Dutterer and Gonzalez 1997, Kot et al 1998, Santiago et al
1998, Heck et al 2001, Gauthier et al 2006, Harries 2007),
three were general discussion articles (Roberts 1996, Irion
1997, Lee 1997) and two described programmes where
allied health professionals were used to prioritise for
medical services (Wright 2002, Maddison et al 2004). Two
studies were excluded because the tools investigated were
not about triage but, rather, about analysing the workload
likely to be generated by a referral (Gathercole et al 2001)
and interprofessional networking (Morrow et al 2005).
Two of the 22 articles reported data from the same study
(Harries and Gilhooly 2003a, 2003b) and one of these
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Table 3. Overview of included systematic review studies
Study
Design
Discipline(s)
Number of quality
involved
criteria met
(Khan et al 2003)
Baker et al
Cohort study
Occupational therapy
8
(1998)
and physiotherapy

Sample

Children aged 35 to 74 months
enrolled in preschool for children with
special education needs, n = 39

Triage tool /
criteria described
Yes

Gwynne et al
(1996)

Validity study

Occupational therapy

3

Five-year-olds attending infant schools,
n = 30

Harries and
Gilhooly (2003a)

Measurement
study

Occupational therapy

3

Hypothetical referrals to occupational
therapy at a community mental
health service, n = 120

NA (no criteria –
tool was clinical
judgement)

Leonard (1993)

Measurement
study

Occupational therapy

5

Convenience sample of clients referred
to a community occupational therapy
service, n = 215

Yes

Michaud et al
(1999)

Measurement
study

Physiotherapy

4

Orthopaedic patients waitlisted for
physiotherapy services, n = 80

Rastall and
Fashanu (2001)

Survey

Physiotherapy

1

Outpatient physiotherapy clinic
managers, n = 54

Yes

Wright and
Ritson (2001)

Measurement
study

Occupational therapy

3

Convenience sample of referrals to a
community occupational therapy
service, n = 45

Yes

(Harries and Gilhooly 2003b) was therefore excluded. A
summary of the included studies is presented in Table 3.

Quality
With the exception of the study by Baker et al (1998), the
overall quality of the included studies was fair. The included
studies met between 1 and 8 (median score = 4) of the
quality criteria (Table 4). None of the included studies was
a randomised controlled trial, although in three of the studies
some attempt was made to blind those measuring the effects
of the intervention (Leonard 1993, Gwynne et al 1996,
Michaud et al 1999). All the included studies used objective
criteria to measure outcomes, and the use of statistical tests
was appropriate in 5 of the 7 included studies. Rastall and
Fashanu (2001) did not use statistical tests in the analysis
of their survey results, and the use of Pearson’s correlation
coefficient by Harries and Gilhooly (2003a) for the
measurement of intrarater reliability was not considered an
appropriate statistical test for agreement because it does not
account for the effects of systematic change (Hunt 1986).
All but one study (Baker et al 1998) were assessed as
having issues with external validity, such as difficulties
with generalising the results to the broader population or
failure to adjust for confounding variables.

Partially

Partially

both (Table 3). None of the included studies were from other
allied health disciplines. A variety of patient populations was
represented in the results, including paediatrics, orthopaedic
outpatients, community occupational therapy and community
mental health patients.
The studies described various types of tool for the
triage of patients. Although the majority of the studies
investigated systems that placed patients in order of
priority, two studies (Gwynne et al 1996, Baker et al 1998)
were concerned with systems that determined only
whether or not referrals would be accepted. Three studies
described categorical systems where patients were
essentially allocated as low, medium or high priority,
although the labels and specific definitions for each
category varied (Leonard 1993, Rastall and Fashanu 2001,
Wright and Ritson 2001). Three studies used a checklist
or assessment tool to give each patient a numerical score
(Gwynne et al 1996, Baker et al 1998, Michaud et al
1999), although in the first two of these studies a cut-off
point was chosen where patients were allocated to one of
two groups. Harries and Gilhooly (2003a) simply asked
assessors to mark a line with the anchor of low priority at
one end and high priority at the other.

Measurement properties

Results
Overview of the included studies
All of the included studies investigated triage for either
occupational therapy services, physiotherapy services or
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Four of the studies investigated the measurement
properties of triage tools and the results of these are
summarised in Table 5. Each of these studies reported the
use of one or more statistical tests to measure agreement
between raters. Cohen’s kappa statistic (k), the intra-class
correlation (ICC), and Kendall’s coefficient of concordance
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Table 4. Quality assessment of review articles using criteria proposed by Khan et al (2001)
Baker
Gwynne Harries and
Leonard
Michaud
Rastall and
Wright
et al
et al
Gilhooly
(1993)
et al
Fashanu
and Ritson
(1998)
(1996)
(2003a)
(1999)
(2001)
(2001)
Are the inclusion criteria clearly described?.....................✓...............× ...................✓ ...................× .................× ...................× .....................× ........
Is the intervention/treatment clearly described? ..............✓...............× ...................× ...................✓.................✓ ...................× .....................× ........
Were the groups comparable on important
confounding factors? ......................................................✓...............× ...................× ...................× .................× ...................× .....................× ........
Were the drop-out rates and the characteristics
of the patients lost to follow-up reported? ......................✓...............× ...................✓...................✓.................× ...................× .....................✓ ........
Is the study based on a representative sample
selected from a relevant population?...............................✓...............× ...................× ...................× .................× ...................× .....................× ........
Was an attempt made to blind those measuring
the outcomes?................................................................×...............✓...................× ...................✓.................✓ ...................× .....................× ........
Was there adjustment made for confounding
variables?.......................................................................✓...............× ...................× ...................× .................× ...................× .....................× ........
Were outcomes assessed using objective criteria? ...........✓...............✓...................✓...................✓.................✓ ...................✓.....................✓ ........
Was appropriate statistical analysis used? .......................✓...............✓...................× ...................✓.................✓ ...................× .....................✓ ........
Total criteria met ......................................................8................3....................3....................5..................4 ....................1......................3.........

(w) are all accepted statistical tests for measuring agreement,
where a result of zero indicates no agreement with increasing
agreement as the value approaches one, where one indicates
perfect agreement (Norman and Streiner 1994).
Two of the included studies looked at the agreement
between one occupational therapist based on referral
information only and a second occupational therapist
conducting a subsequent assessment in the client’s home
(Leonard 1993, Wright and Ritson 2001). Both studies
showed poor to fair agreement (k = 0.395 and k = 0.25
respectively), although Wright and Ritson (2001) found
an improvement in agreement (k = 0.64) when the patient
was involved through a phone call in the initial
assessment of priority. Harries and Gilhooly (2003a) asked
40 occupational therapists to assess the priority of
90 computer-generated hypothetical referrals, which were
designed to include the typical factors present in
community occupational therapy referrals (ascertained
through previous research and consultation with
practitioners). These authors also found relative low
agreement between assessors (Kendall’s coefficient of
concordance = 0.37).
Michaud et al (1999) were the only authors who
reported good reliability on their triage tool (ICC = 0.79),
which used a score out of 100 on a checklist of subjective
and objective items to prioritise patients on a waiting list
for outpatient physiotherapy services. This tool differed
from those in the other studies in that the priority score
was based on a detailed set of measures, collected during
a 30-minute patient assessment, and all the assessors
received comprehensive training in its use.

Priority tool for screening
Two of the remaining three studies considered priority
tools that sought to identify those patients who required
or would benefit from allied health services and those
who would not (Table 6). Gwynne et al (1996) investigated
a two-tiered referral system for preschool children to
identify the need for occupational therapy services, and
found that a school health nurse using a motor
performance checklist in combination with parent /teacher
questionnaires could assist effectively in triage. Baker et al
(1998) assessed the validity of prioritising children with
special needs for physiotherapy and occupational therapy
services on the basis of cognitive abilities and found no
correlation between cognitive performance and gains in
motor function (Table 6).

Priority assessment for waiting list
management
The final included study (Rastall and Fashanu 2001) was
a survey of 54 managers of physiotherapy outpatient
departments. It included an examination of waiting
lists and priority systems and was the only study to
include any information on the system outcomes of
applying a triage protocol. The main finding of relevance
to this review was that most respondents operated
a system of three priority categories and, although
most managers self-reported that they met their time
targets for servicing patients in the first two categories,
those in the third or lowest priority categories often
waited 5-6 weeks longer than the most common target
time of 6-8 weeks.
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Table 5. Results of review studies evaluating measurement properties
Authors
Population
Triage by

Aim

Wright and
Ritson (2001)

Convenience sample of
referrals to a community
occupational therapy service
Part 1: n = 45
Part 2: n = 45

Study 1
To measure:
■ Occupational therapy team
1. Agreement of triage
leader (based on referral
by occupational
information)
therapy team leader
■ Second occupational therapist
2. Change when client
(following home assessment)
involved in decision
Study 2
■ Occupational therapy team
leader (based on referral
information plus client phone call)
■ Second occupational therapist
(following home assessment)

Leonard
(1993)

Convenience sample of
clients referred to a
community occupational
therapy service, n = 215

■

Michaud
et al (1999)

Orthopaedic patients
waitlisted for physiotherapy
services, n = 80

Harries and
Gilhooly (2003a)

Hypothetical referrals to
occupational therapy at a
community mental health
service, n = 120 (90 plus
30 repeated referrals)

Three categories:
P1*: Most at risk
P2: General assessment required
P3: Specific needs in isolation of
other problems (for example,
bathing only)

To measure agreement
of priority rating at point
of referral

Three categories:
P1: Risk of health impairment
without immediate action
P2: Unable to sustain independence,
or carers at risk without help
P3: Not at risk

Four experienced physiotherapists
– each patient examined by two
assessors, one immediately
following the other

To measure interrater
reliability of triage tool

Score out of 100 on checklist based
on subjective (30%) and objective
(70%) criteria, 30 minutes to
administer

Forty experienced occupational
therapists working in mental
health services

To measure:
(a) Consistency of triage
responses for each
rater (n = 30)
(b) Agreement between
raters (n = 90)

Raters placed a mark on a line
labelled low priority at one end
and high priority at the other

■

First assessor, senior
occupational therapist
(based on referral information)
Second assessor, occupational
therapist at home assessment
(gold standard)

Description of triage tool

*P1/2/3 denotes Priority categories 1, 2 and 3.

Table 6. Results of review studies reporting triage screening or outcomes
Authors
Population
Triage/assessment by
Rastall and
Fifty-four managers
Not applicable
Fashanu (2001)
of outpatient
physiotherapy
departments

Gwynne
et al (1996)

Five-year-old children
attending infant
schools, n = 30

1. Parent/teacher survey and
2. Checklist completed by
school health nurse

Baker et al
(1998)

Children aged
Research staff
35 to 74 months
(mean = 56.3 months),
enrolled in preschool
for children with
special education
needs, n = 39
MSCA = Macarthy Scale of Children’s Abilities; GCI = General Cognitive Index.
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Aim
To provide information on the
extent, management and
perceived reasons for outpatient
physiotherapy department
waiting lists

Method
Exploratory, survey using
written questionnaire

To assess whether a two-tier referral
system involving school health nurse
could identify children requiring
occupational therapy services

Results of two-tier
referral system compared
to gold standard –
Bruininks-Oseretsky test

To examine the validity of the
cognitive referencing triage
model: that IQ is a strong
predictor of treatment success

Participants grouped into
high/low IQ categories
using MSCA GCI scores;
motor skills assessed
pre and post 9 months
of weekly occupational
therapy/physiotherapy
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Table 5 (continued)
Time between
Result
tests
Not specified
Study 1: k = 0.395
Study 2: k = 0.643

Main conclusion
of authors
Better agreement when
client involved in triage.

It must be noted, however, that this study was a survey of
opinions and thus subject to bias. No objective measures
were reported and the authors do not specify whether
waiting list data were from a publicly released source.
These factors are reflected in the fact that this study scored
the lowest quality assessment rating (only one of eight
criteria met) of any included in the review.

Discussion

Not specified

k = 0.25

Poor to fair agreement.
Tendency to prioritise
too high.

Immediate

ICC = 0.79
(CI: 0.68-0.86)

Good reliability. Noted
that examiners were well
trained with tool. Better
agreement on objective
versus subjective items.

Not specified

(a) Mean r = 0.74
(range 0.29:0.96)
(b) w = 0.367,
p < 0.01

Therapists use different cues
to prioritise referrals. Reason
for referral and history of
violence weighted most
heavily by the occupational
therapists in the study.

Table 6 (continued)
Description of triage tool
Common descriptors in survey
population listed; examples:
P1: Acute/urgent
P2: Semi urgent, subacute
P3: Chronic, routine

The triage of patients for allied health services has
generated discussion in the literature (Roberts 1996,
Christie et al 1997, Lee 1997, Kot et al 1998, Santiago et al
1998, Heck et al 2001) and appears to be widely used (for
example, 53 out of 54 physiotherapy managers reported the
use of a triage system in the survey by Rastall and Fashanu
2001). Irion (1997, p1) suggested that triage systems
are necessary to decide ‘which patients will receive a
service, which patients will receive a service if time allows,
and which patients will receive reduced services’ when
demand for services outstrips supply. Gauthier et al
(2006) hypothesised that triage policies help to increase
staff confidence in decision making. Others have
suggested that such systems can be helpful in the
consistent allocation of resources, can improve staff and
patient satisfaction and can reduce waiting lists (Grime
1990, Dutterer and Gonzalez 1997, Irion 1997).
Although these hypotheses sound reasonable, only
seven studies could be identified for this review that tested
a triage system or reported on outcomes for allied health
services. None of the included studies was a randomised
trial, the sample sizes were often small and in many cases
the study designs carried inherent bias. Michaud et al (1999),

Results
37/38 departments with a waiting list problem used
priority categories (usually 3 levels)
Priority 1 and 2 patients seen within target time
Priority 3 patients wait on average 5-6 weeks longer
than target

Conclusion
Organisational priorities are to meet targets for
category 1 and 2 patients. Lengthy waits are
shifted to chronic/routine patients.

Twelve-item checklist of gross and
fine motor skills developed
by authors

Two-tiered system – sensitivity 75% and specificity 95%,
compared with 88% sensitivity and 41% specificity with
parent/teacher referral alone. Difference in specificity
significant (p < 0.005).

Two-tiered referral system has potential to
reduce waiting lists, through better identification
of children who require occupational therapy
services.

General Cognitive Index (GCI)
on Macarthy Scale of Children’s
Abilities (MSCA)

No significant difference in motor gains between the
two groups.

IQ is not a predictor of motor gains in preschool
children, and study does not support its use as a
basis for triaging referrals.

■
■
■
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for example, conducted a survey of opinion, and Wright
and Ritson (2001) acknowledged the subjective nature of
the prioritisation assessment and that interrater reliability
was not established prior to their study.
It could be argued that some of the criteria used in the
quality assessment for the present review are not applicable
to all the studies and it is therefore unfair to judge them in
this way (for example, a well conducted survey will not
rate well on items designed primarily for cohort studies).
However, using a single quality assessment scale ensures
that study designs that are less subject to bias will score
more highly. The quality assessment provides an
indication that rigorous research in this area is lacking and
that caution must be taken in drawing conclusions from
the existing literature.
Four of the studies identified in this review evaluated
the measurement property of reliability or agreement. The
results in three of them indicated only poor to fair
agreement between assessors. If two independent assessors
cannot reach agreement when using a triage tool, different
clinicians will often be placing the same patient into
different categories. This measurement error will serve to
obscure any of the proposed benefits of the triage tool
and, therefore, the usefulness of such a tool must be called
into question.
The evidence identified in this review does suggest
some factors that may increase the reliability of priority
tools. First, reliability may be improved with the greater
use of objective examination measures rather than relying
on the subjective judgement of clinicians. The studies
included in this review varied considerably in this
regard. For example, both Leonard (1993) and Wright
and Ritson (2001) asked clinicians to use their clinical
judgement to assign referrals to one of three loosely defined
categories. In contrast, Baker et al (1998) used a standardised
test of cognition as a priority tool, and Gwynne et al
(1996) trialled a checklist of gross and fine motor skills.
Michaud et al (1999) also used a checklist consisting
largely of objective items, and was the only study
addressing measurement properties to report good
reliability. However, a useful priority tool must also
balance the need for good quality, objective information
on which to base a decision with the need for a rapid and
efficient assessment. If a tool takes too long to administer,
it will serve only to take time away from treatment, placing
further pressure on the system it is designed to improve.
The prioritisation checklist investigated by Michaud et al
(1999) took 30 minutes to administer, required the
assessors to be trained in its use, and necessitated patients
visiting the health centre/hospital to have the checklist
applied. The practical application of such a tool to prioritise
lengthy waiting lists and to produce more efficient
allocation of resources seems to be dubious.
The second factor that may help to improve agreement
between assessors using priority tools is the involvement
of the patient in the process. Wright and Ritson (2001)
found that agreement increased when a phone call to the
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patient was incorporated into the triage process for
community occupational therapy referrals. This finding
was also supported by Leonard (1993). He stated, within
the context of his discussion, that ‘agreement between the
occupational therapists and the senior occupational
therapist was highest when the client was the person making
the referral’ (p450), although no data were reported to
support this statement. It would seem reasonable that
priority decisions are at least partially dependent on the
information that is available to the clinician making the
decision at the time, and that the client (or carer) is in a
good position to be able to provide accurate information
about his or her own situation. A phone call may also
provide the assessor with additional information (such as
tone of voice or breathlessness) that may not be conveyed
on a written referral. Wright and Ritson (2001) hypothesised
that telephoning every client provides a clearer picture of
his or her needs or expectations.
In addition to reliability, validity is an important property
for assessment tools and triage is no exception. Validity
refers to the extent to which an assessment measures what
it purports to measure and whether useful inferences can
be made based on the measurement (Streiner and Norman
1995). Evidence of validity suggests that a measurement
tool possesses sufficient reliability, but reliability alone
does not imply that the measurement tool is valid
(Streiner and Norman 1995).When using a system to
triage patients, the clinician needs to be confident that those
patients who are rated as high priority have the highest
priority needs, that is, that the triage tool demonstrates
evidence of validity.
One of the difficulties of validating priority systems is
the lack of a gold standard with which to compare.
Gwynne et al (1996) were able to use a standardised
development assessment effectively for this purpose in a
school setting, but when triaging based on a subjective
evaluation of ‘degree of risk’ this issue becomes much
more difficult. Wright and Ritson (2001) attempted to use
an occupational therapist’s assessment on a home visit as
the gold standard with which to compare triage ratings
given by a duty occupational therapist working from an
office, but acknowledged that this process was open to
bias. The therapists conducting the home visits were also
basing their decision on subjective clinical judgement
and interrater reliability between these therapists was
never established.
The evidence in the allied health literature in the
present review provides minimal insights into the criteria
that should be used to rate the priority of referrals. Those
investigators who described categorical systems generally
used three categories, labelled with terms such as ‘high
risk’ or ‘urgent’ for priority one, through to ‘not at risk’ or
‘routine’ for priority three. Justification for these categories
is not provided and it is taken as self-evident that those
patients most at risk should be seen first. However,
evidence emerging from hospital emergency departments
suggests that this may not be the only efficient and
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effective way of prioritising services. It has been reported
that having a senior emergency physician in triage to treat
and discharge minor cases immediately has a positive
effect on patient satisfaction and waiting times, and allows
physicians in the consulting rooms to work more
efficiently (Travers and Lee 2006).
It is possible that such thinking could be applied to some
allied health services, where rapid attention to cases that can
be resolved quickly may have positive effects. As well as
reducing waiting lists and increasing patient satisfaction,
addressing some problems early may also require fewer
resources than would be required if a ‘low risk’ condition
is left to progress further whilst on a waiting list. Although
not looking specifically at risk, Baker et al (1998) were the
only investigators identified in this review who sought to
question the criteria on which clients were prioritised.
They found that the existing practice of using cognitive
function to prioritise children for occupational therapy
and physiotherapy was not supported.

■

■

■

Key findings
Few studies have been published that evaluate the measurement
properties or outcomes of triage tools applied to allied health
services.
Studies that have been published have focused largely on measurement
properties, and indicate that triage systems often have poor to fair
reliability.
More evidence is needed before any particular allied health triage
system can be recommended for use.

What the study has added
This critical review draws attention to the paucity of quality research into
allied health triage systems. It highlights the need to establish reliability
in these systems, and provides direction for future research.

College of Occupational Therapists (2005) College of Occupational
Therapists’ Code of ethics and professional conduct. Available at:
http://www.cot.co.uk/public/publications2/showpublication.php?c=

Conclusion
There has been very little investigation of the efficacy or
outcomes of triage systems in allied health and no
randomised controlled trials. Those studies that have been
done have focused largely on the measurement properties
of triage tools. The results suggest that an important first
step in introducing allied health triage systems will be to
establish reliable systems that involve the patient in the
process. More comprehensive guidelines with objective
measures are likely to increase reliability, but these must
be weighed against the need for a tool to be quick and
easy to apply if it is to be practical in a clinical setting.
Further research is needed to investigate the effectiveness
of triage systems, with emphasis on the outcomes of
relevance to the profession (such as agreement between
assessors), to the system (costs and waiting times) and to
the service users (such as satisfaction with the service).
Most of the studies identified in this review were of only
fair quality and thus were subject to bias. The use of
randomised controlled trials, which are less subject to
bias, has the potential to improve the evidence base in this
area. This review also highlights the lack of attention to
this important issue from any allied health profession
other than occupational therapy and physiotherapy.
Despite an abundance of opinion, little solid evidence
exists as to how (or if) triage should be conducted within
allied health services in order to optimise service
efficiency and patient care.
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Chapter 3: Do triage systems in healthcare improve patient flow?
A systematic review of the literature

3.1 Introduction
The systematic review of the literature presented in chapter 2 was limited to allied health
services, and identified only seven studies. Of these, four studies focussed on measurement
properties of triage tools. Given the limited work in this area in allied health services, a
broader investigation of the literature was warranted to investigate the impact of triage
systems on health services.

One potential problem with traditional triage systems is their potential to divert resources
from frontline care and to create separate queues, inadvertently contributing to longer
waiting times for all patients. However, the impact of triage systems on patient flow
received little attention in the allied health literature included in the first systematic review.

Therefore, a second systematic review of the literature was completed considering a broad
range of health services to investigate the question: what impact do triage systems have on
patient flow?
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3.2 Study Two
This paper is presented in published format (Harding et al., 2011a):

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG (2011) Do triage systems improve patient flow? A
systematic review of the literature. Australian Health Review 35(3): 371-383

This paper has also been presented at the following conference, and appears in the
conference proceedings as:

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG. Do triage systems improve patient flow? A systematic
review of the literature. Health Services and Policy Research Conference 2009 Conference
Handbook. 25th-27th November 2009, Brisbane, Australia.
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Abstract
Objectives. Triage processes are often used by Emergency Departments to sort patients according to urgency or type
of service required. Triage may also be used in a broad spectrum of other health services and not just emergency
departments. Triage systems may be used to ensure the most urgent patients get timely service, but do they have an effect on
patient ﬂow?
Methods. We conducted a systematic review by searching ﬁve electronic databases (until August 2009) combining
the elements ‘triage’ and ‘patient ﬂow’, complemented by hand searching reference lists and citation tracking. We identiﬁed
and assessed the quality of 25 articles that met inclusion criteria. Population, setting, design and results were extracted and a
process of descriptive synthesis applied. Effect sizes for waiting time were compared for seven studies in which sufﬁcient
data could be extracted.
Results and conclusion. Moderate evidence exists from a range of health services that the ability to combine triage
and initial treatment in less resource intensive cases can have a positive effect on patient ﬂow. There is conﬂicting evidence
that triage systems that only prioritise patients, without providing any treatment, improve overall patient ﬂow, although
tailoring triage criteria more speciﬁcally to the patient population or using triage to prioritise treatable cases may be of
beneﬁt.
What is known about the topic? Triage systems are widely used across many health services. Triage systems that
combine treatment and triage have been found to improve patient ﬂow in emergency departments, but the effect of more
basic triage systems on patient ﬂow and the effect of triage on patient ﬂow in other settings has not been widely examined.
What does this paper add? The results of this review reinforce previous ﬁndings from emergency departments, but also
suggests that these principles can be used to enhance triages systems and improve patient ﬂow in other healthcare settings.
What are the implications for practitioners? Triage systems can improve patient ﬂow, and providing some options for
management of simple cases at the point of triage is likely to be of beneﬁt in achieving this outcome across a broad spectrum
of health services.
Additional keywords: delivery of healthcare, length of stay, waiting lists.

Introduction
Triage systems are most commonly associated with emergency
departments, where they are used to decide who needs urgent
care and who can wait. However, many other types of health
services also face similar issues about how to allocate limited
resources and have employed systems to prioritise patients or
assign patients to treatment categories to assist in patient
management.
Health service managers are keenly interested in identifying
factors that improve or impede the movement of patients
through health systems1 and therefore have an interest in the
 AHHA 2011

effect of triage systems on patient ﬂow. Triage or prioritisation
systems may be used to assist clinicians to make decisions about
allocation of resources, or to ensure that patients with the most
urgent needs get the most timely service.2 Triage systems may
also be used to ensure that patients are appropriate for the service
they are seeking3 and that the type and intensity of care is
matched to the patient’s needs.4 These considerations lead to
questions of whether triage systems that efﬁciently allocate
resources can lead to improvements to patient ﬂow by reducing
waiting time and length of stay for patients accessing health
services.
10.1071/AH10927

0156-5788/11/030371
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Previous reviews have addressed aspects of triage, such as
outcomes of triage scales in emergency departments,5,6 and the
effect of telephone triage systems on healthcare use and patient
satisfaction.7 Although the effect of triage on patient ﬂow has
been considered in two previous reviews in the context of a
range of strategies to decrease emergency department overcrowding,8,9 very little attention appears to have been given to
the application of triage or the prioritisation process in other
areas of healthcare, and their effect on patient ﬂow.
Given that triage systems are widely used not only by
emergency departments but in a wide range of health services,
we conducted a systematic review to attempt to answer the
following question: Do triage systems across a broad spectrum
of health services affect patient ﬂow?
Methods
We conducted a systematic review of the literature using the
following ﬁve electronic databases from the earliest available
date until August 2009: MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, PSYCinfo and AMED.
Two key concepts were used in the search strategy: triage
combined with variations on prioritisation or priority (using the
truncation ‘priorit$’); and terms related to patient ﬂow, including
variations on wait and waiting, length of stay and efﬁciency. The
terms within both concepts were searched in titles, abstracts and
as keywords, and the results were combined using the OR
operator. The two concepts were then combined using the AND
operator (Table 1).
Study selection
Triage or prioritisation was deﬁned as any system that either
ranked patients in order of priority, or sorted patients into the
most appropriate service. Interventions considered to be
‘screening’, where patients were allocated to one of two groups
(usually ‘treatment’ or ‘no-treatment’) were excluded. Interventions deﬁned as ‘fast track’ systems (in which less resourceintensive patients are referred through a separate stream of care
Table 1. Search strategy (OVID Medline)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Searches

Results

Search type

(priorit$ or triage).ti.
Waiting Lists/or wait.mp.
waiting.mp.
‘Length of Stay’/
Efﬁciency, Organisational/
Patient ﬂow.mp.
2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
7 and 1
(wait$ or length of stay or patient ﬂow).ab.
9 and 1
(wait$ or length of stay or efﬁciency or
patient ﬂow).ti.
triage.mp. or Triage/
prioritisation.mp.
prioritization.mp.
12 or 13 or 14
11 and 15
8 or 10 or 16

8884
11 040
19 306
42 185
12 992
545
77 872
417
35 640
266
25 192

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

8811
291
1439
10 481
233
603

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

following triage) were distinguished from interventions that
formed part of a prioritisation process, and were also excluded
from this review (Table 2).
We included studies that triaged patients across a broad range
of health services. Systems that were designed to prioritise for
very speciﬁc health conditions or procedures (such as organ
transplants) were excluded due to difﬁculties in generalising
these results to other services.
Any quantitative research designs were included, provided
comparison data was presented (such as pre- and post-intervention data, or a comparison group) and the study included one or
more outcomes that measured the effect of triage on patient ﬂow,
such as waiting time, length of stay or length of waiting lists.
The title and abstract of the papers identiﬁed in the initial
search were reviewed independently by two investigators
(K. E. Harding and N. F. Taylor), who then reviewed the full
text of articles that appeared to meet inclusion criteria. Cases in
which there was disagreement were discussed until consensus
was reached. The reference lists from the included papers and
review articles identiﬁed in the initial search were checked for
relevant papers, and citation tracking was also conducted from
the included papers using ISI Web of Knowledge.
Quality assessment
Quality was assessed independently by two investigators
(N. F. Taylor and K. E. Harding) using the PEDro scale, a
10-point scale based on a list of quality criteria using the Delphi
technique.10 It has been demonstrated to have acceptable reliability11 and validity12 for measuring the methodological quality
of clinical trials. Although it was expected that many of the
papers would be observational studies rather than randomised
control trials, the use of a single tool enabled all included papers
to be compared on the same scale.
No papers were omitted as a result of the quality assessment,
but quality was considered in the interpretation of results.
Studies with scores of 3 or less on the PEDro scale were
considered to be of poor quality.13
Data extraction and analysis
The following data were extracted: study objectives; study
design; population; setting; description of triage tool or intervention; outcomes; results and conclusion.
The data were organised into tables to compare the characteristics and results of the included studies, and analysed
using a process of descriptive synthesis.14 In addition, effect
sizes (also known as standardised mean differences) were calculated using web-based software15 for studies in which sufﬁcient data could be extracted. When standard deviations were
not reported they were estimated following procedures
outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews16
to enable effect sizes to be calculated. The results of the included
trials were summarised using a best-evidence synthesis17
(Table 3).
Results
Yield
The initial search yielded 865 references. Sixty-three
articles were selected for review of full-text after application of
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Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion
Setting and participants

Type of service
(deﬁnition of triage)

Exclusion

Healthcare settings
Systems designed to prioritise or triage for a health service.
For example, emergency department access, vascular
clinic, GP clinic, orthopaedic surgery, mental health
service
Systems that either:
Rank patients in order of priority or
Sort patients for the most appropriate service
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

RCTs, quasi experimental, pre–post designs, cohort studies
Intention to compare or description of comparison group
(even if only ‘historical data’) must be stated in methods or
results section
Outcome measures related to patient ﬂow, such as:
Waiting times
Effect on waiting lists
Length of stay

Methodology

Outcome measures

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Type of publications

*

*

Original articles in peer reviewed journals
English language

*

*

*

*

Non-healthcare settings
Systems designed to prioritise or determine eligibility for a
specialised and speciﬁc medical intervention. For example,
liver transplantation, specialised surgical intervention
Systems that are primarily for screening, i.e. determining
whether a condition is present or absent, or to treat or not to
treat
‘Fast track’ systems that follow triage
Qualitative studies
Reliability studies
Validation studies
Simulations and modelling
Comparisons mentioned only in context of discussion
section
Reliability (e.g. interrater agreement) or validity (sensitivity
and speciﬁcity) of triage tools
Studies with no outcome measures
Commentaries
Conference proceedings
Unpublished dissertations
Review articles

Table 3. Hierarchy of evidence
Level of evidence

Description

Strong evidence

Consistent ﬁndings among high-quality
randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
Consistent ﬁndings among multiple lowquality RCTs or non-randomised clinical
controlled trials (CCTs) or one high-quality
RCT
One low-quality RCT or CCT or consistent
ﬁndings from pre- to post-trials
Insufﬁcient evidence to support or refute the
effectiveness of the intervention with no
RCT or CCT, or a single pre–post-trial
Inconsistent ﬁndings among multiple trials

Moderate evidence

Limited evidence
Insufﬁcient evidence

Conﬂicting evidence

inclusion and exclusion criteria. Twenty-one articles met these
criteria and were included in the review. Four additional articles
that met the selection criteria were identiﬁed from the reference
lists and citation tracking of the included studies (Fig. 1).
Of the other 42 full-text articles excluded, 13 did not meet our
deﬁnition of triage,18–30 16 did not include a comparison
group31–46 and one was a simulation study.47 Seven studies
were excluded because they assessed the measurement properties of a triage tool,48–54 and ﬁve articles did not measure any
outcomes that addressed patient ﬂow.55–59 A summary of the 25
included studies is presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
Quality
The included studies scored an average of 3.6 (s.d. = 1.5) on
the PEDro scale (range 1–7), with half of the studies considered

Fig. 1. Yield resulting from search strategy.

to be of poor quality (scoring  3, Table 7). Only one study
randomised individual patients60 and two studies randomly
allocated shifts to intervention or control conditions.61,62 The
remainder were observational studies comparing pre- and postintervention data (16 studies, mean quality score 3.3), nonrandomised trials (ﬁve studies, mean quality score 3.6), and one
naturalistic comparison between two health services (quality
score 2). Patients were blinded to the intervention in all but one of
the studies.60

Evaluate effect of a
triage system on
wait time and
non-attendance

Compare formal
nurse triage with
informal
prioritisation
process

Dental service,
Hospital for sick
children,
Toronto

General hospital ED
United Kingdom

CAMHS, Hong
Kong

ED, London

ED, Buffalo USA

Delivery and labour
unit, academic
medical centre,
USA

Casas et al.77

George et al.66

Lai80

Mallett and
Woolwich68

Ryan73

Zocco et al.60

To determine the
effect of a
dedicated triage
room on LOS

Compare formal
and informal
triage

Compare formal
nurse triage with
informal
prioritisation
process

Evaluate theatre
bookings
prioritisation
system for dental
procedures

Evaluate effect of
nurse triage in
hospital ED

ED, 200 bed
hospital, South
Africa

Bruijns et al.63

Objective

Setting

Reference

Random sample of 50
non-emergency
cases presenting to
ED during 6-week
period

Medically stable
women >14-weeks
gestation,
presenting to unit.
n = 398

RCT – randomised to
triage room or not
(Phase I) and to
standing orders or
not (Phase II)

Patients presenting to
ED. n = 822 preand n = 692 postintervention

Children referred to
CAMHS. Mean
age 10.2 years
(s.d. 4.3). n = 459

Patients presenting to
ED. n = 2515
(intervention),
2522 (control)

Children having
dental work under
anaesthesia. (n not
stated)

People attending
ED. n = 823 (post),
323 (pre)

Population

Comparison between
2 hospitals, one
with formal triage
and one without

Observational study,
two 7-day periods
pre- and postintroduction of
triage system

Non-randomised
control trial (equal
number control
and intervention
shifts over
6 weeks)
Observational study –
1-year postintervention
compared with
historical data

Pre- and postintroduction of
waiting list system

Observational cohort
study. Pre(retrospective) and
post- (prospective)
intervention
groups

Study design

Evaluation in
dedicated triage
room

Formal nurse triage
system

Formal nurse triage
system

2 stage triage
system

Formal nurse triage
(pre-reception)

Priority system

Nurse triage
operating for
3-month period
in ED

Intervention

Assessment in
labour rooms

Informal triage
system, not fully
described

Informal
prioritisation
system, not
clearly described

Historical waiting
list data (no
triage system)

Informal
prioritisation by
a combination of
nursing staff

Waiting list data at
the time the
system was
introduced

4 randomly
selected months
in the
previous year

Comparison
group

Not described

3 level triage system
based on
urgency

5 level triage system
based on
urgency

1) Strengths and
difﬁculties
questionnaire, 2)
interview if
above cut off
score

LOS in unit

Waiting time to see
nurse and doctor

Waiting time to see
doctor

Waiting time, DNA
for ﬁrst
appointm’t

Waiting time in ED

Waiting time for
surgery

Waiting time from
arrival to doctor
assessment in
ED

5 level ‘CapeTriage
Score’

6 level prioritisation
system
developed by
expert opinion,
based on
urgency
4 triage categories
based on
urgency

Outcome
measures

Triage tool

Formal triage
resulted in
longer waits for
non-urgent
patients to see
both a nurse and
a doctor
No signiﬁcant
difference in
LOS with formal
triage

Signiﬁcantly longer
waiting times to
see a doctor
post-triage

Reduced waiting
time (22.4 to
7.2 weeks) for
urgent cases,
unchanged for
routine cases

Reduction in
waiting time in
categories 1 (by
mean 178 min),
2, 3 and 5 (mean
91–103 min)
(P < 0.01)
Reduced wait time
for patients in
categories 2 and
3. Increased
wait for nonurgent patients
Waiting time
increased with
nurse triage in all
four triage
categories

Results

Table 4. Studies comparing triage systems to absent or very informal systems
Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; CAMHS, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services; DNA, did not arrive; LOS, length of stay

Using a triage room
did not
signiﬁcantly
reduce length of
stay

Successful in
identifying
urgent cases and
reducing wait
times and
reducing DNA
rate
Triage delayed time
to see doctor, but
reduced time to
ﬁrst appraisal by
health
professional
(nurse)
Formal triage results
in delays in care
for non-urgent
patients

System prioritised
more urgent
cases, but at the
expense of those
less urgent who
waited longer
Formal nurse triage
adds to cost
without
commensurate
beneﬁts

Waiting time
dramatically
reduced
following
introduction of
the triage system

Authors
conclusions
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ED in a military
hospital

Metropolitan ED

CAMHS Scotland

Paulson70

Smart et al.74

Woodhouse81

Observational cohort
study. 3-months
pre-, during and
post-intervention

Prospective
observational
cohort study,
compared with
historical data

Evaluate an ‘opt in’
referral system and
change to
prioritisation
criteria

Comparative
retrospective chart
review, 6-months
pre- and postintervention

Pre- and postintervention
observational
study. 3 months
pre- and postintervention

Pre- and postintervention cohort
study

Study design

Evaluate the effect of a
mental health
triage system
(MHTS)

Compare wait time
when nurses
perform triage
compared with
unlicensed
personnel

Compare a traditional
to an expedited
triage protocol for
management of
non-traumatic
chest pain

Higgins et al.67 ED in a 600-bed

community
hospital, USA

Evaluate the effect of
changing
paediatric triage
criteria on patient
ﬂow

ED in a general
hospital USA

Cain et al.64

Objective

Setting

Reference

Patients referred to
CAMHS. Sample
size not stated

Patients presenting to
ED with mental
health conditions
n = 261 (pre)
n = 306 (during)
and n = 322 (postintervention)

Patients presenting to
ED n = 323
intervention, 281
control

High priority for
patients likely to
respond to
treatment plus ‘opt
in’ appointment
system

Dedicated mental
health triage scale,
implemented by
ED triage nurses

Nurse performing
triage

All patients treated as
category 1 or 2,
regardless of
presenting
symptoms

Changing triage
criteria to include
speciﬁc signs and
symptoms, and
more speciﬁc
criteria

Children <17 years old
presenting to a
general ED n = 910
(pre-intervention),
3514 (postintervention)

Consecutive patients
presenting to ED
with non-traumatic
chest pain. n = 382
(control), 418
(experimental)

Intervention

Population

Prioritisation based on
perceived risk or
urgency

Standard triage

Priority criteria (3
levels) based on
predictors of
positive outcome

4 level triage scale

Not described

5 category triage
scale

Traditional triage –
categorised as 1–5
and treated
accordingly

Unlicensed Assistive
Personnel
performing triage

3 triage categories
based on urgency

Triage tool

2 months before
intervention

Comparison group

Waiting list, DNA
rates

Waiting time, transit
time, Did not wait

Triage time, Waiting
time, LWBS

Waiting time

Mean waiting times to
examination and
admission

Outcome measures

No difference in triage
time. Wait time
reduced by 73 min
(127 v. 54 min)
when nurse
performed triage.
LWBS rate fell
85%
Waiting time fell 34 to
27minutes
(P < 0.01), transit
time reduced 149.2
to 131.7 min
(P = 0.03). DNW
decreased from 7.3
to 3.4% (P = 0.04)
Signiﬁcant downward
trend in waiting
lists (45 to
19 weeks) over
ﬁrst month. DNA
rates dropped from
39.1% to 13.2%
(P < 0.01)

Signiﬁcant (P < 0.05)
reductions in
waiting time for all
categories (6 min
category 1, 44 min
overall). No
change to adult
patient waiting
times
Statistically signiﬁcant
reductions
(P < 0.01) in time
to triage, time to
ECG and time to
decision to treat

Results

System successful in
reducing DNA
rates. Prioritising
treatable cases is an
appropriate,
effective and
ethical use of
scarce resources

MHTS reduced
waiting time,
transit time and
percentage of
patients who did
not wait. Well
received by staff

Modiﬁcation
signiﬁcantly
improved
timeliness for
patients attending
with non-traumatic
chest pain
Nurses at triage are
more efﬁcient than
Unlicensed
Assistive
Personnel

New system
signiﬁcantly
improved pt ﬂow
without affecting
adult waiting times

Authors
conclusions

Table 5. Studies comparing two variations in a triage system
Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; CAMHS, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services; LWBS, left without being seen; DNA, did not arrive; DNW, did not wait
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Evaluate effect of a
triage system on
wait time for
1st appointment
and nonattendance

Evaluate effect of
nurse triage
system on
waiting time for
booked and
unbooked
appointments
Reduce the waiting
time from
referral to ﬁrst
appointment

ED, urban hospital,
Canada

Community
CAMHS West
London

Inner city sexual
health clinic,
Sydney

CAMHS
Ireland

CAMHS
Central
England

Urban ED

Holroyd et al.61

Jones et al.82

Knight and
McNulty79

Lynch and
Hedderman84

Parkin et al.83

Partovi et al.69
Non-randomised
control trial
(8 days control
and intervention)

Observational,
cohort study.
Comparison with
historical data

Observational time
ﬂow study,
2  1 month
periods, 2 years
apart (pre- and
postintervention)
Observational study,
10-month preand postintervention
period

Patients presenting
to ED n = 920
intervention 841

Referrals to
CAMHS. n = 92
triaged cases

Children and
adolescents
referred to
CAMHS. 158
triaged cases

Patients attending
clinic. n = 1135/
871 (pre-/postintervention)

Children 0–16 years
old referred to
CAMHS. 155
triaged cases

Adults presenting
to ED. n = 2831
intervention,
2887 control

RCT – 42 shifts
randomised to
intervention or
control

Observational study,
6 months postintervention and
1 year of
historical data

Patients presenting
to ED n = 1310
intervention,
1355 control

Population

Prospective cohort
study – 7-days
control followed
by 7-days
intervention

Study design

Doctor stationed at
triage

Muliti disciplinary
triage clinic –
assessment plus
team discussion

Triage by clinical
nurse specialist,
including 1–2-h
interview

All patients triaged
by nurse triage
on presentation

Team meeting
followed by one
hour face to face
a clinician

Doctor at triage

Senior doctor
stationed with
the triage nurse

Intervention

Not described

Triaged to: close
case, waitlist,
further
assessment,
immediate
intervention

Historical data –
priority
allocated from
written referral
only

Traditional nurse
triage

Triaged to referral
on, discharge at
triage
appointment,
referral to MDT
or clinic

Patients on waiting
list and the
beginning of
intervention

Triaged to: doctor,
nurse,
counsellor, later
appointment or
referral out

Triaged to:
immediate
action, more
assessment,
waitlist or case
closed

Historical practice –
informal triaging
off incoming
referrals

Present to reception,
ad hoc triage by
nursing staff as
available

5 level triage system
based on
urgency

Manchester Triage
System (5
levels)

Usual care – triage
nurse only

Usual care – nurse
triage only

Triage tool

Comparison
group

Yes

No

No

Not clear

No

Yes

No

Extra funds
used

LOS, LWBS

DNA, patient
outcomes, wait
time to ﬁrst
appointment

Number of people
on waiting list,
average time
waited

Wait time from
arrival to
assessment

DNA rates, wait
time to 1st
appointment

LOS in ED, LWBS,
ambulance
diversion

Time in ED, wait
time, adverse
events

Outcome
measures
Overall reduction in
LOS, wait time
reduced in
categories 2–5
(P < 0.01). One
adverse event in
intervention
group
ED LOS reduced by
36 min (4 : 57 to
4:21 h). 20%
reduction in
LWBS, no
change in
ambulance
diversions
Average waitlist fell
from 200 to 56
patients at end of
trial. Wait time
fell from up to
9 months to
<13 weeks
Wait time for
unbooked
appointments
reduced from 24
to 12 min (40 to
11 min to see a
doctor)
Waiting list reduced
from 62 to 19
people waiting,
average waiting
time reduced
from 122 to
32 days
Average wait time
fell from ‘up to
1 year’ to
61 days DNA
reduced ‘by one
third’ (no data
reported), 21.7%
cases closed at
triage
LOS in ED fell from
445 to 363 min
(P < 0.01). Nonsigniﬁcant
decrease in
LWBS: (14.7%
to 7.9%)

Results

Faculty triage offers
increased
efﬁciency but
with relatively
high cost

Triage clinic
acceptable to
clinicians and
families, reduces
waiting time and
non-attendance

Model effective in
reducing waiting
time

Model effective in
reducing waiting
time for
unbooked
appointments

Model effective in
reducing waiting
times and
sceening
referrals more
effectively

Triage physician
reduces LOS and
LWBS

System reduced
waiting time.
High stress on
doctors noted
with risk of
adverse events
if sustained

Authors
conclusions
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To determine
whether a
faculty doctor at
triage shortens
LOS

To determine
whether nonurgent referrals
can be addressed
in a multidisciplinary
triage clinic

Evaluate the effect
of a senior
doctor at triage

Evaluate the effect
of a senior
doctor at triage

ED, district hospital
in Hong Kong

Choi et al.65

Objective

Setting

Reference

Table 6. Studies comparing triage with management options v. prioritisation only
Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; CAMHS, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services; LWBS, left without being seen; DNA, did not arrive; LOS, length of stay
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Hospital ED (no
details)

Metropolitan ED,
Australia

Urban ED

ED at an inner city
teaching hospital

Inner city sexual
health clinic

Metropolitan ED
UK

Redmond and
Buxton71

Richardson et al.72

Subash et al.62

Terris et al.75

Tideman et al.78

Travers et al.76

Evaluate a
doctor–nurse
triage system in
ED

Evaluate the effect
of a walk in
triage system
compared with
an appointment
system

Assess whether
consult by senior
doctor at triage
reduces number
of patients
waiting to be
seen in ED

Evaluate whether
3 h of
doctor–nurse
triage improves
ﬂow, and has a
carry over effect
for rest of
the day

Evaluate a
doctor–nurse
triage system in
ED

Evaluate the effect
of a senior
doctor at triage

Non-randomised
controlled trial.
10 study days
matched to 10
control days

Pre- and postintervention
observational
study. 12 months
pre-and 5 months
post-intervention

Pre- and postintervention
observational
study – 3 months
pre- and postintervention

Quasi-randomised
trial. 8  3 h
periods
randomised to
control or
intervention

Pre- and postintervention over
3 months.
Comparison
group: 3 months
previous year

Observational study.
100 consecutive
patients over 3
shifts. Control:
similar shift
previous week

People triaged as
Category 3
n = 290/286
(intervention/
control)

Patients presenting
to clinic. Mean
age 29 (range
14–90).
n = 4531/2259
(pre-/postintervention)

Patients presenting
to ED. n = 378
intervention
group (preintervention: n
not stated)

Patients presenting
to ED 530
(intervention)
498 (control)

People attending
ED Sample size
Not stated

Patients presented
to ED 100
(intervention)
No information
on control

Doctor stationed
with nurse at
triage

Patients triaged to
immediate clinic
appointment, or
referral to other
services

Senior doctor
stationed with
the triage nurse

Team triage,
conducted by a
joint
nurse–doctor
team

Doctor stationed
with nurse at
triage

Doctor stationed at
triage

Traditional nurse
triage

Appointment
system (with
typical 1–2week wait for
appointment)

Traditional nurse
triage

4 level triage scale

Symptom based
triage protocol
administered by
sexual health
nurse

5 level triage scale
based on
urgency

Not described

Australian Triage
Scale

Usual care – nurse
triage only

Traditional nurse
triage

Not described

Traditional nurse
triage

No

Not stated

Yes

No

Not clear

No

Time to assessment
(categories 2–3),
discharge from
triage

Number of patients
seen

Number patients
waiting in ED
and discharged
from triage

Waiting times (to
triage, treatment,
discharge)

LWBS, patients
seen within
guidelines

Time in ED, patient
outcomes

More patients in
intervention
group seen
within
guidelines for
categories 3 and
4 (P < 0.01) Less
patients LWBS
(0.8 v. 1.5 day–1,
P < 0.01)
Signiﬁcant
reduction in time
to triage (7 to
2 min), time to
see doctor (32 to
2 min) and time
to discharge (83
to 37 min). No
knock-on effect
50% patients
discharged from
triage, mean
number patients
waiting fell from
18.3 to 5.5. More
patients waited
>2 h during
control periods
New clients
increased by
40% (P = 0.04),
All patients
requiring
general clinic
appointments
seen same day
34.8% cases
discharged from
triage. Waiting
times reduced
for both
Category 2 and 3
patient groups
(P < 0.05)

Average time in ED
50mins,
compared with
68 min for
control shift.
34% discharged
directly from ED

Waiting time
reduced for walk
in patients and
allowed Doctors
to work more
efﬁciently

System resulted in
an increase in
new clients who
were younger
and more high
risk

Less patients
waiting during
intervention
times, but needs
resources to be
sustainable

Team triage
increased
efﬁciency and
reduced wait
time. Resources
required for
sustainability

System is cost
effective and a
signiﬁcant
number of
patients
discharged
directly from
triage
System is useful and
is well accepted
by staff and
patients
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Table 7. PEDro Quality criteria met by included studies
PEDro items: 1, eligibility criteria were speciﬁed; 2, subjects were randomly allocated to groups; 3, allocation was concealed; 4, the groups were similar at
baseline regarding the most important prognostic indicators; 5,there was blinding of subjects; 6, there was blinding of all therapists who administered the therapy;
7, there was blinding of all therapists who measured at least one key outcome; 8, measures of at least one key outcome were obtained from more than 85% of
the subjects initially allocated to groups; 9, all subjects for whom outcome measures were available received the treatment or control condition as allocated or,
where this was not the case, data for at least one key outcome was analysed by ‘intention to treat’; 10, the results of between group statistical comparisons are
reported for at least one key outcome; and 11, the study provides both point measures and measure of variability for at least one key outcome
Reference
Bruijns et al. (2008)
Cain et al. (1996)
Casas et al. (2007)
Choi et al. (2006)
George et al. (1992)
Higgins et al. (1993)
Holroyd et al. (2007)
Lai (2006)
Lynch and Hedderman (2006)
Jones et al. (2000)
Knight and McNulty (2006)
Mallet and Woolwich (1990)
Parkin et al. (2003)
Paulson (2004)
Partovi (2001)
Redmond and Buxton (1993)
Richardson et al. (2004)
Ryan (1995)
Smart et al. (1999)
Subash F et al. (2004)
Terris J et al. (2004)
Tideman et al. (2003)
Travers and Lee (2006)
Woodhouse (2006)
Zocco et al. (2007)
A

1A

2

3

4

5

6

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

PEDro item number
7
8
9
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y

10

11

Total (out of 10)

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

4
6
1
4
4
6
7
4
3
2
3
4
3
3
4
1
3
2
5
3
3
3
4
2
5

Item 1 not included in total score.

Overview of included studies
The sample sizes of the included studies ranged from 92 to 6890
patients, with data collected from over 35 000 patients across all
of the studies. Acute hospital emergency departments represented the biggest group of study settings (16 studies)61–76 and
ﬁve studies investigated triage systems for child and adolescent
community mental health services. The remaining studies were
from a dental surgery service;77 two sexual health services78,79
and an obstetrics unit.60 Outcome measures most commonly
included waiting time from presentation or referral to initial
assessment, or length of stay in the service. Other measures
included the number of patients waiting for services (three
studies) and the number of patients who did not wait for services
or did not attend (seven studies).
Types of triage
The studies were categorised into three groups based on the
status of the triage systems that were being compared: (1) a triage
system compared with no (or only a very informal) system;
(2) a comparison of two types of triage, with no management of
patients at the point of triage (basic triage); and (3) a system in

which there were options for providing simple treatment or
management of patients at triage compared with a triage system
in which this was not the case.
1. Basic triage v. no triage
Of the seven studies that evaluated triage compared with
informal, or no triage methods, four were conducted in emergency departments and reported conﬂicting results.63,66,68,73
Bruijns et al. observed a dramatic reduction in waiting times
following the introduction of a nurse triage system compared
with historical data,66 whereas the other three (two observational
trials pre- and post-introduction of a triage system, and one
naturalistic comparison between two hospitals) all found that the
triage system added to overall patient waiting time. All were of
low to moderate quality with PEDro scores ranging between 2
and 4.
Three studies evaluated the introduction of triage systems in a
delivery and labour unit,60 a dental surgery service77 and a
community mental health service80 respectively. The ﬁrst of
these was a randomised control trial of moderate quality (PEDro
score = 5) and showed no difference in length of stay for patients
receiving formal triage versus an informal prioritisation
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system.60 The other two were observational studies with quality
scores of 4 and 2 respectively. Both demonstrated a reduction in
waiting times for patients with the most urgent needs based on
their triage classiﬁcation, but waiting time either remained the
same or increased for those classiﬁed in the less urgent triage
categories.
There is conﬂicting evidence that basic triage compared with
no or informal triage has a beneﬁcial effect on patient ﬂow.
2. Comparing variations of basic triage
Four observational studies using pre- and post-intervention
designs evaluated the effect on patient ﬂow when changes were
made to triage criteria.64,67,74,81 All four of these studies reported
signiﬁcant reductions in waiting time, length of stay or both. The
ﬁrst three were of relatively high quality (PEDro scores of 5
and 6) and evaluated the effect of tailoring generic triage criteria
for speciﬁc patient groups (chest pain, paediatric and mental
health respectively) presenting to emergency departments
(Fig. 2). The fourth study (of notably lower quality, with a
PEDro score of 2) evaluated the effect of prioritising the most
treatable cases referred to a child and adolescent community
mental health service ahead of those most at risk.81
The other variable evaluated in this category was a change to
the training and experience of the person conducting triage. One
retrospective chart review of relatively low quality70 found
signiﬁcantly shorter waiting times when nurses performed triage,
compared to unlicensed assistive personnel.
There is limited evidence from consistent ﬁndings from nonrandomised clinical trials that changing one aspect of a triage
process (triage criteria or personnel performing triage) can result
in improved patient ﬂow.
3. Triage with management options v.
prioritisation only
Systems with capacity to manage particular types of patients
at the point of triage have been tested most extensively in

Study
Cain
1996
Higgins 1993
Paulson 2004

hospital emergency departments, by placing a doctor at the
triage desk in conjunction with the traditional nurse triage role.
Eight studies were identiﬁed in this review that evaluated the
effect of this type of emergency department care on patient
ﬂow.61,62,65,69,71,72,75,76
Most were low to moderate quality non-randomised trials or
observational studies, although this group included one high
quality RCT.61 In all of these studies, the doctors had the
capacity to assess, treat and discharge patients with straightforward presentations directly from triage in addition to providing
the usual triage function of sorting patients into order of urgency.
All reported beneﬁts either in reducing the total length of stay in
the emergency department,61,65,69,71 reducing the number of
patients who left without being seen61,69,72 or reducing waiting
time62,65,75,76 (Fig. 3). The design of these studies differed
according to whether additional resources were used61,69,75 or
whether the intervention was provided within existing
resources.62,65,71,76 One study72 did not explicitly state whether
additional resources were utilised for the triage intervention.
Three pre- and post-intervention observational studies evaluated the effect of a multidisciplinary triage clinic on waiting
time for child and adolescent community mental health
services.82–84 All three studies were of poor quality, but all
reported that over 20% of patients were discharged at triage,
and described reductions in waiting times or the number of
patients on the waiting list at the end of the intervention period.
Two other studies with similar designs (also scoring 3 or less on
the PEDro scale) investigated the effect of the introduction of a
nurse triage system at sexual health clinics,78,79 Both used
models in which the triage nurse had the capacity to remove
patients from the queue (by referring on or booking later
appointments), which were considered to satisfy the criterion
of management options at the point of triage. Both studies
reported improvements to patient ﬂow with the nurse triage
model.
There is moderate evidence from consistent results from two
randomised control trials (one high and one low quality) and

Experimental
Std. Mean difference
Control
95% CI
Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight
111
14
54

20.0 3514
0.63 418
211
64.2

155 30.0 2910
1.23 382
24
240
127 64.2

Std. Mean difference
95% CI

33.5% –1.76 [ –1.82, –1.70]
33.0% –10.36 [–10.89, –9.83]
33.4% –1.14 [ –1.33, –0.94]

–10
–5
0
5
10
Favours experimental Favours control

Fig. 2. Waiting time (min) – varying simple triage by altering triage criteria or personnel performing triage from trials reporting
sufﬁcient data to calculate standardised mean differences.

Study
Choi 2006
Holroyd 2007
Subash 2004
Travers 2006

Experimental
Std. Mean difference
Control
95% CI
SD Total
Mean
SD Total Mean
29 141.0
261 278.5
2 219.8
19 21.3

1310
2841
530
290

47.0
297.0
32.0
35.5

141.0 1355
298.5 2892
219.8 498
19.9 286

379

Std. Mean difference
95% CI

–0.13 [–0.20, –0.05]
–0.12 [–0.18, –0.07]
–0.14 [–0.26, –0.01]
–0.80 [–0.97, –0.63]

–2
–1
0
1
2
Favours experimental Favours control

Fig. 3. Waiting time (min) – systems with management options at the point of triage compared with either basic (simple
prioritisation only) or no triage from trials reporting sufﬁcient data to calculate standardised mean differences.
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multiple low quality non-randomised clinical trials that providing some level of management at the point of triage can lead to
improved patient ﬂow.
Discussion
Triage systems have traditionally been used to ensure that
the most urgent patients receive timely service. The majority
of the studies included in this review have been able to demonstrate that triage systems can also have a positive effect on
patient ﬂow, as measured by waiting time and length of stay.
However, not all triage systems are the same, and the types of
services provided at triage may inﬂuence these outcomes. Triage
services may be relatively simple, seeking only to put patients in
order of priority or allocate appropriate services. In other cases,
more complex systems enable simple treatment to take place at
the time of triage, which could potentially remove a patient from
the queue or increase efﬁciency of future treatment. Triage
systems may vary along a continuum in this regard, until at
some point the intervention becomes extensive enough that the
process becomes treatment rather than triage.
There is conﬂicting evidence regarding the effect of basic
triage systems (that only prioritise patients without providing
treatment) on patient ﬂow. Bruijns demonstrated a reduction in
waiting time of more than three hours for urgent patients in a
hospital emergency department in South Africa,63 but similar
beneﬁts were not observed in other studies. These contrasting
results may be explained by differences in culture, social factors
and available resources between the study settings. Bruijns
describes a ‘resource poor setting with poverty, a high burden
of disease and critically low medically staff’, factors that are
less likely to be present in the developed world. It is possible
that given these constraints, the triage system provided an
additional level of organisation and order that enabled the
emergency department to operate with much greater efﬁciency
in the Bruijns study, whereas the additional triage process did not
add signiﬁcant value in those settings that were already better
resourced.
The current review found moderate evidence that the ability
to treat and discharge less resource intensive cases at the point of
triage is associated with improvements in patient ﬂow. It seems
intuitive that in order to reduce the length of a waiting list,
patients either need to have their needs addressed in a shorter
timeframe, or some patients need to be removed from the list.
Treating simple cases or redirecting those who do not require
services at the point of triage addresses both of these aims. In
order to make a decision about priority, triage providers must
collect sufﬁcient information about a patient’s needs. If, at this
point, a simple and rapid intervention is identiﬁed that would
meet these needs and the triage provider has the skills to
implement it, providing this service immediately rather than
duplicating the process later is likely to have beneﬁts for both
service efﬁciency and patient satisfaction. Our ﬁndings are
similar to those of two previous reviews that have investigated
triage systems in emergency departments, that concluded that
triage that focusses only on prioritising patients may result in
delays, but systems that combine triage and treatment are more
likely to positively affect patient ﬂow.8,9 The current review
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suggests that these ﬁndings may not be unique to emergency
departments, and that the same principle may also be applicable
to other health services.
Enabling simple intervention at triage is closely related to the
concept of prioritising based on ‘treatability’ rather than ‘need’.
The moral implications of these types of choices have been
debated.2 Criteria that allow that largest number of patients to be
seen with the minimum use of resources (prioritising treatable
cases) may have beneﬁts for the system overall, but may
disadvantage individuals with complex but urgent needs. In
settings where some patients present with life- threatening
conditions there are clearly times when identiﬁcation and treatment of priority cases must outweigh the desire to minimise
overall waiting times. However, the ﬁndings from the current
review suggest that tailoring triage criteria speciﬁcally to the
population concerned or prioritising treatable cases are factors
that can reduce waiting times.
Training or skill level of triage personnel also raises philosophical issues: staff with higher levels of training may be more
likely to triage effectively, but is it better to utilise staff with
lesser skills for this role and allocate those with higher expertise
to the treatment of patients? The training level of triage providers
has received minimal evaluation in relation to patient ﬂow and
there is currently insufﬁcient evidence available to effectively
answer these questions. Although several studies measured the
effects of senior doctors at triage, these models provided more
extensive services and the effect of the training of providers
alone could not be ascertained.
Limitations
The studies included only three RCTs with the majority being
either non-randomised trials or observational studies comparing
pre- and post-intervention data. These methodological issues
resulted in the majority of included studies receiving low quality
scores. The results of these investigations may therefore be more
subject to bias, and more likely to have over-estimated the true
effect of their intervention.
Due to the breadth of the literature being investigated, the
search was limited to peer reviewed publications. It is possible
that further ‘grey literature’ evidence, such as reports and
unpublished dissertations may be available that have not been
considered in this review.
Conclusion
Although triage systems may be primarily designed to ensure
the most urgent patients are attended to in a timely manner, the
evidence suggests that triage systems can also have a positive
effect on patient ﬂow. There is conﬂicting evidence about
whether basic triage systems can reduce overall waiting times,
but there is moderate evidence that the ability to manage less
resource intensive cases or redirect inappropriate referrals at the
point of triage can improve patient ﬂow.
These ﬁndings are consistent with previous work done in
emergency departments, but also suggest that similar principles
may be applicable for policy development in a diverse range of
other healthcare settings, with positive outcomes for the quality
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of patient care through reduced waiting time, shorter waiting lists
for services or reducing length of stay.
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Chapter 4: Prioritising patients for community rehabilitation
services. Do clinicians agree on triage decisions?

4.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 identified that previous studies have found reliability to be a problem in applying
triage systems to allied health services. However, all of the studies included in the review
were from single discipline occupational therapy or physiotherapy services. Community
rehabilitation programs provide a range of allied health services, but do so using a
multidisciplinary team. Triage systems in these settings often require providers of one
discipline to make triage decisions for another, adding complexity to the triage role.

This study aimed to evaluate the level of agreement between clinician raters on triage
decisions for a community rehabilitation program. The secondary aim was to determine
whether the discipline of the rater or diagnosis of the client affected agreement.

To address these aims, a reliability study was conducted evaluating agreement between two
independent clinician raters for consecutive occupational therapy and physiotherapy
referrals for a community rehabilitation program of a large metropolitan health service.
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4.2 Study Three
This paper appears in published format as (Harding et al., 2010):

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG, Wise VL (2010) Prioritizing patients for community
rehabilitation services: do clinicians agree on triage decisions? Clinical Rehabilitation
24(10): 928-934

This paper has also been presented at the following conference, and appears in the
conference proceedings as:

Harding K, Taylor N, Leggat S, Wise VL. Agreement between clinicians using an allied
health triage protocol to prioritize for community rehabilitation services.
National Allied Health Conference, Canberra 25th-27th October, 2009.
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Objective: To evaluate agreement between independent clinician raters using a
triage protocol to prioritize referrals for occupational therapy and physiotherapy
within a community rehabilitation program.
Design: The priority category allocated to consecutive referrals by one of six
clinicians in the referral office was compared with a second rating made by an
independent occupational therapist, blinded to the initial priority rating.
Setting: A centralized referral office staffed by allied health and nursing
professionals designed as a single point of access for sub acute and ambulatory
services within a large metropolitan health network.
Participants: 214 referrals for adults requiring community based occupational
therapy or physiotherapy rehabilitation for orthopaedic, neurological or other
conditions (such as falls or cardio-respiratory conditions).
Main Measure: Agreement (weighted kappa ¼ kw) between the two ratings.
Results: Overall agreement was moderate (kw ¼ 0.60), but disagreement occurred
in 30% of cases. Professional discipline of the raters did not affect agreement.
Agreement varied between diagnostic subgroups, with significantly lower
agreement for referrals for rehabilitation following elective orthopaedic surgery
(kw ¼ 0.25) than the other categories combined. Differences in agreement were
observed between the four triage categories, with the lowest observed agreement
in the most urgent category.
Conclusions: Clinicians in a centralized model of triage showed only moderate
agreement when making decisions about client priority for community rehabilitation
for occupational therapy and physiotherapy.

Introduction
Providers of rehabilitation services need to make
decisions about which clients to see and in what
Address for correspondence: Katherine Harding, Allied Health
Research Office, Eastern Health, 5 Arnold Street, Box Hill
3128, Australia.
e-mail: katherine.harding@easternhealth.org.au

order services should be provided. When demand
exceeds supply, waiting lists may be used to
manage demand until services become available.
The terms ‘prioritization’ and ‘triage’ describe systems or tools that aid clinicians in the allocation of
services. Triage or prioritization systems may be
used to decide which clients should be seen first;
to categorize clients according to how they should
be serviced (by clinicians or assistants, for
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example); or to determine who needs rehabilitation services at all.1–3
Triage of clients for allied health services
appears to be widely used.4–9 However, a recent
systematic review identified few published studies
that have examined the properties or outcomes of
triage tools when applied to allied health services.10 Three studies were identified addressing
measurement properties of triage tools applied to
occupational therapy services,11–13 and one to
physiotherapy services,14 and these have shown
that such tools often show poor inter-rater reliability.11–13 This lack of agreement between triage
raters is a problem because it means that the
same client could be referred to a different service
with a different priority depending on who administered the triage protocol. One limitation of the
research to date is that triage tools in allied health
have only been evaluated in single disciplines.
Reliability has been found to be low in two studies
addressing other areas of decision making within
multidisciplinary settings (detection of disability
and suitability for rehabilitation),15,16 but the measurement properties of systems that utilize clinicians from multidisciplinary teams to prioritize
patients for allied health programs have not been
investigated.
One such system is in place at a centralized
referral office established at a large metropolitan
health network in Melbourne, Australia. The
office acts as a single point of entry for clients
being referred to a variety of sub-acute and ambulatory care services within the public health
system, including a community rehabilitation program. The referral office is staffed by a team of
clinicians with allied health and nursing backgrounds who work in largely generic roles assessing and managing the flow of referrals. One of
their roles is to allocate a priority rating to each
referral received using a triage protocol.
The primary aim of this study was to evaluate
the agreement between two independent clinician
raters on triage decisions for occupational therapy
and physiotherapy referrals (representing the two
largest referral groups) within the community
rehabilitation program. The secondary aims were
to explore whether the professional discipline of
the raters or the client diagnosis affected
agreement.
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Methods
An inter-rater reliability study was conducted,
comparing the priority ratings given to consecutive
community rehabilitation referrals for adults (aged
18 years or over) accepted for occupational therapy and/or physiotherapy, given by clinical staff
within the centralized referral office, with a second
priority rating assigned by an independent,
blinded assessor. Whilst other disciplines (social
work, speech therapy, psychology and dietetics)
are also represented in the community rehabilitation service, the referral numbers for these professionals during the study period would have been
too small for meaningful analysis. Therefore, only
the two disciplines with the largest number of
referrals, occupational therapy and physiotherapy,
were included for the purpose of the study.
Approval for the project was obtained from the
health service and university human research and
ethics committees and all raters gave written
informed consent to participate.
The triage protocol used by the referral office
clinical staff to assign priority is typical of others
used in allied health services1,2 and was developed
in consultation with clinicians from the community rehabilitation teams, central referral office
clinical staff and managers. Referrals are allocated
to one of four priority categories (P1 to P4) based
on degree of risk, and influence how long a patient
will wait to receive the required services (Table 1).
Table 1

Priority categories

Category

Description

Typical waiting
time

Priority 1
(P1)

Clients who are most at
risk and require urgent
assessment
Clients who do not need
immediate attention,
but are at risk of an
adverse outcome if not
seen within 2 weeks
Clients who have less
urgent needs or rehabilitation is likely to result
in only mild to moderate
improvement
Clients who have nonurgent needs

within 48 hours

Priority 2
(P2)

Priority 3
(P3)

Priority 4
(P4)

2–3 weeks

3–5 weeks

45 weeks
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While there are no formal training requirements,
the clinicians who triage referrals are introduced to
the protocol and triage process as part of their
induction into their position with the centralized
referral office.
The initial rating (‘Rater 1’) was conducted by
any one of the six referral office clinical staff (two
physiotherapists, two occupational therapists, one
speech pathologist and one nurse - all senior clinicians with extensive clinical experience and knowledge of the health service). Referrals were
generally picked up by one of the team members
in order of receipt, and any referral could therefore
be triaged by any clinician. The clinician triaged
the referrals following usual practice, which
included reviewing the written referral information
and making a telephone call to the client (or other
relevant stakeholders, such as the referrer or the
client’s doctor) to gain sufficient information to
allocate priority. Following usual practice, the clinician was asked to document and attach any
additional information obtained to the written
referral. The clinician then recorded the priority
they had allocated and their own discipline on a
separate data sheet, and the referral was photocopied and de-identified by a research assistant
not involved in the prioritization of the referrals.
The de-identified referrals were then assessed by
a second, independent rater (‘Rater 2’), for the purpose of the project. This rater was a senior occupational therapist who had previously worked within
the referral office and was familiar with the prioritization protocol but was no longer a member of
the team. Rater 2 had access to all information
received on the original referral and additional
notes made by Rater 1 but not the first priority
rating. Rater 2 did not repeat phone calls to the
client or other stakeholders, as this was felt to be
too intrusive and may also result in clients giving
different information to each of the two raters.
Agreement between Rater 1 and Rater 2 was
examined using the weighted kappa statistic (kw)
along with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Kappa
is suitable for use with categorical data, and estimates agreement taking account of any agreement
due to chance.17 Weighted kappa was developed
for use with ordinal data, such that a disagreement
of more than one category (for example, Rater 1
rates a client as P1 and Rater 2 as P3) is weighted
more than disagreement of a single category.

While any weightings can be arbitrarily assigned,
quadratic weighting (in which the difference
between the categories is squared, resulting in a
difference of two categories weighted 4, a difference of 3 categories weighted 9 etc) was adopted
for the present study. Weighted kappa using quadratic weights is mathematically equivalent to the
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC), another
statistical method sometimes advocated for measuring agreement in ordinal data.18 Calculations of
kw were done utilising an online calculator.19
Assessment of the statistical significance of differences between weighted kappa scores was performed using methods described by Cohen.20
Subgroup analyses were performed to explore
whether the professional background of the rater
or the diagnostic categories of referrals affected
agreement. For weighted kappa to be calculated,
the two ratings must be based on the same number
of categories. There were some occasions in the
analysis of subgroups where one rater utilized a
priority category that the other did not. For example, Rater 1 may have placed a single client within
a subgroup in P4, when Rater 2 placed the same
client in P3 and did not use P4 for any other clients
in the subgroup. As a result, the priority ratings
for the subgroup were spread across 4 categories
by Rater 1, and only 3 categories by Rater 2. To
enable calculation of kappa in these subgroups,
the referral(s) concerned had to be either reallocated to the nearest category or excluded from the
analysis. Analysis using both methods showed the
difference in kw to be minimal, but that exclusion
of the affected case gave the more conservative
result and was therefore adopted as the solution.
The sample size required for calculation of
weighted kappa can be estimated by 2c2, where c
is the number of categories.17 With four categories,
a minimum of 32 participants would therefore be
required for meaningful estimation of kappa. Based
on previous referral patterns data were collected for
one month, to ensure that this minimum would be
achieved for each of the subgroup analyses.

Results
Overall agreement
There were 214 referrals in the sample, including
172 referrals for physiotherapy only, 5 referrals for
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occupational therapy only, and 37 referrals for
both disciplines. To avoid violating independence
among referrals, only one referral was included for
each client. In the cases where a client was referred
to more than one professional discipline only the
occupational therapy referral was selected for
analysis due to the smaller number of these referrals in the sample. The demographic characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 2.
The two raters agreed on 150 (70%) of the referrals, and there was only one case when disagreement was by more than one category. The value of
weighted kappa (kw) was moderate at 0.60
(n ¼ 214, 95% CI ¼ 0.28 to 0.91) (Table 3).

Subgroup analysis
Analysis based on the discipline of the first rater
resulted in no significant differences. Rater 2 (an
occupational therapist) agreed with Rater 1 to a
similar degree in a subgroup of referrals where
Rater 1 was a physiotherapist (n ¼ 122,
kw ¼ 0.57, 95% CI ¼ 0.15 to 0.99), and a subgroup
where Rater 1 had either an occupational therapy
or speech pathology background (n ¼ 43,
kw ¼ 0.64, 95% CI ¼ 0.25 to 1.0).
Table 2

Demographics of the referral sample

Variables

Summary data

N
Age: [mean (SD, range)]
Sex: [n (%)]
Men
Women
Social situation: [n (%)]
Living alone
Living with other
Residential care
Source of referral [n (%)]
Acute hospital
Rehabilitation facility
Other
Unknown
Discipline referred to [n (%)]
Occupational therapy
Physiotherapy only
Both disciplines
Referrals analysed [n (%)]
Occupational therapy
Physiotherapy

214
72.6 (14.6, 18–101)
81 (37.9)
133 (62.1)
61 (28.5)
152 (71)
1 (0.5)
60 (28)
118 (55.1)
29 (13.6)
7 (3.3)
5 (2.3)
172 (80.3)
37 (17.3)
42 (19.6)
172 (80.3)
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Referrals were received across a broad range of
diagnostic groups, which were summarized into
four categories. Agreement for referrals for rehabilitation following elective joint replacement surgery (n ¼ 52, kw ¼ 0.25, 95% CI ¼ 0.09 to 0.42) was
significantly lower than that for the other diagnostic categories combined (n ¼ 162, kw ¼ 0.67, 95%
CI ¼ 0.33 to 1.0) (z ¼ 2.182, P ¼ 0.03) (Table 4).
There appeared to be some differences in agreement within the priority categories, with P1 referrals showing lower levels of agreement than the
others. Rater 2 assigned P1 to seven referrals,
whereas Rater 1 agreed in only two of these
cases. This equates to agreement in only 28% of
the referrals in which at least one rater had
assigned P1, compared with agreement on 79 out

Table 3

Priority ratings of first and second clinician raters
Priority category assigned
by Rater 1

Priority
category
assigned
by Rater 2

P1

P2

P3

P4

Total

P1

2

4

1

0

7

P2
P3
P4

0
0
0
2

79
38
0
121

11
64
3
79

0
7
5
12

90
109
8
214

Total

Table 4

Agreement between raters by diagnostic group

Diagnostic group

n (%)

kw (95% CI)

Rehabilitation following elective orthopaedic surgery
(total hip and total knee
replacement)
Other musculo-skeletal disorders (non-elective surgery,
back pain, soft tissue injuries, fractures)
Neurological (stroke, brain
injury and other neurological disorders)
Other (general deconditioning,
falls, vascular, cardiac and
respiratory conditions)

52 (24.3)

0.25 (0.09–0.42)

74 (34.6)

0.73 (0.43–1.0)

31 (14.5)

0.49 (0.02–0.96)

57 (26.6)

0.68 (0.35–1.0)

Total

214 (100) 0.60 (0.28–0.91)
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of 132 P2 cases (60%) and 64 out of 124 (52%) for
P3 cases. The numbers in this observation were
too small to be tested statistically.

Discussion
The overall level of agreement between the two
clinician raters was kw ¼ 0.60. Interpretation of
how high weighted kappa should be to be considered ‘good’ is somewhat arbitrary, but this result
could be described as moderate agreement.21
Although these results indicate significantly
higher agreement than would be expected by
chance alone, the two raters disagreed 30% of
the time. A different priority (and waiting time)
could therefore be given to 3 of every 10 clients,
depending on who processed the referral.
The results of the current study are not dissimilar to three previous studies that have looked at
the agreement between assessments of occupational therapists for prioritization.11–13 Two of
these studies compared initial ratings based on
referral information only, to a second rating
given during a subsequent home assessment,12,13
and both studies showed poor to fair agreement
(k ¼ 0.25 and k ¼ 0.395 respectively). The third
study compared ratings of 40 clinicians on their
assessment of hypothetical referrals for occupational therapy at a community mental health service.11 Agreement was also low (Kendall’s
coefficient of concordance ¼ 0.37), although in
this study clinicians were not given specific criteria
for priority categories, but rather asked to mark a
line anchored as high priority at one end and low
priority at the other.
There is some evidence in the literature that reliability of triage decisions may increase with
increasing degrees of interaction between the
client and the assessor. Wright and Ritson13
found an improvement in agreement (k ¼ 0.64)
when a phone call to the client was added to the
initial assessment, and greater reliability in triage
decisions has been associated with a face-to-face
clinical assessment.14 The model used in the centralized referral office involves a phone call from
the assessor to the client, but the triage assessors
are otherwise relatively distant from the client, largely reliant on written referral information and
have no responsibility for the client’s ongoing care.

Variability in the clients being assessed is a possible source of error in reliability, a factor we
attempted to minimize by standardizing the information on which the decision was being made. It
was considered too intrusive for the Rater 2 to
repeat telephone calls to clients, but it was also
recognized that clients may respond to questions
differently according factors such as mood, pain
levels or time of day. Telephone calls were therefore not repeated, but instead Rater 2 had access
to written documentation of the outcomes of telephone calls made by Rater 1. However, it is possible that Rater 1 may not have accurately or
comprehensively documented all of the information obtained through telephone conversations,
resulting in Rater 2 having different or incomplete
information on which to base a decision. This may
have had the effect of reducing the agreement
between the raters.
The centralized referral office model involves
clinicians from different allied health disciplines
making priority decisions about disciplines other
than their own. Disciplinary backgrounds could be
expected to influence the way that clinicians apply
prioritization criteria. However, the results of this
study showed no differences in agreement between
subgroups based on the disciplinary background
of the Rater 1 clinicians, suggesting the discipline
of the clinician rater was unlikely to account for
disagreements observed in the current study.
Motivation of the clinician raters was another
possible source of difference. Ratings of support
needs have been shown to be affected significantly
by raters knowing whether the ratings are for the
purpose of funding or research.22 In the present
study, Rater 1 knew that the rating would directly
impact on how long the client concerned would
wait for services, and may have been influenced
by a number of factors (such as the strength of a
verbal case made by either a client or referrer, or
sympathy for a client’s situation). Rater 2 was
rating purely for the purpose of research, which
may have allowed a more objective view.
The raters in this study received an orientation
to the use of the triage protocols as part of their
induction into the referral office but did not
undergo a formal training process, and this may
have affected the consistency in the way the protocols were applied. It is also of note that the
raters in this study were experienced clinicians,
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and that less experienced raters may perform
differently.
Reliability has received substantial study in relation to performance appraisal, and the findings
that inter-rater reliability can be improved through
the development of clear criteria that are understood by the raters,23 accompanied by rater training and the opportunity to practise the skills on
the job,24 may also apply to client triage decisions.
There were significant differences when analysis
was broken down into diagnostic groups, with
lower agreement for rehabilitation following elective joint replacement cases in comparison to the
rest of the sample. There is an expectation that
these clients will have a single problem with an
expected course of recovery as described in clinical
pathways25 unlike other diagnostic groups in
which clients may have very complex and less predictable care needs. It is possible that this finding
reflects the development of habits among clinicians of prioritizing certain diagnostic groups in
the same way, rather than strictly applying the
protocols to the needs of each client.
We observed some differences between the priority categories, with apparently lower agreement
between raters for P1 referrals in comparison to
the other categories. The number of referrals in
this group was small, and therefore had minimal
impact on the overall result. However, P1 is
reserved for those patients considered to be of
highest urgency and at greatest risk, and failure
to see these patients in a timely manner could
potentially have greater consequences than misclassification for one of the other categories. The
consequences of disagreement in this category
may have been minimal for the service overall,
but the affect on the individual patients is potentially severe.
It must be considered whether a different tool,
with different criteria and specific decision rules
would lead to greater levels of agreement between
raters. However, the protocol used to guide prioritization decisions in this setting was a set of established criteria developed following consultation
with a range of clinicians and managers. In this
sense it is typical of protocols and procedures frequently introduced in clinical settings, based on
local expert opinion.
The current study supports the findings of previous authors that prioritization decisions using an
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established prioritization tool involve a significant
subjective element. Modifying prioritization criteria or the introduction of formal training programs and ongoing education are strategies that
may help to address this issue. However, if rater
agreement cannot be improved to ensure that all
clients have fair access to the services that they
require then the use of centralized prioritization
protocols where the rating clinicians do not see
the patients and do not have ongoing involvement
in their management may be questioned.
Clinical messages
 Clinicians in this centralized model of triage
for a community rehabilitation program disagreed on 30% of triage decisions.
 The level of agreement was not affected by
the professional discipline of the raters.
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Chapter 5: Training did not improve prioritization agreement

Chapter 5: A training programme did not increase agreement
between allied health clinicians prioritising patients for
community rehabilitation

5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 determined that agreement between clinicians was moderate for clinicians
prioritising referrals for a community rehabilitation program, but less than ideal given that
one of the key purposes of the triage system is to increase fairness and transparency in the
allocation of resources. These findings lead to questions about the value of the triage system
being used in this setting.

However, before concluding that the triage system itself lacks reliability, it is necessary to
understand whether the problem lies with the triage system itself (including the triage
protocols and categories), or whether the lack of agreement is due to inconsistencies in the
way that this system is applied by those doing the rating. It is possible that a range of
factors could contribute to inconsistency, such as external pressures (advocacy by referrers,
for example), poor quality referral information, or lack of clinical knowledge or experience
amongst the raters. However, the raters in the study described in chapter 4 were all
experienced clinicians, and the purpose of written guidelines is to aid transparency and
create clear rules so that decision making is less susceptible to external influence. Therefore
one of the more likely, and more measurable, explanations for inconsistency is lack of
training in the interpretation of the guidelines.

To address this question of whether lack of training is responsible for inconsistent
application of the triage protocols, a training program was implemented at this same
45
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community rehabilitation program. The training program consisted of four one-hour
workshops focussing on increasing the understanding of the guidelines and their application
to scenarios representative of typical referrals. A second reliability study was conducted
with an independent sample following identical methods to that described in chapter 4, and
the results compared to the original findings.

5.2 Study Four
This paper is presented in published format (Harding et al., 2011b):

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG, Wise VL (2011) A training programme did not
increase agreement between allied health clinicians prioritizing patients for community
rehabilitation. Clinical Rehabilitation 25(7): 599-606
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Introduction
In an environment of increasing demand for
health services it becomes necessary for clinicians to make decisions about how services are
to be allocated. The term ‘triage’, originating
from the French verb trier meaning ‘to sort’, is
used to describe systems in which patients are
allocated to categories based on urgency or the
type of service required.1 Prioritization systems
are a type of triage, and aim to sort patients in
order of priority for treatment.
Triage systems are often associated with
emergency departments, but they have been
applied to a wide range of health care settings,
including community mental health services,2
surgical waiting lists3 and outpatient clinics.4
Triage systems have also been described in
allied health services5 although much of the literature tends to be descriptive, with relatively
little attention paid to evaluation. Inter-rater
reliability has proven to be a challenge in
triage systems, with frequent ﬁndings of low to
moderate levels of agreement.6–12 This lack of
reliability means that the way patients are allocated to health services will vary depending on
which clinician assigns the triage category.
Furthermore, reliability is an essential prerequisite before validity can be established,13 so lack
of reliability has important implications for the
value of triage systems.
A centralized referral oﬃce was established at
a large metropolitan health service in
Melbourne, Australia, to act as a single point
of referral for a variety of subacute and ambulatory care services, including a community
rehabilitation programme. The referral oﬃce is
staﬀed by six experienced clinicians with allied
health or nursing degrees, and one of their tasks
is to allocate a priority rating to each referral
received for the community rehabilitation programme. The rating is based on a set of protocols developed in consultation with clinicians
and managers. Clients are allocated to one of
four categories based on urgency, taking into
account factors such as severity of the condition,
rehabilitation potential and social supports.

Clinical Rehabilitation 25(7)

Clinicians receive orientation to the protocols
as part of their induction into the referral
oﬃce, but formal and ongoing training in application of the priority tool has not been a part of
the usual activities of the referral oﬃce
clinicians.
A study evaluating the inter-rater reliability
of the prioritization process used in the central
referral oﬃce compared the priority ratings
given to 214 consecutive referrals for occupational therapy (n ¼ 38, 18%) and physiotherapy
(n ¼ 178, 82%) within the community rehabilitation programme by referral oﬃce clinicians following usual practice with a second priority
rating assigned by a blinded assessor.14 There
was agreement for 70% of the referrals, judged
to be ‘moderate’ agreement with a weighted
kappa of 0.60 (standard error 0.16, 95% conﬁdence interval 0.28–0.91). While this result is signiﬁcantly better than chance and compares
favourably with previous studies reported in
allied health services,9,11 the 30% level of disagreement is concerning as it means many
people would be assigned a diﬀerent priority category according to who processed their referral.
Formal training has been proposed as one
way of improving reliability of triage decisions.14 Given that the previous study in the
referral oﬃce showed only moderate agreement
between clinicians for prioritization of community rehabilitation programme referrals, and
that similar issues have been identiﬁed elsewhere, this study aimed to determine whether a
formal training programme for clinicians
responsible for assigning priority within a centralized referral oﬃce could improve agreement
for referrals for occupational therapy or physiotherapy in a community rehabilitation
programme.

Method
A study of agreement between clinicians within
the central referral oﬃce for the community
rehabilitation programme was conducted, incorporating a formal training programme aiming to
improve consistency of triage decisions.
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Table 1. Priority categories
Category

Description

Typical waiting time

Priority
(P1)
Priority
(P2)
Priority
(P3)
Priority
(P4)

1

Clients who are most at risk and require urgent assessment

within 48 hours

2

Clients who do not need immediate attention, but are at risk of an adverse
outcome if not seen within 2 weeks
Clients who have less urgent needs or rehabilitation is likely to result in only
mild to moderate improvement
Clients who have non-urgent needs

2–3 weeks

3
4

According to usual care, referrals are triaged by
any one of the clinical staﬀ employed by the
central referral oﬃce, utilizing the triage protocol to allocate referrals to one of four priority
categories based on urgency (Table 1). For the
purpose of the study, the person making this
initial triage decision was termed ‘rater 1’, and
the referrals were then photocopied and de-identiﬁed by a research assistant, and assessed by a
second, independent rater (‘rater 2’). Rater 2
was a senior occupational therapist who had
previously worked within the referral oﬃce
with the prioritization protocol. Rater 2 had
access to all written referral information
(de-identiﬁed), including additional notes made
by rater 1, but was not aware of the initial priority rating. Although the clinician acting as
rater 1 could have been any member of the clinical team and from a variety of disciplinary
backgrounds, the previous study conducted in
the same service showed that the discipline of
the rater was not a factor in triage agreement.
All procedures were the same as those
reported in the previous study (conducted at
the same service prior to the training) and
have been described in further detail in a previous paper.14
All clinicians involved in priority assessment
in the central referral oﬃce, as well as the occupational therapist who would be acting in the
role of ‘rater 2’, were invited to participate in a
training programme. Informal discussion with
clinicians following the original study suggested
that it was often diﬃcult to reach a triage

3–5 weeks
>5 weeks

decision when referrals included a number of
issues that needed to be weighed up, or when
cases were not a good ﬁt with the standard protocols. The workshop content was therefore
based on the concept of clinical simulations, a
training approach that has been advocated previously with triage providers.15 The programme
consisted of four workshops of approximately 1
hour duration, held over four consecutive weeks.
Raters had to attend a minimum of three of the
four sessions in order for their priority ratings to
be included in data collection. Hypothetical case
studies were constructed based on typical referrals received by the central referral oﬃce in the
past, and used as a basis for discussion in the
workshops. The case studies were designed such
that common issues that were thought to be
associated with disagreement among raters
were highlighted, and three to six cases were presented in each session.
Small groups of two or three clinicians discussed the scenarios and agreed on the priority
they would give to the case, referring to the protocols as required. Discussion then resumed with
the whole group (typically ﬁve or six clinicians),
and areas of disagreement were discussed until
consensus was reached. The aim of the training programme was not to change the protocols,
but rather to improve the consistency with
which they were interpreted and applied to
referrals.
Approval for the project was obtained from
both the Health Service and University Human
Research and Ethics Committees and all
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clinicians gave written informed consent to
participate.
Following training, the agreement between
raters for a set of consecutive referrals for occupational therapy and physiotherapy was evaluated. Consecutive referrals for adult patients
(aged 18 years or over) accepted for occupational
therapy and/or physiotherapy (representing the
two disciplines with the largest referral numbers)
referred to the community rehabilitation programme over a four-week period were included
in the evaluation. Each referral was included only
once. In cases where patients were referred for
both occupational therapy and physiotherapy,
the rating for the occupational therapy referral
was used in the analysis due to the smaller
number of these referrals in the sample.
Agreement between raters 1 and 2 was examined using the weighted kappa statistic (kw)
along with 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI).
Weighted kappa estimates agreement taking
account of agreement due to chance.16
Quadratic weights were applied, so that a disagreement of more than one category was
weighted more than disagreement of a single category. Diﬀerences of more than one category
were considered to be clinically signiﬁcant in
the current study, although adding weights to
categories tends to increase the width of the
resulting conﬁdence intervals compared with
generalised kappa. As a guide for interpretation,
weighted kappa of 0–0.2 was regarded as slight,
0.2–0.4 was regarded as fair, 0.4–0.6 was
regarded as moderate, 0.6–0.8 was regarded as
substantial, and weighted kappa of greater than
0.8 a very high level of agreement.17 Signiﬁcance
testing for diﬀerences between two weighted
kappa scores was performed using methods
described by Cohen.18 The rate of agreement
following the training was compared with summary results reported from the previous
investigation.14

Results
Five of the six referral oﬃce clinicians (two
physiotherapists, one speech pathologist, one
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occupational therapist and one nurse) participated in the training sessions, as well as the independent occupational therapist acting as rater 2.
One team member worked part-time and was
not able to be present for the training sessions,
and was therefore excluded from data collection.
Following the training, each of 201 consecutive
referrals were prioritized by one of the ﬁve
included clinicians (rater 1) and the blinded
assessor (rater 2), with 141 referrals (70.1%)
for physiotherapy and 60 referrals (29.8%) prioritized for occupational therapy. The demographic characteristics of the sample are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 3 shows the prioritization categories
assigned to all referrals by raters 1 and 2 for
the referrals assessed following the training.
The level of agreement between raters was ‘moderate’, with clinicians agreeing on 69% of the

Table 2. Description of sample
N

201

Age: (mean (SD, range))
Sex (n (%))
Male
Female
Social situation (n (%))
Living alone
Living with other
Residential care
Unknown
Source of referral (n (%))
Acute hospital
Rehabilitation facility
Other
Discipline referred to (n (%))
Occupational therapy only
Physiotherapy only
Both disciplines
Referrals analysed
Occupational therapy
Physical therapy

70.4 (15.6, 20–95)
83 (41.3)
118 (58.7)
69
128
3
1

(34.3)
(63.7)
(1.5)
(0.5)

88 (43.8)
93 (46.3)
20 (9.9)
22 (10.9)
141 (70.1)
38 (18.9)
60 (29.8)
141 (70.1)
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referrals and the value of kw was 0.50 (n ¼ 201,
95% CI 0.16–0.84). There was no statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between this result and
the value of weighted kappa reported in the previous study conducted prior to the training programme (kw ¼ 0.60, 95% CI 0.28–0.91),14
(z ¼ 0.41, P ¼ 0.68).

Discussion
The ﬁndings of this study indicate that a formal
training programme designed to increase consistency of triage decisions between clinicians had
no impact on clinician agreement. Both before
and after the training, the clinicians agreed on
approximately seven out of ten referrals, a result
that is signiﬁcantly better than chance but is less
than ideal in ensuring that limited services are
allocated in a fair and equitable way. The results
suggest that triage decisions rely heavily on subjective clinical opinions, and that it cannot be
assumed that time invested in training clinicians
to utilise triage protocols in a consistent manner
will lead to improved outcomes. The results also
suggest that as the training programme conferred no additional beneﬁt on the agreement
of prioritization of referrals, then it can be
rejected as a required feature of triage systems.
There was no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the level of agreement measured
in this study and the ﬁndings of a previous
study conducted in the same service, with the
same clinicians and the same prioritization tool

prior to the training. The client base was also
similar for both studies, with similar demographic characteristics in both samples. The
only apparent diﬀerences between the two
study samples were a higher proportion of
patients referred for occupational therapy
(30% versus 18%) and more patients being
referred from acute rather than rehabilitation
facilities (44% versus 28%) in the second
study, factors which are unlikely to have had a
signiﬁcant impact on clinician agreement. The
eﬀect of rater training on reliability of prioritization or triage systems does not appear to have
been widely investigated in the literature, but
two studies were identiﬁed evaluating the eﬀect
of rater training on inter-rater reliability of
triage decisions in emergency departments.
Both reported only slight or non-signiﬁcant
trends towards improvement in consistency of
triage ratings following training.19,20
There are several possible explanations for
the lack of observable eﬀect of rater training in
the present study. First, it is possible that the
model of training utilized for the study was ineffective or of insuﬃcient duration or intensity,
and that this alone accounts for the lack of
improvement. However, several steps were
taken to minimize this possibility and to try to
make the training as relevant as possible. The
training was conducted using case examples
incorporating typical issues seen in referrals
coming through the central referral oﬃce.
Although the referrals themselves were

Table 3. Agreement between raters 1 and 2
Priority category assigned by first rater

Priority
category
assigned
by second rater
Total

1
2
3
4

1

2

3

4

Total

4
2
0
0
6

2
78
39
0
119

0
18
56
1
75

0
0
1
0
1

6
98
96
1
201

Kappa with quadratic weighting ¼ 0.50 (95% CI 0.16–0.84).
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hypothetical, they were constructed from elements of referrals previously received by the
referral oﬃce. We are therefore conﬁdent that
they were realistic and typical of referrals seen
regularly by clinicians in that oﬃce.
The training incorporated discussion in
groups of two or three, as well as the larger
group (up to seven participants) to accommodate diﬀerent learning styles and encourage
active involvement from all participants.
Anecdotally, participants reported that they
found the training sessions to be useful, particularly the opportunity to discuss common issues
that they faced in making priority ratings. In
terms of duration and intensity, the study was
conducted within a busy clinical setting, and clinicians had to make four one-hour sessions
available for the workshops. Any more time
would be unlikely to be sustainable or feasible
to implement as part of ongoing clinical practice
and therefore of questionable value.
A second possible explanation for the lack of
eﬀect of rater training concerns the properties of
the prioritization tool. The prioritization protocol used in this service is typical of many such
protocols that have been developed and implemented in clinical settings. It was designed
through consultation and discussion with clinicians and managers in the central referral oﬃce
and community rehabilitation programme, and
has evolved over several years to its present
form. Its production has not followed a rigorous
process of validity and reliability testing recommended by experts for development of measurement tools.13 However, before investing
considerable time and energy into modifying or
redesigning a priority tool, it is necessary to
establish whether the tool is the primary problem contributing to the lack of reliability. Other
triage tools, such as those used in emergency
departments, have been subjected to much
more rigorous development but still show ongoing problems with reliability.21–23
Another possible factor in the lack of
improvement from the training is that the clinicians acting as rater 1 (conducting priority
assessments in a ‘real life’ setting) were
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inﬂuenced by external factors that did not have
an impact on rater 2 (a researcher). For example, the model of service in the referral oﬃce
involves each clinician obtaining information
from a written referral, as well as at least one
phone call to the client and/or local doctor,
referring clinician, carer or other key stakeholder. In the present study, rater 2 did not
repeat these telephone calls because this was
considered to be too intrusive for the clients,
although she did have access to written notes
made by the rater 1. An advantage of this
approach is that it eliminated the possibility of
clients reporting diﬀerent things to diﬀerent
raters, with the intention of maximizing the consistency of the information on which the two
raters were basing their priority assessment.
However, a disadvantage of this approach is
that rater 1 may have been inﬂuenced by
subtle cues picked up from telephone conversations, such as anxiety in the voice of a patient,
or particularly strong advocacy on the part of a
referrer. In addition, rater 1 may have inadvertently included some bias in written comments
(for example, by the inclusion of words such as
‘very’ or the addition of an exclamation mark),
although this factor would be expected to lead to
an increase, rather than a decrease, in rater
agreement. Rater 1 also had access to data on
the current length of waiting lists and availability of other community services at the time of
the referral; information that was not available
to rater 2.
If the combination of these factors had a
strong inﬂuence on the prioritization decisions
of rater 1, this could have overridden adherence
to the protocols and negated the eﬀect of the
training. However, if protocols can be inﬂuenced
strongly by environmental information then this
questions the usefulness of the prioritization
process.
The lack of eﬀect of rater training suggests that
the diﬃculties identiﬁed with reliability in this
study may be reﬂective of a broader issue with
the system of prioritization used in this setting,
rather than the tool or the raters themselves.
Evidence from the literature suggests that
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reliability in triage assessments is improved by
more objective criteria,24 and that clinicians who
are closer to the point of service of the patients
being triaged are able to oﬀer a more eﬀective service. This is reﬂected in the ability to better assess
patient needs,9 manage simple cases at the point of
triage,2,25 and enable more eﬃcient use of
resources.26 The model used in the present study
involved prioritization being done by a third party
(situated between the referrer and the receiving
service) with the prioritization assessment based
on telephone contact and written information
only. A signiﬁcant degree of subjective clinical
opinion is required in the assessment process, perhaps contributing to lack of reliability in priority
decisions.
The central referral oﬃce in this setting has a
range of functions in addition to prioritization.
It oﬀers a single point of entry for a wide range
of services, streamlining the process for referrers. Referral oﬃce clinicians also ensure that
referrals go to the right service and identify additional needs that could beneﬁt from another service oﬀered within the health service. However,
it must be questioned whether prioritization
of referrals at central referral oﬃce adds value
to the patients and/or the organization, or
whether it is an additional step with little beneﬁt.
If prioritization is required, an alternative model
that allows clinicians with a closer relationship to the client to make priority decisions
may be more eﬀective and warrants further
investigation.
In conclusion, a training programme aimed at
improving reliability of a prioritization process
for a community rehabilitation programme
resulted in no change in agreement when compared to a previous investigation conducted in
the same setting prior to the training. The lack
of eﬀect of training could have been due to ineffectiveness of the training programme, inﬂuence
of factors outside of the protocols within the
clinical setting, or inadequacy of the prioritization tool. However, the lack of response to the
training may also be reﬂective of broader issues
involving the model used to prioritize patients in
this setting. Further research into alternative
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models for prioritizing patients for community
rehabilitation may be of beneﬁt.

Clinical messages
. Clinicians in a centralized referral oﬃce
agreed on triage ratings for 69% of referrals for a community rehabilitation service
after a formalized training programme.
. The level of agreement between clinicians
was not improved by adding a formalized
training programme.
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Chapter 6: Triage for rehabilitation makes little difference to patient care

Chapter 6: Triaging patients referred to a community rehabilitation
service makes little difference to patient care: a prospective
observational cohort study

6.1 Introduction
Chapters 4 and 5 concluded that the triage system at this community rehabilitation program
lacked reliability, and that this was not improved by additional training of the raters. Lack
of agreement is potentially a substantial problem because it means that patients may receive
quite different triage ratings and therefore waiting times, depending on who assesses their
referral.

However, the implications of a lack of reliability are partially dependent on whether the
triage system is effective in what it aims to do. That is, organise patients such that those
who are perceived to be more urgent are seen more quickly than those perceived to have
less urgent needs. If the triage system is successful in achieving this aim, improving the
reliability of the triage system is potentially a worthwhile endeavour. If it is not effective,
then questions must be asked about whether this is the most appropriate way to manage
referrals for community rehabilitation.

To address this question, an observational cohort study was conducted with an independent
sample at the same community rehabilitation program to evaluate the impact of the triage
categories on waiting time from referral to first appointment. Secondary aims were to
determine what factors other than triage category influence waiting time.
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6.2 Study Five
This paper is presented in published format (Harding et al., 2012):

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG, Stafford M (2012) Effect of triage on waiting time for
community rehabilitation: a prospective cohort study. Archives of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation 93(3): 441-445

This paper has also been presented at the following conference, and appears in the
conference proceedings as:

Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG, Stafford M. Triaging patients referred to a community
rehabilitation service makes little difference to patient care: a prospective
observational cohort study. Health Services and Policy Research Conference 2011
Conference Handbook. 5-7 December 2011, Adelaide, Australia.
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Effect of Triage on Waiting Time for Community
Rehabilitation: A Prospective Cohort Study
Katherine E. Harding, MPH, Nicholas F. Taylor, PhD, Sandra G. Leggat, PhD, Maree Stafford, MPH
ABSTRACT. Harding KE, Taylor NF, Leggat SG, Stafford
M. Effect of triage on waiting time for community rehabilitation: a prospective cohort study. Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2012;
93:441-5.
Objective: To investigate how the allocation of referrals for a
community rehabilitation service to triage categories affects
waiting time from referral to first appointment, and whether
other factors also contribute to variance in waiting time.
Design: A prospective cohort study.
Setting: A multidisciplinary outpatient community rehabilitation program within a large metropolitan health service.
Participants: Consecutive adult patients (N⫽379) commencing rehabilitation over a 3-month period.
Intervention: Allocation of referrals to a triage category of 1
(most urgent) to 4 (least urgent) by allied health clinicians
guided by a written protocol.
Main Outcome Measure: The primary outcome was waiting
time from referral to service commencement.
Results: The small group of patients (4%) allocated to the
most urgent category had significantly shorter mean waiting
times than the other 3 categories (mean, 4.8d vs 19.6, 26.6,
and 19.4d for categories 2, 3, and 4, respectively). Regression analysis indicated that approximately 11% of the variance in waiting time was accounted for by the triage categories. Site of treatment (home or center) and diagnosis also
made small contributions (4% combined) to variance in
waiting time.
Conclusions: The triage process ensured rapid service for a
small number of urgent referrals, but made little difference
to the waiting time of the vast majority of patients. Given
the resources required for triaging patients, the results of
this study lead us to question the value of the triage system
in this setting.
Key Words: Health services accessibility; Rehabilitation;
Triage; Waiting lists.
© 2012 by the American Congress of Rehabilitation
Medicine

RIAGE SYSTEMS WERE originally designed to sort
T
wounded soldiers on the battlefield into those unlikely to
survive, those needing urgent treatment, and those who could
wait.1 Today triage systems are often associated with emergency departments, where they are used to ensure that patients
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with life threatening conditions receive treatment urgently.
However, triage systems have spread beyond the domain of
emergency medicine, and their use has been described in a
wide range of other health services, including outpatient clinics,2 elective surgery,3 and mental health services.4
Triage systems also appear to be common in allied health
services, where they have been used to assist in the allocation
of resources when demand outstrips supply. A survey of United
Kingdom physical therapy outpatient departments found that
38 out of 45 respondents had a waiting list, and 37 of these 38
allocated patients to priority categories.5 A similar survey
conducted with Canadian physical therapy departments reported that 18 of the 19 facilities surveyed used a prioritization
system.6 Triage systems have also been described in occupational therapy departments.7-9
Triage systems applied to allied health services have been
shown to have issues with reliability.6,7 An investigation of the
interrater reliability of the triage system at a metropolitan
community rehabilitation service found that agreement between the clinicians was moderate (weighted ⫽0.6), but less
than ideal given that different priority ratings may have
significant influence on the amount of time the patient
waits.10 A further study at the same service found that an
education program conducted with the clinicians responsible
for triaging referrals to try to increase reliability made no
difference to the reliability.11 Low to moderate reliability in
triage systems is a problem given that 1 purpose of triage
systems is to increase the objectivity and transparency in the
allocation of resources.12
If a triage system is to be considered effective, the triage
category should account for a large proportion of waiting
time variation, ensuring that order of treatment is based on
urgency and not on other factors. For example, it is possible
that clinicians may also be influenced by demographic factors (eg, age, sex, or diagnosis) or contextual factors (eg,
ability to travel to the center, proximity to the center if a
home visit is required, or the need to organize an interpreter)
when selecting patients from the waiting list. If the triage
categories significantly affect waiting times, then lack of reliability can mean that patients with similar urgency of needs
may need to wait different times for their appointments. On
the other hand, if a triage system makes little difference to
waiting time, one must question whether this is the best way
to manage demand for a service. Studies of triage systems in
emergency departments have shown that priority ratings do
have an impact on waiting times,13,14 but the effectiveness
of triage systems applied to outpatient rehabilitation has
received little attention.
The primary aim of the current study was to determine what
effect triaging referrals for a community rehabilitation service
had on waiting time. The secondary aim was to investigate
whether other variables, including age, sex, diagnosis, the
distance the patient lived from the center, need for an interpreter, or treatment location (home or center) also contributed
to variability in the time from referral to first appointment.
Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 93, March 2012
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METHODS
Study Design
A prospective study was conducted on a cohort of consecutive admissions to a community rehabilitation program. According to usual care, referrals were triaged to 1 of 4 categories
by the service team leader and placed on a waiting list until an
appointment was available. Data were collected prospectively
from the waiting list and the health service database. The data
were analyzed to determine how the triage categorization impacted on patient waiting time for services and whether other
factors including diagnosis and demographic variables influenced waiting time. Approval to analyze the data for the
purpose of the current project was obtained from both the
health service and the university human research ethics committees.
Setting
The study was conducted in a multidisciplinary community
rehabilitation service operating across 2 sites within a large
metropolitan health service. The service includes physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech pathology, dietetics, psychology, social work, and podiatry, as well as medical and
nursing consultations when required. Patients receive services
from any one or a combination of these health disciplines.
Patients are treated either at home or at the health center,
depending on the patient’s needs and social situation.
Each site has a team leader who is a senior allied health
clinician and is responsible for allocating a triage category
based primarily on urgency (incorporating risk of adverse
events associated with delayed treatment, and limitations on
usual activity such as inability to work or perform carer roles).
Some consideration is also given to the potential of the patient
to benefit from rehabilitation, such that patients who are expected to make only mild gains from rehabilitation may be
given a lower priority category than a person expected to
receive major benefits. Urgency and potential to benefit may be
influenced by many factors, such as diagnosis, availability of
social supports, age, or chronicity of the condition. Some of
these are specified within the triage guidelines, whereas others
are left to the clinical judgment of the team leader. The categories can be summarized as 1 (most urgent, with significant
and immediate risk of adverse events if treatment is delayed),
2 (does not need immediate attention but at some risk of
adverse outcomes if treatment is delayed), 3 (less urgent or
only mild to moderate gains expected from rehabilitation), and
4 (nonurgent) to each referral.10 At the outset of the study, team
leaders estimated typical waiting times to be less than 1 week
for the most urgent referrals, 2 to 3 weeks for category 2, 3 to
4 weeks for category 3, and up to 5 weeks for category 4. A
retrospective analysis of mean waiting times for all patients
over the 12 months prior to the study was 20 days, with
monthly figures showing fluctuations between 15 and 26 days.
The team leader gathers information from a variety of
sources including written referral and a telephone call to the
patient. If required, further telephone calls are made to other
people involved in the patient’s care, such as the referrer, local
doctor, or family, in order to gather sufficient information to
make a decision about the triage category. Patients are then
placed on a waiting list, and individual treating clinicians take
on new patients from the list as others are discharged, using the
triage category as a guide to which patients are next in the line.
Patients requiring treatment from more than 1 discipline are
booked in by each clinician as appointments become available.
For the purpose of this study, the waiting time was defined as
Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 93, March 2012

the time from referral to first appointment regardless of which
clinical discipline was the first to see the patient.
Participants
All patients commencing treatment at the community rehabilitation service at each of the 2 sites over a 3-month period
were included in the study.
Variables
Demographic data collected included age, sex, diagnosis
(coded into 5 categories: stroke, rehabilitation postelective
orthopedic surgery, nonelective orthopedic conditions, neurologic conditions other than stroke, other diagnoses), postal code
(converted to approximate distance from their rehabilitation
center), and need for an interpreter. Service data included triage
category, referral date, date of first appointment, and treatment
location (home or center) requested on referral.
The primary outcome, waiting time, was defined as the
number of days between the date of referral and the date of the
first appointment with a rehabilitation clinician.
Statistical Analysis
To test if there was a difference in waiting time between
patients based on triage allocation, a 1-way between-groups
analysis of variance with post hoc tests (Scheffe) was completed with alpha set at .05. Similar methods (or t tests where
appropriate) were also used to explore other variables that may
affect waiting time such as treatment location, distance from
the center, diagnosis, and need for an interpreter. Those that
were found to be associated with differences in waiting time
were first entered simultaneously into a linear regression analysis in PASW Statistics 18.0,a and then as separate variables
using the stepwise regression function (in order of descending
bivariate correlation) to describe the amount of variance in
waiting time that could be explained by each variable. Triage
category (being a categorical variable with more than 2 groups)
was first converted to 3 binary dummy variables, which were
entered as a block into the regression model.
Sample size was estimated by assuming that a difference in
waiting time of 7 days between any of the triage categories was
clinically significant for community rehabilitation, and assuming an SD in waiting time of 10 days (based on historical data
at our sites). With alpha set at .05 and power of .80, then 340
participants would be required. Based on the recommendations
of Tabachnick and Fidell,15 this sample size would also provide
a more than adequate number of cases to variables for the
planned regression modeling. Given usual referral patterns to
the community rehabilitation service, it was expected that we
would recruit the necessary sample in 3 months.
RESULTS
Four hundred and eight patients were allocated a first appointment for rehabilitation with the service during the study
period, 267 at site 1 and 141 at site 2. Twenty-nine of these
patients were discharged without being seen and were excluded
from the study (16 declined treatment, 5 withdrew due to a
change in their medical condition, 2 died, 1 was referred
elsewhere, and 5 no longer required rehabilitation once an
appointment was offered). These 29 exclusions did not differ
from the rest of the sample in terms of age, diagnostic groups,
or distribution across the triage categories. Of the 379 patients
included in the study, the majority, 307 (81%), were allocated
to priority category 2. Fifty-one patients (14%) were allocated
to priority 3, and 16 (4%) and 5 (1%) of patients were allocated
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Table 1: Characteristics of Patients in Each Triage Category
Triage Category
Characteristics

1

2

3

4

Total

n (% of sample)
Men in each category (%)
Mean age ⫾ SD
Diagnosis (% of triage category)
Stroke
Elective orthopedic
Other orthopedic
Other neurologic
Other (includes cancer,
cardiac, falls, respiratory)

16 (4)
25
72.3⫾12.3

307 (81)
40
73.0⫾13.3

51 (14)
33
72.6⫾12.3

5 (1)
20
71.6⫾20.7

379
39
72.9⫾13.1

6
38
19
13

11
15
36
8

2
12
26
6

0
0
40
20

10
15
34
8

25

31

55

40

34

to categories 1 and 4, respectively. Characteristics of the patients in each category are summarized in table 1.
There was a significant difference in the primary outcome of
waiting time according to priority category (F3,375⫽16.9,
P⬍.01). Patients in category 1 waited less time (mean, 4.8d)
than all of the other categories, and the waiting time for
category 3 patients (mean, 26.4d) was also significantly longer
than the waiting time of patients allocated to category 2 (mean,
19.6d; P⬍.01). There was no statistically significant difference
in the waiting time for patients in category 4 (mean, 19.4d)
compared with those in categories 2 and 3 (table 2).
To inform the multiple regression, further analysis indicated
2 other factors that appeared to have an impact on how long
people waited for services (see table 2). There was a difference
in waiting time according to diagnostic group (F4,374⫽2.8,
P⬍.05), with the difference accounted for primarily by the
patients referred for rehabilitation after elective orthopedic
surgery, who waited approximately 4 days less (mean, 16.1d)
than those in other diagnostic groups (mean, 20.6d). Given that
there was no significant difference between the other diagnostic
groups, for the purpose of regression analysis, the diagnostic
group was converted to a binary variable, comparing referrals
for rehabilitation after elective orthopedic surgery to other
diagnostic groups. Patients who were able to come into the
center (n⫽109) to have their treatment also waited less time
than patients who were referred for home-based treatment
Table 2: Waiting Time in Days According to Triage Category,
Diagnostic Group, and Treatment Location
Factor

Triage category*
Category 1 (most urgent)
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4 (least urgent)
Diagnostic group†
Rehabilitation postelective
orthopedic surgery
Other diagnostic groups
Requested treatment
location†
Patient’s home
Rehabilitation center

n (%)

Mean ⫾ SD

Range

16 (4)
307 (81)
51 (14)
5 (1)

4.8⫾4.0
19.6⫾10.5
26.4⫾13.5
19.4⫾10.5

0–15
1–58
1–54
7–31

57 (15)
322 (85)

16.1⫾8.4
20.6⫾11.7

1–37
0–58

170 (45)
209 (55)

21.6⫾11.9
18.6⫾10.8

0–58
1–56

*Significant differences in waiting time between category 1 and
each of categories 2, 3, and 4 (P⬍.01), and also between categories
2 and 3 (P⬍.01).
†
Significant differences in mean waiting time (P⬍.05).

(n⫽170; mean, 21.6d vs 18.6d; t377⫽2.5; P⬍.05). Need for an
interpreter made no difference to waiting time, and the same
was true for the distance the patient lived from the center.
Standard multiple regression analysis showed that triage
category, treatment location (home or center), and diagnosis
(postelective orthopaedic surgery vs others) in combination
predicted 15% of the variance in waiting time (F5,373⫽13.1,
P⬍.01). Further evaluation using a hierarchical regression
model suggested that triage category accounted for 11%
(P⬍.01) of the variance in waiting time, and diagnosis and
treatment location each added a further 2% (P⬍.05) (table 3).
DISCUSSION
The triage category allocated to referrals made a modest
difference to the waiting time of patients commencing rehabilitation during the study period. The 5 patients allocated to the
most urgent category waited at least 2 weeks less on average
for their first appointment than patients in the other 3 categories, a difference that exceeded the 7 days regarded as being
clinically significant. However, the mean difference in waiting
time between the 2 largest categories (categories 2 and 3) was
only 6 days, and the 5 patients allocated to category 4 (least
urgent) were seen in less time than those in category 3. Additional analysis using multiple regression techniques suggests
that triage category accounted for approximately 11% of the
total variance in waiting time.
The clinical significance of the differences in waiting time
observed in this study needs to be considered. Although a
waiting time of 7 days between any 2 categories was nominated
as being clinically significant, the clinical significance of the
waiting time difference may vary according to the urgency of
need and the patient’s circumstances at the point of referral.
One or 2 days may make all the difference for a patient in crisis
referred from the community and therefore can be very important for those deemed to be category 1. In contrast, the difference between the waiting times for category 2, 3, and 4 patients
was less than the 7 days set as being clinically significant.
Furthermore, most of these patients were referred on discharge
from an inpatient setting and had to develop strategies to
manage in the community whether they had been at home for
3 weeks or 4 weeks, suggesting that the additional wait for
category 3 patients may be of little consequence.
Two factors other than triage category were identified that
had a statistically significant impact on waiting time. Diagnosis
appeared to make a small difference, with patients referred for
rehabilitation after elective joint replacements seen more
quickly than those with other diagnoses. This is likely to be the
result of various strategies driven by statewide policy decisions
that had been put in place in the months prior to this study (and
Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 93, March 2012
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Table 3: Hierarchical Regression of Triage Category, Diagnostic Group, and Treatment Location on Waiting Time
Variables Entered

Step 1: triage category
Category 1 vs 2
Category 3 vs 2
Category 4 vs 2
Step 2: diagnosis (elective orthopedic
vs others)
Step 3: treatment location (home vs
center)

Standardized ␤
Coefficient

R

R2

SE of the
Estimate

F

R2 Change

F Change

Sig. F Change

0.35

0.11

10.80

16.9

0.11

16.88

⬍.01

⫺0.10

0.36

0.13

10.70

13.9

0.01

3.47

.04

⫺0.14

0.39

0.15

10.61

13.1

0.02

9.83

⬍.01

⫺0.25
0.21
0.00

Abbreviation: Sig., statistical significance.

after the development of the triage criteria) to streamline postoperative services for elective patients. These directives, made
in the interests of 1 part of the system (in this case ensuring
throughput for elective orthopedic surgery) and without regard
for the existing triage process, effectively meant that some
patients were able to line jump even if they did not meet the
same criteria for urgency as those in other categories. This
example illustrates the way in which triage systems can become vulnerable to external forces that may override what are
otherwise reasonable triage criteria. Patients who could attend
the center also waited on average 3 to 4 days less than those
who needed to be seen at home. However, diagnosis and
treatment location changed waiting times by less than 5 days,
and in combination accounted for only 4% of the overall
variance.
It is possible that there is some value in a process that
ensures that those patients with urgent needs (category 1)
receive rapid attention, while avoiding the complexities of
systems that attempt to allocate patients to multiple categories.
However, in order for this to be successful it is necessary to
ensure that those patients are being correctly identified. A
previous study in this service found only moderate agreement
(weighted ⫽.60) among the clinicians making triage decisions.10 Given that a category 1 label results in significantly
shorter waiting times, lack of agreement in the allocation of
referrals to category 1 is a problem. For example, if the triage
system is unreliable in deciding which patient has the more
urgent need, one patient may be allocated to category 1 and be
seen within a few days, while another patient with similar
needs may be allocated to category 2 and have to wait nearly
3 weeks.
It is also interesting to note that although service data over
the 12 months prior to the study shows time from referral to
first appointment to fluctuate (range, 15–26d) month by month,
there is no indication of a trend toward an increasing (or
decreasing) number of waiting patients. This suggests that
supply and demand for this service may be well matched and
leads us to question why patients are waiting at all. It seems
theoretically possible that if the existing waiting list could be
eliminated, this service could operate for much of the time with
no wait time from referral to first appointment. Single injections of resources to eliminate waiting lists have been found to
be ineffective in maintaining a long-term benefit across various
types of health services, because waiting lists tend to grow
back.16 However, there are examples from health services
operations literature that suggest that processes can be redesigned to decrease waiting time for patients without negatively
influencing the efficiency or idle time of clinicians.17
Triage systems may be important, if not essential, when
there is a mismatch between supply and demand. Mass casualty
Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 93, March 2012

events and battlefields (for which triage was originally designed) are good examples. However, perhaps 1 disadvantage
of using a triage process in a system in which the imbalance of
supply and demand is not so extreme (or perhaps not present at
all) is that the presence of the triage process may promote an
expectation of waiting and focus the attention on managing a
waiting list, rather than encouraging service providers to find
ways to minimize waiting in the first place. For example,
previous studies have shown that strategies such as moving
triage closer to the point of service delivery and combining
initial assessment and triage into a single process can have a
positive impact on patient flow.18
Study Limitations
This study has some limitations that need to be considered.
The data used in this study were entered by the clinicians as
part of routine care. There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of
the data, but there was no practical way of undertaking an
independent verification. The triage protocol used to allocate
patients to categories also has some limitations. A previous
study found the tool to have only moderate reliability, and the
very large number of referrals in category 2 suggests a lack of
discrimination. This triage protocol was developed through
consultation and discussion with clinicians and managers and is
typical of others that have been described in allied health
services.9,19 However, the outcomes of the current study suggests that any faults with the triage tool may be of little
consequence, as the resulting triaging decision makes only a
modest difference to waiting time.
CONCLUSIONS
Triage systems require resources for both development and
administration. Deciding who should be seen first is fraught
with all kinds of ethical issues, with the clinicians, managers,
policy makers, and funders of health care often having to
balance the competing interests of patients, clinicians, and
budget bottom lines.1,12 Development of protocols and policies
to guide clinicians as to which patients should be seen first is
no easy task. Once protocols are established, those responsible
for applying them must gather a certain amount of information
(which may require investigation beyond the information available on the initial referral) in order to come to a decision, and
even then will bring a degree of subjective clinical opinion to
the process. These tasks are time consuming and detract from
the other activities that could be adding value to patient care. If
we are to continue to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of rehabilitation we need to question which processes enhance
patient care, and be prepared to rethink those that do not add
value.
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The prioritization system investigated in the current project
ensured that the small number (4%) of patients assessed as
having very urgent needs had rapid access to care but otherwise
made only modest differences to waiting time. Given the
similarity between this system and those used in many other
allied health services, it is unlikely that this is an isolated
case. The traditional wait list and prioritization model of
managing referrals may be important and effective in services where there is a large imbalance between supply and
demand, but it is possible that it contributes to a culture of
waiting in services where this is not the case. In settings
such as the one described here there may be more effective
ways to ensure that patients requiring rehabilitation have
timely access to treatment.
Acknowledgments: We thank Christine Jones, GradCertEBP,
Associate Director Ambulatory Integration Unit, and Michelle Kotis,
MPH, Director of Ambulatory Services, Eastern Health, for their
contribution to the design and implementation of this study.
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7.1 Introduction
As a result of the systematic reviews and three initial empirical studies at a community
rehabilitation service, it has been established that:
Triage systems appear to be commonly used in allied health services but literature
has focussed on description and discussion with limited evidence of effectiveness
(chapter 2)
The use of triage systems has been described in a broad range of health services
(chapter 3)
Reliability has been found to be difficult to establish in triage systems in other
settings, and these findings were supported by the results of two reliability studies
conducted in community rehabilitation (chapters 4 and 5)
The triage system studied in chapter 6 had some benefits for a small number of
patients considered to have very urgent needs, but only minimal impact on the care
provided to the vast majority of patients
Findings from the literature in other health services (chapter 3) suggest that
combining triage with initial management is associated with improved patient flow.
With these key findings in mind, a new model of triage was designed for community
rehabilitation, termed “Specific and Timely Appointments for Triage” (STAT). The model
was implemented with the musculoskeletal rehabilitation team at one site of the community
rehabilitation program that had been the site of the previous studies, and compared to a
second site of the same service using the traditional “waitlist and triage” approach in a
controlled before and after trial. This chapter presents the quantitative findings of the trial.
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7.2 Study Six
This paper is presented in its published form, as published online in advance of the printed
journal edition (Harding et al., in press):

Harding KE, Leggat SG, Bowers B, Stafford M, Taylor NF (in press) Reducing waiting
time for community rehabilitation services: a controlled before-and-after trial.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 94(1): 23-31
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Abstract
Objective: To investigate whether a simple alternative (specific timely appointments for triage [STAT]) to the more common approach of
managing demand using a waitlist with a triage system could reduce waiting time for a community rehabilitation program (CRP) without adverse
impacts on patient care.
Design: A prospective, controlled before-and-after trial. Preintervention and postintervention data were collected for 6 months in 2 consecutive
years. STAT was introduced at an intervention site and compared with a control site using a triaged waitlist.
Setting: Two musculoskeletal CRP teams within a large metropolitan health service.
Participants: All patients referred to both sites during periods preintervention (nZ483) and postintervention (nZ488).
Intervention: Under STAT, clinicians created a specified number of assessment times each week based on average referral numbers, and patients
were immediately allocated an appointment on referral.
Main Outcome Measures: The primary outcome was the time from referral to first appointment; secondary outcomes included program duration,
quality-of-life scores (using the EuroQol EQ-5D), and unplanned hospital admissions.
Results: Waiting time decreased from a mean of 17.5 days to 10.0 days (P<.01) at the intervention site, with no significant change at the control
site. Intervention site patients were over 3 times more likely to be seen within 7 days than control site patients (odds ratio, 3.3; 95% confidence
interval, 2.2e4.9). Secondary outcomes did not differ significantly between groups.
Conclusions: A simple alternative to using a triaged waitlist to manage CRP referrals reduced waiting time without adversely affecting care.
Results were sustained over 6 months with no additional resources.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2013;94:23-31
ª 2013 by the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine

Waiting for care is often considered to be an inevitable part of
providing health services,1 and has been associated with detrimental physical and psychological effects.2-5 Waiting lists also
divert resources from treating patients into processes related to
managing those who are waiting. These processes can be timeconsuming and are not always effective in achieving their goals;
prioritization systems are subject to bias and tend to lack reliability,6-9 and may hinder patient flow while having only a limited
impact on patient care.10

No commercial party having a direct financial interest in the results of the research supporting
this article has or will confer a benefit on the authors or on any organization with which the authors
are associated.
Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry No: ACTRN12611000943943.

Although waiting lists and triage systems are often associated
with emergency departments,11 outpatient clinics,12 and elective
surgery services,13,14 community-based rehabilitation services as
well as single rehabilitative disciplines such as physical therapy
and occupational therapy also face similar challenges.15-17
Systems for managing waiting lists using triage categories are
widely used in these settings.18-21
The inevitability of waiting lists has been questioned, with
approaches to managing demand in health services emerging that
apply theoretic constructs such as queuing theory and leanthinking approaches.1,22,23 Advocates of these approaches
suggest that waiting lists are not always due to excessive demand,
but result from problems with access, scheduling, and management of flow through the service. Waiting periods may be relatively constant over time, suggesting that demand and supply are

0003-9993/13/$36 - see front matter ª 2013 by the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine
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Fig 1

Flow of patients through the study.

well balanced, but a constant backlog results in a constant wait.24
A single injection of resources to reduce the waiting list may seem
an obvious solution in such cases, but these interventions alone are
often ineffective in achieving long-term change.25
An alternative to using waiting lists is to see all patients
promptly and in order of arrival. This ideal may seem difficult to
achieve, but the principle has been successfully applied in a range
of services. “Advanced access,” for example, was designed for use
in community medical practices.24 Appointments booked in
advance are reduced, opening the schedule for patients to attend
on the day of contact and leading to reductions in waiting times
for appointments.26 Other systems that combine triage with

List of abbreviations:
CI
CRP
EQ-VAS
IQR
OR
STAT

confidence interval
community rehabilitation program
EuroQOL visual analog scale
interquartile range
odds ratio
specific timely appointments for triage

commencement of initial treatment have also been associated with
improved patient flow.10
Drawing on the theoretic principles of advanced access,24 lean
thinking,27 and published literature on triage and patient flow,10
we aimed to apply the concept of immediate appointments
without a waiting list to a community rehabilitation setting. The
research question was to investigate whether this alternative model
of triage would reduce the time from referral to first appointment
without having an adverse impact on the service provided when
compared with a triaged waitlist.

Methods
Setting
This study was conducted in a publicly funded, adult musculoskeletal community rehabilitation program (CRP) operating across
2 sites in a large metropolitan health service. The CRP offers
multidisciplinary outpatient rehabilitation either at patients’
homes or at the rehabilitation centers. Patients are referred after
www.archives-pmr.org
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Fig 2

Comparison of STAT with triaged waitlist model.

elective joint replacements, fractures, or soft tissue injuries, as
well as less specific conditions such as debility or deconditioning.
Most referrals come from acute or rehabilitation inpatient settings,
where most patients have already received some services from
physical therapy, occupational therapy, or other allied health
disciplines as an inpatient and are being referred to continue
rehabilitation after discharge to their home in the community.
However, patients can also be referred from the community (eg,
by a local physician) without prior treatment.
Each CRP team comprises several physical therapists, an occupational therapist, a social worker, and a dietitian with other medical,
nursing, and allied health professionals available for consultation as
required. The team also includes an allied health assistant who is
available to assist with therapy (eg, supervise an exercise program
set by a physical therapist) under the direction of any member of the
www.archives-pmr.org
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team. Patients may be seen by any number of disciplines from the
point of referral, and clinicians also refer to colleagues within the
team during the course of rehabilitation as required. Therapy goals
are set collaboratively between patients and clinicians, and typically
include return to functional activities, improving confidence and
safety, and reducing use of assistive devices. The length of treatment
sessions varies, but is typically about 60 minutes. Patients with
similar goals or at similar functional levels are seen in groups when
considered appropriate by the treating clinician.
Previous studies in this setting suggested the existing waitlist
and triage system lacked reliability28,29 and made minimal
difference to waiting time.30 The mean time from referral to first
appointment was consistently around 3 weeks over the previous 2
years, suggesting supply and demand were not out of balance, but
the delay had become an accepted feature of the service.
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Demographics
Preintervention

Characteristic
Age (y)
Men
Diagnostic group
Elective joint replacement
Nonelective condition
Referral source
Acute hospital
Inpatient rehabilitation
Community
Patients discharged without
being seen
Discipline seen at first appointment
Physical therapy
Occupational therapy
Other

Postintervention

Intervention
(nZ308)

Control
(nZ175)

Intervention
(nZ283)

Control
(nZ205)

Statistical Values

76.412.9
99 (32)

72.314.3
62 (35)

75.613.5
91 (32)

73.314.5
70 (34)

F3,967Z4.44, P<.01
c21Z.77, PZ.86

74 (24)
234 (76)

51 (29)
124 (71)

66 (23)
271 (76)

61 (30)
144 (70)

c23Z4.08, PZ.25

89 (29)
162 (53)
57 (19)
11 (4)

88 (50)
74 (42)
13 (7)
15 (9)

101 (36)
131 (46)
25 (18)
12 (4)

86 (42)
94 (46)
25 (12)
21 (10)

269 (91)
15 (5)
12 (4)

138 (87)
13 (8)
9 (6)

251 (93)
8 (3)
12 (4)

160 (88)
11 (6)
13 (6)

Between site: c22Z23.4, P<.01
Within site (pre vs post): c22Z.76, PZ.69
Between site: c21Z12.6, P<.01
Within site (pre vs post): c21Z.81, PZ.37
c26Z7.2, PZ.31

NOTE. Values are mean  SD or n (%).

Study design
A before-and-after study with a control group was conducted.
Baseline data were collected at both sites for all patients referred
from February 1 to July 31, 2010. The new model of triage,
termed specific timely appointments for triage (STAT), was
introduced at the intervention site in January 2011. The control
site continued to operate using the triaged waitlist model. No
additional resources were provided, but the introduction was timed
to coincide with a lull in referral numbers at both sites after
reductions in elective surgery during the Christmas holiday period.
Postintervention data were collected for all patients referred from
February 1 to July 31, 2011 (fig 1). The study was approved by the
relevant human research ethics committees and has been registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry.

Intervention: the STAT model
The key feature of STAT was that all clinicians created a specified
number of assessment times in their weekly schedule with the aim
of allocating an appointment immediately on referral (fig 2). The
number of appointment slots required was calculated by dividing
the average number of referrals received per week per discipline
by the number of equivalent full-time clinicians of that discipline,
and adjusting to account for the anticipated loss of assessment
slots attributable to vacation time and unplanned leave.
On receipt of a referral, the team leader immediately allocated
the patient an initial appointment with at least 1 member of the
team, taking into account the diagnosis and reason for referral in
selecting the most appropriate discipline for the initial appointment. For example, a patient with a hip fracture referred to
improve mobility would be allocated a first appointment with
a physical therapist, whereas an elderly patient with an upper limb
fracture wanting to increase independence in self-care may have
a first session with an occupational therapist. A target of 7 days
was set for time from referral to initial appointment.

At the first visit, clinicians were given the autonomy to make
a decision about the patient’s priority and ongoing needs within
the context of their caseload. For example, they could begin
treatment immediately, or could provide a home program and
review in several weeks. STAT was introduced after a series of
meetings with the CRP team, using principles of change
management.31 Clinicians had the opportunity to identify potential
problems and develop contingency plans before implementation.
Preintervention at both sites and postintervention at the control
site referrals were managed using a waitlist and triage system.30
When a new referral was received, the team leader gathered
sufficient information to allocate a priority rating from 1 (highest)
to 4 (lowest). The patient was placed on a waiting list, and therapists accepted new patients as they discharged others off their
caseload. Clinicians were expected to discharge patients within
specified time frames (about 8wk) as much as possible to maintain
throughput. The waiting list was monitored by the team leader,
and clinicians were encouraged to discharge patients if the list
became excessively long.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was waiting time (days from
referral to first appointment). Secondary outcomes aimed to
evaluate the impact of STAT on other aspects of the service: time
in days from referral to the patient being notified of the first
appointment (postintervention period only); duration of the rehabilitation program (days from the first to the last appointment, and
from referral to last appointment); number of treatment sessions
(individual and group); proportion of patients discharged without
being seen (as a marker of patient dissatisfaction or seeking
alternate care); unplanned hospital admissions within 6 months of
referral (as a marker of adverse events); and EuroQol EQ-5D
scores at admission and discharge for the postintervention groups.
The EQ-5D32 is a self-reported measure of quality of life with 2
components. The first component calculates a weighted index
score by combining 5 domain scores (mobility, personal care,
www.archives-pmr.org
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7.6)

8.4)

8.3 ( 10.4 to
P<.01
10.7 ( 12.8 to
P<.01
9.6 ( 11.6 to
P<.01
ND
NOTE. Values are mean  SD, mean change (95% CI), or as otherwise indicated.
Abbreviation: ND, no data.
* Data collected from postintervention groups only.

ND
ND

Post Acute Care
patients excluded*
Patients ready for
rehabilitation*

20.29.9
(nZ160)
ND
17.511.9
(nZ297)
ND

10.08.4
(nZ271)
10.78.6
(nZ241)
7.75.3
(nZ226)

18.312.7
(nZ184)
21.312.2
(nZ148)
17.311.7
(nZ175)

2.8 ( 4.8 to
PZ.01
ND

0.7)

Postintervention
Preintervention
Control Site
Intervention Site

All patients

Preintervention

Time from referral to first appointment (days)

A significant interaction effect was found between site and time
for waiting time. Analysis of simple main effects showed
a reduction in waiting time between the preintervention and
postintervention periods at the intervention site by 7.5 days, from
17.5 to 10.0 days (95% confidence interval [CI], 5.8e9.2; P<.01).
An observed reduction of 1.9 days at the control site was not
statistically significant (95% CI, 0.5 to 4.3; PZ.13) (table 2).
After the introduction of STAT, patients at the intervention site
were more than 3 times as likely (ORZ3.3; 95% CI, 2.2e4.9) to
receive an initial appointment within 7 days than those at the
control site.
During the intervention period, some additional physiotherapy
hours were allocated to both CRP sites under a separate funding
program, known as Post Acute Care, aimed at minimizing service
gaps for patients after discharge from hospital. A sensitivity
analysis was conducted to investigate the impact of this unrelated
program on the results of the current study. When patients who

Table 2

Waiting time

Postintervention

Data were collected from 971 referrals, including 591 (308 preintervention, 283 postintervention) from the intervention site and
380 (175 preintervention, 205 postintervention) from the control
site. All 4 groups included approximately one-third men and
similar proportions of elective and nonelective patients. Patients at
the intervention site were on average 3 years older (mean, 76y vs
73y) than at the control site, and there were some minor differences in the source of referral (community, acute hospital, or
inpatient rehabilitation) between sites (table 1).
A total of 59 patients were discharged without being seen (see
fig 1), with a higher percentage at the control compared with the
intervention site (36 [10%] vs 23 [4%]; c21Z12.6, P<.01). They
did not differ demographically from the rest of the sample and
were excluded from the remainder of the analyses.

Control Site

Participants

Intervention Site

Results

Patient Group

Between-Site Differences
(Intervention e Control Site)

6.3)

Outcome measures with continuous variables were compared using
a 2-way analysis of variance with the 2 independent factors of site
(intervention vs control) and time (preintervention vs postintervention). Significant interaction effects were then explored by
running tests for simple main effects. Odds ratios (ORs) were
calculated for waiting time to determine the likelihood of receiving
a first appointment within the target time of 7 days under STAT
compared with the traditional waitlist and triage system. Comparisons involving postintervention data only were analyzed using
either t tests or the Mann-Whitney U test as appropriate. Categorical outcomes were compared using chi-square statistics.
To detect a reduction in waiting time of 3 days (considered
potentially clinically significant for urgent patients) and assuming
an SD of 12 days,30 with a 5% significance level and power of
80%, a sample size of 199 patients in each group was necessary.

7.5 ( 9.2 to 5.8)
P<.01
6.8 ( 8.6 to 4.9),
P<.01
9.7 ( 11.5 to 8.0)
P<.01

Analysis

Intervention Site

Change Within Site
(Preintervention e Postintervention)

usual activities, pain, anxiety/depression) using published value
sets,33 and the second component addresses perceived health
status using a visual analog scale (EQ-VAS).

1.9 ( 4.3 to 0.5)
PZ.13
1.2 ( 1.3 to 3.5)
PZ.36
2.9 ( 5.1 to 0.8)
P<.01
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Control Site
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4.2 ( 6.8 to 1.7)
P<.01
0.9 ( 2.2 to 0.3)
PZ.15
5.1 ( 8.0 to 2.3)
P<.01
0.5 ( 1.5 to 2.5)
PZ.63
2.4 (1.3 to 3.4)
P<.01
1.9 ( 0.3 to 4.2)
PZ.10
3.2 (1.0 to 5.5)
P<.01
1.8 (0.7 to 3.0)
P<.01
5.1 (2.5 to 7.7)
P<.01
NOTE. Values are mean  SD, mean change (95% CI), or as otherwise indicated.

13.010.2
18.016.2
16.111.7
Total sessions

18.116.7

4.37.3
3.46.0
1.94.8

14.715.2
14.310.3

2.45.2

0.5 ( 2.8 to 1.8)
PZ.67
1.5 ( 2.6 to 0.3)
PZ.01
2.0 ( 4.7 to 0.7)
PZ.14
10.513.4

81.446.5
81.641.8
81.944.5
80.743.0

13.813.9

8.6 (16.6 to 0.6)
PZ.03
1.1 (8.8 to 6.6)
PZ.77
6.6 ( 2.3 to 15.6)
PZ.18
0.3 ( 8.4 to 9.6)
PZ.95

Intervention Site
Postintervention
Preintervention

1.5 ( 7.7 to 10.7)
PZ.74
1.2 ( 10.1 to 7.8)
PZ.80
65.249.7
71.953.9
61.843.2
63.342.8

Preintervention

Group sessions

Using specific and timely appointments rather than a waiting list
for managing referrals for this CRP resulted in a 43% decrease in

Length of service: first to
last appointment (d)
Time from referral to last
appointment (d)
No. of treatment sessions
Individual sessions

Discussion

Table 3

Postintervention EQ-5D data were available for 365 patients (81%)
at admission and 229 patients (50%) at discharge. On average,
patients at the intervention site had EQ-5D index scores .06 points
lower at admission compared with the control site (95% CI,
.02e.09; P<.01), but there were no significant differences between
the 2 groups on the EQ-VAS at admission, or between the EQ-5D
index score or EQ-VAS for the 2 groups at discharge (table 4).
There were no significant differences in hospital admissions
within 6 months of referral to rehabilitation between any of the 4
groups (59 [20%]/30 [19%] at the intervention/control site preintervention, and 42 [16%]/37 [20%] at the intervention/control
site postintervention; c23Z2.3, PZ.50).

Secondary service outcomes

Patient outcomes and hospital readmissions

Control Site
(nZ184)

Postintervention

The time from first to last appointment at the intervention site
increased by a mean of 8.6 days, from 63.3 to 71.9 days (95% CI,
16.6e0.6, PZ.03); the observed mean difference of 3.5 days at
the control site was not significant (95% CI, 6.5 to 13.4, PZ.50)
(table 3). There was no difference in time from referral to last
appointment at either site.
The total number of treatment sessions received by patients at
the intervention site remained unchanged, although there was
a significant increase in the mean number of group sessions from
1.9 to 4.3 sessions per patient (mean difference, 2.4; 95% CI,
1.3e3.4; P<.01).
At the control site, patients received a mean of 5.1 fewer
sessions in the postintervention compared with the preintervention
period (95% CI, 2.3e8; PZ.01). The number of group treatments
did not change (see table 3).

Intervention Site
(nZ271)

Frequency and duration of treatment program

Control Site
(nZ160)

During the postintervention period, patients at the intervention site
received notification of their first appointment time significantly
faster (median, 4d; interquartile range [IQR], 1e5d) than those at
the control site (median, 12d; IQR, 3e21d) (P<.01).

Intervention Site
(nZ297)

Between-Site Differences
(Intervention e Control Site)

Time from referral to receipt of first appointment

Service Outcomes

Change Within Site
(Preintervention e Postintervention)

received care under the program were excluded from the analysis
(nZ30 intervention site, nZ36 control site), there was no change
in waiting at the control site, but a reduction in waiting time of 6.8
days (95% CI, 4.9e8.6) at the intervention site was maintained
(see table 2).
Some patients at both sites (nZ45 at the intervention, nZ9 at
the control site) were not ready to accept the first available
appointment (eg, awaiting a medical clearance or discharged to
temporary care). With these patients excluded, waiting time at the
intervention site during the postintervention period was 7.8 days,
a reduction of 9.7 days compared with the preintervention period
(95% CI, 7.6e11.6). Patients ready to commence rehabilitation
were more than 4 times as likely (ORZ4.5; 95% CI, 2.9e6.9) to
receive an initial appointment within 7 days at the intervention site
than those at the control site.

3.5 ( 6.5 to 13.4)
PZ.50
0.3 ( 9.6 to 10.2)
PZ.95
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Control Site
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EQ-5D quality-of-life scores at admission and discharge (postintervention)

Parameter
Weighted index*
Admission
Discharge
Visual analog scale*
Admission
Discharge

Intervention Site (nZ271)

Control Site (nZ184)

Between-Site Differences
(Intervention e Control Site)

0.560.18
(nZ236)
0.810.16
(nZ136)

0.620.16
(nZ139)
0.800.17
(nZ78)

0.06 ( 0.09 to 0.02)
P<.01
0.003 ( 0.04 to 0.05)
PZ.90

61.417.7
(nZ216)
74.815.1
(nZ149)

65.116.8
(nZ130)
75.416.2
(nZ79)

3.7 ( 7.5 to 0.1)
PZ.05
0.6 ( 4.8 to 3.6)
PZ.78

NOTE. Values are mean  SD, mean change (95% CI), or as otherwise indicated.
* Reasons for incomplete data (admission/discharge):
Intervention site: Patient inability to complete the assessment (1%/3%), brief intervention (1 or 2 visits) only (4%/8%), not recorded (9%/23%),
no opportunity for discharge assessment because of unexpected discharge (11%).
Control site: Patient inability to complete the assessment (2%/3%), brief intervention (1 or 2 visits) only (5%/8%), not recorded (16%/35%),
no opportunity for discharge assessment because of unexpected discharge (10%).

waiting time (17.5d to 10d), and patients ready to begin rehabilitation were 4.5 times more likely to receive an appointment
within 7 days under this system. Comparison with a control site to
take account of other factors occurring during the study period
suggests that the reductions in waiting time were likely because of
the introduction of STAT.
The STAT model had several features that may have contributed to the reduction in waiting time. The system enabled clinicians to compare the needs of new patients not only with each
other (as with a triaged waitlist), but also with those already
receiving services. Waiting lists deny treating clinicians any direct
knowledge of the needs of patients waiting other than a triage
category, and therefore provide minimal incentive to adjust the
management of existing patients in response to the needs of those
arriving. By keeping the inflow of patients constant and ensuring
early clinical contact, therapists are driven to be creative about
managing their existing caseload to optimize use of resources. The
increase in the proportion of patients seen in groups at the intervention site, for example, suggests that this was 1 strategy used to
maintain flow. Although it is possible that shifting treatment from
individual to group sessions may lead to less effective therapy,
there were no outcomes suggesting that patients were worse off at
discharge. This is consistent with other trials showing group
programs to be equally as effective as individual treatment in
outpatient rehabilitation settings.34-36
STAT placed the responsibility of triage directly with the
clinicians providing the service. Our findings concur with others
showing benefit when triage is placed closer to the point of service
and combined with initial assessment and treatment. Emergency
departments have demonstrated improvements in patient flow
when a senior physician is placed at the triage desk, enabling
immediate commencement of initial treatment when appropriate,37,38 and community mental health services have shown
similar success by combining treatment and triage.39,40
Provision of information and contact points have been identified as key strategies to reduce feelings of powerlessness and
uncertainty often associated with waiting for health care.41,42 The
finding that 75% of STAT patients had been informed of their first
appointment time within 5 days (median, 4d; IQR, 1e5d) is
therefore likely to have important psychological benefits.
www.archives-pmr.org

Triage systems were originally designed for circumstances in
which demand greatly exceeds supply, and may still be well suited
to this purpose. However, 1 reason that STAT was successful in
this service may be that the perceived imbalance between supply
and demand was based on a false premise. Mean wait times had
remained relatively constant for some time. When a driver was put
into place to keep the flow constant and remove both the option
and the expectation of a waitlist, the service could be sustained
with minimal wait times over the trial period.
The reduction in waiting time appears to have been achieved
without any detrimental effect on the quality of the service
provided. There were no significant differences in the duration of
the service received, minimal change to the number of appointments, and no differences in the percentage of patients who had
hospital admissions within 6 months of their CRP referral. Small
differences in EQ-5D scores at admission were observed between
sites, probably accounted for by patients having been assessed
earlier in their recovery. However, there was no difference in
discharge scores, suggesting that patients made similar progress
while on the program.
The introduction of STAT was timed to follow a seasonal lull in
referrals, but it was still necessary to “catch up” on a residual
waiting list. Some staff reported this to be a stressful time, but
acknowledged that the workload settled down once the new
system was established. Additional resources to assist with
clearing the existing waitlist in combination with the system
change as advocated by Murray and Berwick24 for advanced
access may have eased the transition in the current study, and may
be essential in some settings.
This study suggests that STAT as an alternative to a triaged
waiting list was successful in this community rehabilitation
setting. At this point, we can only speculate about how well these
findings may translate to other settings, but it is possible that they
may be applicable to other services with waiting lists that share
similar features. STAT may be most applicable when there is
minimal imbalance between supply and demand, demonstrated by
a stable waiting list, and best suited to services that have some
flexibility to adjust to fluctuations in demand, as opposed to
single-intervention services such as surgical or diagnostic
procedures.
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Study limitations
Trials comparing preintervention and postintervention data are
more prone to bias than randomized designs. One independent
change that occurred within the health service was the additional
physical therapy provided under a separate program. However,
because these changes occurred equally across both sites, they are
unlikely to account for differences between the groups. In addition,
our sensitivity analysis that excluded patients receiving this service
confirmed the results that the STAT model reduced waiting time.
The quantitative data presented in this article tell us little about
the impact of the system on the clinicians and patients involved.
This is an important issue for implementation in other settings and
is an area for further research.

Conclusions
The STAT model, based on the creation of specified assessment
times for each clinician and immediate allocation of patients to
these appointments, reduced waiting times for community rehabilitation without adversely affecting the quality of patient care.
The model was sustainable over 6 months and was achieved at no
additional cost. The results of this study suggest that waiting lists
for community rehabilitation services should not be considered
inevitable, but can be reduced by implementing a simple system
that maintains patient flow and drives clinicians to modify their
practice in response to demand.
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Chapter 8: Perspectives of clinicians and patients following introduction of
a new model of triage that reduced waiting time

Chapter 8: Perspectives of clinicians and patients following
introduction of a new model of triage that reduced waiting time: a
qualitative analysis

8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 demonstrated that an alternative model of triage (STAT) that used direct
allocation to specified triage appointments as an alternative to a triaged waiting list
significantly reduced waiting time for community rehabilitation, without adversely
impacting on other quantitative measures of patient care. However, quantitative measures
alone are not sufficient to draw conclusions about the applicability of this intervention in
other settings.

The perspectives of staff and patients who experienced the new system are also very
important, in order to add context to the quantitative findings, explain how the results were
achieved, and to explore issues that impact upon the acceptability and feasibility of the
model.

A study that aimed to address this question using qualitative methods was therefore
conducted alongside the controlled before and after trial described in chapter 7. This
chapter presents the findings from 32 semi-structured interviews with clinicians who
experienced the change to the new system and two groups of patients: one group who
entered community rehabilitation using the STAT model, and one group who commenced
rehabilitation after being placed on a waiting list with a triage system.
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8.2 Study Seven
This paper has been accepted for publication in Australian Health Review, and is currently in
press. It appears here in manuscript format, as accepted for publication:

Harding KE, Leggat SG, Bowers B, Stafford M, Taylor NF (In press) Perspectives of
clinicians and patients following introduction of a new model of triage in a community
rehabilitation program: a qualitative analysis. Australian Health Review (accepted 12th
February 2012)
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Title: Clinician and patient perspectives of a new model of triage in a community
rehabilitation program that reduced waiting time: a qualitative analysis

ABSTRACT
Background: A trial of a new model of triage (Specific and Timely Appointments for
Triage: STAT) at a community rehabilitation program (CRP) reduced the mean time to first
appointment from 17.5 to 10.0 days. However, quantitative findings reveal little about the
impact of the system on those who used it. We aimed to explore the experiences of patients
and clinicians following the introduction of STAT.
Method: Qualitative study within a convergent mixed methods design applied to a
controlled before and after trial at a CRP. Semi-structured interviews (n=32) were
conducted with clinicians who experienced the change to STAT, patients admitted to the
CRP using STAT; and patients who attended rehabilitation via a triaged wait list at another
site.
Results: Clinicians reported shorter waiting times, more flexibility and increased efficiency
with STAT, and noted the importance of effective change management. Patients reported a
more efficient and consistent pathway to rehabilitation with STAT. Waiting had negative
consequences for some patients at the triaged waitlist site.
Conclusions: The qualitative data provide context to the quantitative results by showing
that that the changes that reduced waiting times were also well accepted and perceived to
be beneficial by both patients and clinicians.
Key Words: Waiting, triage, access to care, community rehabilitation
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Key question summary:

What is known about the topic?
Triage systems are widely used but can contribute to inefficiencies in health care. An
alternative method of triage (STAT) using early allocation to face to face appointments has
been shown to reduce waiting time in a community rehabilitation service.

What does this paper add?
This paper explains and adds important context to the quantitative findings by exploring the
perceptions of the staff and patients who experienced both the existing and alternative
models of triage.

What are the implications for practitioners?
The STAT model was well received by staff and patients, suggesting that this simple
intervention was a feasible and effective method of reducing waiting times for community
rehabilitation, and may be applicable to other services that share similar features.
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INTRODUCTION
Waiting for health care is a widespread problem in health services1 and is often considered
to be an inevitable consequence of excessive demand for insufficient resources 2, 3. However,
long waiting times are not always the product of an imbalance between supply and demand,
but also result from inefficiencies in patient flow2. Triage systems intended to manage
waiting lists can confound these issues, by diverting resources from the frontline while
offering limited reliability4-6, minimal impact on patient care7 and adding inefficiencies by
creating separate queues8.

We designed and tested an alternative to the traditional “waitlist and triage” approach for a
community rehabilitation program (CRP), called “Specific and Timely Appointments for
Triage” (STAT). In the STAT model, clinicians created a specified number of assessment
times in their weekly schedule based on average number of referrals per week and were
asked to use their clinical judgement to prioritise and manage their own caseload. On
referral, patients were contacted by the team leader and immediately booked into the first
available appointment (Figure 1). STAT was evaluated in a controlled before and after trial,
and reduced waiting time from a mean 17.5 to 10.0 days at the intervention site, with no
change at a control site continuing to use a waitlist and 4-category triage model. Patients
were also 3.3 times more likely to be seen within 7 days than control site patients (95% CI
2.2-4.9).9 The use of group treatments increased at the intervention site (from 1.9 to 4.3
sessions per patient, p<0.01), but STAT used no additional resources, and had no adverse
impact on quality of life scores or unplanned hospital admissions within 6 months of
referral.

However, these figures tell us little about the impact of the system on the patients and
clinicians involved. The patient perspective is an important component in the evaluation of
the quality of health services 10, 11, as are the links between staff morale, job satisfaction,
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performance and turnover 12. As a result, an informed decision about the usefulness of STAT
cannot be based on reductions in waiting time alone, but should also explore whether it was
acceptable to clinicians and made any difference to the experiences of patients.

We aimed to explore the perceptions of clinicians who experienced the change from the
traditional triaged waitlist model to STAT, patients who entered rehabilitation under STAT,
and patients who entered rehabilitation under the traditional approach of a waitlist
managed with a triage system.

METHOD
Setting
The study was conducted at two sites of a publicly funded multi-disciplinary,
musculoskeletal CRP within a large metropolitan health service. 9

Design
Mixed methods approaches utilise a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies within a single study to increase breadth and depth of understanding 13, 14. A
convergent mixed methods design 15 was used, simultaneously collecting both qualitative
and quantitative data for analysis and comparison. The quantitative results have been
reported elsewhere9; this paper reports the results of the qualitative analysis.

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted to explore the experiences of the
clinicians who worked in the team during the period of transition from the existing model to
the STAT model of care; patients who had experienced STAT, and patients who were
admitted to the CRP from waitlist and triage. These three perspectives allowed for
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triangulation of the data, contributing to validity of the findings and ensuring
comprehensiveness 16.

Ethical approval was obtained from both the hospital and affiliated university human ethics
committees and participants gave written informed consent to participate.

Participants
All clinicians who worked in the team at the time the new STAT model was introduced were
invited to participate. All had used the traditional waitlist approach to manage referrals
prior to the introduction of STAT.

Patient participants were identified by treating clinicians at each of the two sites (one using
STAT, and the other using ‘waitlist and triage’), who obtained consent to forward contact
information to the research team. Given that the purpose was to gain an in-depth
understanding of patients’ perspectives, only patients with sufficient cognitive ability to
actively participate in the interview were recruited.

Procedure
Clinician interviews were conducted in private at the rehabilitation centre by a researcher
not involved in the implementation of STAT. Patient interviews were conducted by the
principal researcher either at the rehabilitation centre or the patient’s home around the
time of the patient’s discharge from rehabilitation.

Interviews were guided by an interview schedule (Table 1), and were audio-recorded and
transcribed verbatim. A copy of the transcript was returned to the participant, who was
invited to make additional notes, corrections or comments. This process, known as member
checking17, helps to ensure correct interpretation and accurate representation of the
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participant’s experience. Transcriptions were then assigned a pseudonym to ensure
confidentiality during analysis.

Data Analysis
Two researchers (KH and NT) with differing backgrounds analysed the data to increase the
breadth of the analysis and reduce bias 18. The principal researcher (KH), an occupational
therapist, was involved in the introduction of the STAT model with the clinicians at the
intervention site but not involved in patient care. The second researcher (NT) is a
physiotherapist employed with an affiliated university and had no direct involvement in the
CRP. Each researcher independently examined the transcripts line by line and allocated
codes to similar comments, creating new codes as concepts emerged. Codes were analysed
and sorted into categories, and the researchers then came together to discuss and agree
upon the main themes and sub-themes 19.

RESULTS

Participants
All 10 clinicians working in the musculoskeletal team at the intervention site participated in
the study. All were women, comprising 7 physiotherapists, 1 dietitian, 1 occupational
therapist and 1 social worker. Their median number of years working in rehabilitation was
6 years (range 1-20 years, IQR 2.6-16 years).

The 22 patients (11 at each site) who participated were typical of the CRP population in this
setting (Table 2). The median time from referral to first appointment for participants at the
intervention site was 10 days (IQR 7 to 15 days), and at the control site was 29 days (IQR 21
to 30 days).
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Clinician Perspectives
Overall, the clinicians were positive in their comments about the STAT model. Many
acknowledged some early scepticism, but after working with the new system for 6 months
all either favoured it over the traditional model or were neutral about their preference.

1. Clinicians perceived that STAT had a range of benefits
Clinicians identified a range of benefits from the STAT model. They perceived that their
patients were reassured and had less anxiety by having earlier knowledge of their care plan,
and that in some cases earlier treatment may have prevented complications:

“They are not just sitting on a list waiting to be followed up. They know they will be
seen.” (Wendy)
“In some cases it sort of picked up on the patients who weren't coping at home and I
think had they waited for longer, may have bounced back into hospital” (Nora)

Some clinicians also reported that the system allowed them more autonomy to treat
patients as long or as often as needed according to their professional judgement, provided
that they could accommodate the additional time by making adjustments in other parts of
their caseload (for example by seeing patients with lesser needs less frequently or using
groups). This was in contrast to the traditional wait list system that enforced fixed policies
on frequency of visits and length of stay in an effort to contain waiting times.

“Therapists are actually hanging on to some of these people a bit longer… in the
previous model we said it was a 6 week turn-around… now you don't have to do that as
long as you can manage the ones coming in.” (Tina)
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Several participants also reported that STAT made their work more efficient by reducing
time spent scheduling appointments and having structured times for new patients.

“I actually liked it, I actually thought it was one less thing I had to chase and follow up
and try and explain over the phone.” (Melissa)

2. STAT had an impact on work practices
Many clinicians found the initial start up period challenging. Having to accommodate
patients on the existing waitlist as well as create space to see new arrivals was difficult for
many of the team members.

“Initially I found it very hard, but I guess that was because we had a waitlist to start
with and I found it too difficult to keep up, I thought it wouldn't be doable on a long
term basis.” (Pam)

However, after this initial period clinicians felt that their workload was manageable.

“You did feel like “oh work’s really busy” but it was never that busy. It was a good busy,
like you always had things to do” (Linda).

Clinicians reported a range of strategies that were used to help to maintain flow during busy
periods, including increasing use of groups, altering frequency of visits and increasing use of
allied health assistants. Several also commented the system had had the effect of
encouraging them to become more efficient.

“I think we're probably working how we should have always been working, but it took
this push to get everyone to work that way” (Nora)
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3. Clinicians recognised the importance of organisational change principles
Several clinicians spoke about leadership and the process of managing the change to the
new model. Regular meetings held both before and during the implementation phase to
maintain communication and report on how the new model of care was progressing were
valued by clinicians:

“I really appreciated those sessions and seeing the project, the outcomes, and what you
are trying to achieve, that helped me to go ‘OK, I want to really roll with this because I
can see it is going to have a positive effect’ ” (Melissa)

Clinician comments suggested that an effective team leader was vital not only in
coordinating the allocation of patients to appointment slots, but also in supporting clinicians
through the change.

“I think [the team leader] was quite essential in that she would often help provide some
strategy, problem solving and direction… So when certain practitioners were feeling
overwhelmed…she would be good at coming in to help prioritise after that initial
assessment.” (Yvonne)

Patient Perspectives
The majority of patients from both sites were positive about the treatment that they
received once they commenced rehabilitation. However, two themes emerged that
suggested that STAT had a positive impact for some patients during the period from referral
to first appointment.
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1. Waiting time was reduced and the process was more efficient with STAT
Participants at the STAT site reported short transition times from referral to first
appointment, as well as an organised process:

“That all went very smoothly actually. I think I was home perhaps, barely a couple of
days…. it was very early in the following week when someone contacted me.” (Betty,
STAT site)

In contrast, the experiences of commencing rehabilitation for participants at the waitlist and
triage site were mixed. Some reported short waiting times and a smooth process:

“I think I got a letter, then they made an appointment not long after that. So it wasn’t
very long between when I came home and when I went to physio.” (Helen, waitlist and
triage site)

Others, however, reported delays:

“I was just told the physios would get in touch with me. I wasn’t told it would be at
least 4 weeks until I heard anything.” (Gail, waitlist and triage site)

2. Waiting had negative impacts for some participants
Several of the participants who were delayed in commencing rehabilitation described
negative experiences during the waiting period. These included both psychological impacts
and concerns about physical deterioration.

“I was getting demoralised” (Edward, waitlist and triage site)
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“I was just worried that I didn’t want to have another fall” (Elizabeth, waitlist and
triage site)

Other participants expressed concern that during the waiting period they were making little
or no progress.

“I did my usual exercises, but nothing to sort of go a little bit further. “ (Dorothy,
waitlist and triage site)

However, not all participants felt that having to wait for treatment was a problem. Two
participants who were referred to the waitlist and triage site following elective joint
replacements reported that their function had already improved following surgery, and
rehabilitation was a bonus.

Convergence of qualitative and quantitative data
Most of the qualitative findings in this study converged with the quantitative data previously
reported (Table 3). As well as reduced waiting time, the qualitative data helps to explain
how STAT influenced other aspects of care such as duration of rehabilitation and increased
use of groups. The exception was the perspective of clinicians and patients that waiting had
negative consequences for some patients, which was not reflected in the aggregate quality of
life data collected at the point of admission to the rehabilitation program.

DISCUSSION
A controlled before and after trial evaluating the effect of new patients immediately
allocated to specific, protected assessment appointments (STAT), compared to a traditional
waitlist approach to managing referrals for community rehabilitation reduced waiting time
by 43% without adverse impacts on patient care.9 Qualitative examination of the impact of
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the change supports the quantitative data, but also adds richness and depth to our
understanding of the impact of the change on the people involved. Consistent with the
quantitative results of the trial,9 the comments from patients in the current study suggest
that the STAT model led to a more efficient and consistent process, in contrast to the
variability experienced by those admitted from a waitlist.

The negative consequences of waiting reported by some participants concur with findings
reported in other settings 20, 21. Clinicians also observed that patients seen more quickly
were less anxious and believed that complications may have been avoided for some patients
as a result of earlier assessment. These were the only findings in the current study not
supported by the quantitative data9, in that quality of life data collected using the EQ-5D at
initial assessment showed higher scores indicating higher quality of life for the waitlist and
triage site compared with the STAT site. It is possible that this was due to patients beginning
rehabilitation at a later stage in their recovery, allowing time for natural healing to occur or
for post operative pain to settle, for example. The qualitative data suggests that some
patients did experience negative consequences of waiting, but these individual experiences
may not have been apparent in the aggregate data or detected by the quality of life
measurement tool selected for this study. However, complications in a few individuals
leading to rehospitalisation can create substantial costs both for patients and the health
system, reinforcing the benefits of qualitative data to supplement quantitative findings.

Several clinicians described scepticism during the transition to the new model, and concern
about its potential for success in the early days. This was partly due to the need to see
patients on the existing waitlist as well as manage newcomers when the new system was
implemented. Although the change was timed to coincide with seasonal lulls in referral
numbers, no additional resources were added to support the change. An initial injection of
resources to assist with managing existing patients may have been of benefit, and perhaps
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essential if implementing STAT in a service with a long waiting list. Provision of resources
to address existing backlogs has previously been advocated as a key principle in other
models of system redesign to reduce waiting lists,2 as well as a factor in successful
management of change. 22

We anticipated that clinicians who had always had control over when they took on new
patients may not have responded favourably to having patients automatically allocated to
specified triage appointment times. However, it appears that any negativity related to loss
of autonomy was outweighed by perceived increases in efficiency. Furthermore, potential
loss of autonomy in one area also led to increased control in others. For example, the STAT
model allowed clinicians to make decisions about managing their patients based on their
own judgment of priority compared to other patients on their caseload. No longer
constrained by artificial restrictions or expectations about length of stay, clinicians could in
fact decide to treat patients for longer if they could accommodate them within their
schedule.

One risk of STAT is the potential to create a hidden waiting list after the initial appointment,
by allowing clinicians the flexibility to delay a second appointment. However, no patients
reported lengthy delays between appointments, and although some clinicians appreciated
having flexibility in setting the frequency of appointments, none described routinely
delaying patients after the first appointment. No clinicians interviewed described a “hidden
waiting list” to be a pitfall of the model.

STAT was intended to create a driver to maintain flow through the system without
developing a backlog of patients waiting to be assessed. The qualitative data demonstrates
that clinicians did make changes to their practice, such as increasing use of allied health
assistants and increasing use of groups. Clinicians’ comments that these were things that
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they should have been doing anyway support the notion that the STAT model did drive
people to increase efficiency in their practice.

Several elements that have been described as being associated with effective change
management, such as demonstrating the need for change, providing a plan or model for
change, building support among stakeholders, and having effective facilitators 22-24 emerged
from the qualitative data as factors that may have contributed to the successful
implementation of the STAT model. While the aim of this study was not to specifically
evaluate a change management process, attempts were made to follow established
principles for effective organisation change. The clinician comments help to explain the
context in which this trial took place and its potential transferability to other settings.

Limitations
The sample of patients interviewed (n=22) was relatively small, and may not have been
enough to represent the experiences of the population. However, no new themes arose after
analysing the last of these transcripts, suggesting that data saturation had been reached.
Furthermore, the patients included in the current study were broadly representative of the
entire sample of patients referred during the trial period in terms of age, sex, diagnosis and
time to first appointment.9

The current data does not explain whether the STAT model had any impact at the system
level, in terms of overall health utilisation or impact on related services. The change was
resource neutral and that there were no changes observed in referral patterns or total
length of stay after implementation of the model. However detailed analysis of system level
impacts was beyond the scope of this study and is an area for further research.
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CONCLUSION
A simple method of allocating a specified number of assessment times in clinicians’ weekly
schedule based on average number of referrals per week (STAT) was perceived to be
beneficial for both clinicians and patients in a CRP. Patients benefited through shorter
waiting times. Clinicians were able to work more efficiently and make better use of
available resources, despite reporting some initial stress during the start up period.
Adherence to organizational change principles was also likely to be a factor in successful
implementation. Patient perspectives suggest that waiting for rehabilitation can have
negative impacts, and systems that reduce waiting time therefore have potential to improve
the patient experience.
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Table 1: Interview schedule
Group

Subject Areas

Sub topics

Clinicians

Effect of STAT on
clinicians and work
practices

Perception of work practises under STAT compared to waitlist
and triage model
Changes in workload/pressures
Methods used to manage caseload

Effect on patient care

How the changes affected patient care
Benefits to patients
Disadvantages for patients

Overall opinion /
future direction

Other benefits/disadvantages of STAT
Feedback from any other people within the care continuum
(including carers, referrers, hospital clinicians etc)
Preferred model for the future (new vs old)
Potential for use in other sites/services

Overall experience of
rehabilitation

General perceptions of rehabilitation experiences
Sources of satisfaction/dissatisfaction

Rehabilitation timeline

Appropriateness of time between referral (or discharge from
hospital) to commencing rehabilitation
Existence of gaps during period of rehabilitation
Experiences of waiting
Satisfaction with duration and frequency of rehabilitation
service, and timing of discharge

Location and mode of
treatment

Satisfaction with location (home vs centre) of treatment
Satisfaction with mode (individual vs groups) of treatment

Comparison with
previous experiences

Reflections on previous experiences of community based
rehabilitation, if applicable

Patients
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Table 2: Patient characteristics
STAT site

Waitlist and
triage site

n

11

11

Women: Men

6:5

9:2

78.3( 8.2)

71.2 (14.5)

4
3
4
0

2
1
5
3

10 (7 to 15)

29 (21 to 30)

Age in years [Mean(SD)]
Diagnosis (n):
Elective THR/TKR
Back pain
Fracture
Fall (no fracture)
Days from referral to 1st
appointment [Median(IQR)]

STAT: Specific and Timely Appointments for Triage; THR/TKR: Total hip
replacement/Total knee replacement; SD: Standard Deviation;
IQR: Inter-quartile range
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Table 3: Triangulation of quantitative and qualitative findings
Outcome
measures/ topic
areas

Key Quantitative Findings1

Related themes in qualitative
data

Triangulation
of data

Time from
referral to first
appointment

Reduced from 17.5 to 10
days (mean change -7.5,
95% CI 5.8 to 9.2, P<.01) at
STAT site, no significant
change at W&T site

Patients at the STAT site
reported a more efficient and
consistent pathway to
rehabilitation compared with
W&T site

Convergent

Patients at the STAT site
more than three times as
likely (OR 3.3, 95% CI 2.24.9) to receive an initial
appointment within 7 days
than those at the W&T site.

Clinicians perceived shorter
waiting times for patients with
STAT.

Convergent

Total duration of
service

Increased at STAT from
mean 63.3 to 71.9 days
(mean change 8.6, 95% CI
16.5 to 0.6, P=.03). No
significant change at W&T
site.

Clinicians described increased
flexibility to treat patients for
longer if needed with STAT,
provided they could be
accommodated in their
caseload.

Convergent

Number of group
sessions

Increased at STAT site from
mean of 1.9 to 4.3 per
patient (mean change 2.4,
95% CI 1.3 to 3.4, P<.01)

Clinicians reported increased
use of groups as one strategy
employed to help maintain
patient flow.

Convergent

Self reported
quality of life
scores

EQ-5D weighted index was
lower at admission for
patients at STAT compared
with W&T site (0.56
compared with 0.62, mean
difference 0.06 (0.09 to
0.02), P<.01)

Patients and staff both reported
negative consequences of
waiting, not reflected in
admission results for EQ 5D.

Divergent

No difference in discharge
EQ-5D scores between the
two sites.

Clinicians did not perceive that
patients under STAT were
worse off at the point of
discharge.

Convergent

STAT: Specific and timely assessments for triage; W&T: Waitlist and triage
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Figure 1: Process map comparing the STAT and traditional “waitlist and triage”
models
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Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis describes a program of research that began with an examination of the existing
evidence for triage systems in health services, identified shortcomings in a triage system
applied to a community rehabilitation service providing in-home and outpatient allied
health services, and concluded with a trial of an alternative approach to access and triage
community rehabilitation. In this chapter, the key findings of this research are summarised
and discussed in relation to the potential for translation of the findings to other settings,
strengths and limitations of the research, and areas for further investigation.

9.1 Summary of findings
The existing evidence for triage systems was examined from the perspectives of triage
applied to allied health services (chapter 2) and the impact of triage on patient flow across a
broad spectrum of health services (chapter 3). The first review demonstrated that although
triage systems were widely discussed in relation to allied health services, there was little
empirical evidence to support their use. The evidence that was available was mainly in
relation to the measurement properties, and suggested low to moderate reliability as a
potential problem of triage systems.

Given the limited evidence available from the allied health literature on the outcomes of
triage systems, the second review (chapter 3) included trials with comparative data from
any type of health service that had considered the impact of triage systems on outcomes
related to patient flow. Key findings from this review were that triage systems were mixed
in their impact on patient flow, but those that combined treatment and triage, and therefore
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conducted triage at the point of service, tended to be associated with reductions in waiting
times.

The reviews in chapters 2 and 3 were published in 2009 and 2010 respectively, and the
possibility of further literature published since this time must also be considered. The
searches conducted for both of these reviews were therefore rerun through the same
databases in June 2012, and selection criteria applied using the same methods as that
described in the published review papers (chapters 2 and 3). An additional 8 papers
meeting review criteria were found for each of the two reviews, which included 4 of the
papers included in this thesis (the papers in chapters 4, 5 and 6 met the criteria for the first
review, and the paper constituting chapter 7 met the criteria for the second). A summary of
the literature identified is described in Appendices 2 and 3. In both cases the findings from
the updated searches reinforced the findings of the original reviews.

Chapters 4 and 5 examined the reliability of an existing triage system in use at a community
rehabilitation program at a large metropolitan health service, Eastern Health. The first of
these studies investigated the reliability of the triage system, with similar findings to others
reported in allied health services: moderate agreement between clinicians (kw = 0.60), but
clinicians still disagreed on 3 cases out of 10. This meant that there were potentially large
differences in waiting times for individual patients depending on which clinician picked up
the referral, raising questions about the value of the triage system. The second study
(chapter 5) asked the question of whether lack of reliability was due to poor application of
the triage criteria, and could therefore be improved by a training program. However, a
second reliability study following four training sessions showed no improvement,
suggesting that triage decisions tend to be more strongly influenced by subjective factors
such personal experience and values rather than objective protocols and guidelines.
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Given the deficiencies in reliability identified in the previous two studies, an observational
cohort study was conducted (chapter 6) to investigate the impact of the triage categories on
patient care. The results suggested that the system was effective in ensuring the very small
number of urgent patients were seen quickly, but had limited impact on the other three
categories and hence little bearing on the vast majority of patients accessing the service.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 served to demonstrate that the existing triage system in this service was
adding minimal benefit to patient care and that an alternative approach was worth
exploring.

Chapters 7 and 8 describe the outcomes of a mixed methods approach to a controlled before
and after trial in the same community rehabilitation setting, comparing an alternative
approach using immediate allocation of patients to specific assessment and triage
appointments to a traditional “waitlist and triage” model. The trial resulted in a reduction
from 17.5 to 10.0 days from referral to first appointment for the intervention group without
adverse impacts on patient care (chapter 7), while qualitative data indicated that it was well
received by staff and led to a more consistent service for patients (chapter 8).

9.2 Implications of these findings for other health services
All of the research conducted for this thesis was conducted in the community rehabilitation
program at Eastern Health, a large metropolitan health service. The existing triage system
had been found to have shortcomings in this setting, and the alternative approach of
allocating new referrals directly to triage appointments, termed Specific and Timely
Appointments for Triage (STAT), appeared to perform well in managing referrals when
compared with the traditional waiting list/triage. These findings are of interest to the
managers and clinicians of this service, but the work is relevant to a broader audience only
to the extent that the findings can contribute to the reduction of inappropriate waiting lists
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in other settings and other types of health services. However, examination of some of the
issues raised in the context of evidence from the literature suggests that there is a sound
theoretical basis in hypothesising that this model of triage may be applicable to services that
share some common features with this test case.

The problem with waiting
The problem of waiting for care is not unique to community rehabilitation programs.
Reducing waiting times has been recognised as a priority across a range of health settings,
as demonstrated by the broad range of health care services represented in the literature
examined in chapter 3. The physical and psychological consequences of waiting were
discussed in chapter 7, and references in the literature to the negative consequences of
waiting for care have been noted in emergency departments (Molyneux et al., 2006), chronic
pain programs (Lynch et al., 2008), rehabilitation services (Feldman et al., 2008, Russell et
al., 2011), various elective surgery services (Gimbel and Dardzhikova, 2011, Oudhoff et al.,
2007) and veterans health care programs (Pizer and Prentice, 2011). These findings are
also reinforced by the comments of therapists and patients interviewed in our qualitative
study (chapter 8), who described physical deterioration, lack of progress and anxiety for
patients waiting for care.

Waiting for care not only has direct consequences for patients: it also creates inefficiencies
in the delivery of services. Once a waiting list exists, a new layer of activity is needed to
monitor and prioritise the waiting patients, directing resources away from direct patient
care (Kreindler, 2008). In the community rehabilitation program that has been the subject
of this research program, this activity includes the creation of criteria and protocols to assist
clinicians to decide who should be seen next (in itself a time-consuming exercise), multiple
points of contact with patients (at referral and again to provide an appointment), and
monitoring the changing needs of people on the list. These processes may be conducted by
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someone within the treating team with major responsibility for this task (such as a team
leader), or within a whole separate structure within the health service, such as a centralised
referral office or access unit.

Once again, this community rehabilitation program is not alone in dedicating resources to
the management of waiting. This issue has been described not only across the spectrum of
health services, but is also recognised in other industries. Operations Management
literature describes strategies such as reducing “works in progress”, and the “just in time”
approach (Vissers and Beech, 2005). Both are about reducing the amount of work in the
system at any time, and doing the work when it needs to be done. Similarly, the “lean
thinking” approach has also developed from experiences in the manufacturing industry, and
focuses on removing processes that do not add value to the final product (Bowen and
Youngdahl, 1998). These concepts are now being translated into healthcare (Nicolay et al.,
2012). People on waiting lists could, in a sense, be considered to be the healthcare
equivalent of “works in progress” and the systems associated with managing waiting are not
adding value to the final service the patient is waiting to receive. The findings of chapters 4,
5 and 6 support the suggestion that the triage system provided minimal, if any, added value
for patients in this particular service.

Therefore, it appears that the fundamental twin problems of waiting for care, and
establishing and maintaining systems required to manage waiting, apply far more broadly
than only to the community rehabilitation setting.

The downside of triage
The concept of triage, as introduced in chapter 1, was initiated as a way of sorting wounded
soldiers on the battle field (Iserson and Moskop, 2007b). Its application to community
rehabilitation services, and indeed the myriad of other services to which it has been applied,
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is far removed from its origins. There may be times when there is no alternative to asking
some patients to wait, and when a triage system may be of benefit in assisting service
providers to ensure that the patients in greatest need get the fastest service. However, it is
possible that triage and other “waiting” systems have become embedded in some services
that could operate without them, leading to excessive complexity in booking processes that
inadvertently contribute to longer waiting times (Kreindler, 2008). The success of the
alternative approach described in chapter 7 suggests that this is likely to have been the case
in this community rehabilitation setting. That is, once a driver was put into place to
maintain the flow of patients into the service, clinicians were able to keep up with the
demand; no waiting list formed, and there were no adverse outcomes that would suggest
that patient care was compromised.

So if supply and demand are well matched, why do patients wait? The answer to this
question is not altogether clear, but the experience of applying a new model without a
waiting list to this community rehabilitation service provides some insights. Clinicians
initially were sceptical when presented with the idea prior to the implementation of the
before and after trial, and spoke of these doubts in the qualitative study (chapter 7). Some
of these concerns are likely to have grown from past experience: all of the clinicians had
only ever known this community rehabilitation service with a waiting list and triage system.
There was an expectation that patients would wait, and attention was constantly focussed
on triage categories rather than questioning the need for waiting in the first place. The
triage system may well have provided some comfort to the clinicians that patients were not
being ignored, and some reassurance that the access system was fair, objective and
transparent. Unfortunately, evidence from our reliability studies (chapters 4 and 5)
suggests any such reassurance may have been misplaced, as three out of ten referrals would
have been given different priority ratings depending on who had applied the triage
protocols.
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The issue of unnecessary use of triage systems and constant delays in care despite supply
and demand being well matched has also been described in other settings. Murray and
Berwick (2003) observed these features to be common in general practice clinics, and were
able to successfully reduce waiting times under these circumstances using the Advanced
Access approach described in chapter 6. If the theoretical principle of examining the
balance between supply and demand and questioning the need for waiting lists (with
associated management systems) can be successfully applied in both general practice and
community rehabilitation settings, it seems likely that there are other types of services that
could benefit from this approach.

Specific and Timely Appointments for Triage: The STAT model
The problems of waiting, together with some downsides of traditional triage and waiting list
systems, appear to be applicable to a range of other services. However, common problems
do not automatically flow through to common solutions: Examining why STAT worked in
this community rehabilitation setting may provide insights about whether it could work
elsewhere. While there is no certainty that this is the case, the qualitative data (chapter 7),
lessons from the literature and the theoretical constructs on which the method was based
suggests some key features that are likely to have contributed to its success in this setting.

There has been some challenge to the notion that demand must always outstrip supply in
health systems, inevitably leading to rationing of services (Mullen, 1998). However, there is
little doubt that providers of health care often experience excessive demand for services
with limited capacity. Therefore decisions frequently need to be made about the allocation
of limited services, and who takes priority when there is not enough capacity in the system
to provide the ideal service to everyone all at once. Traditional waitlists start by putting
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every new referral on the same list, and having a triage or prioritisation system to divide
them into categories based on urgency. These systems might be based on protocols,
guidelines, triage tools, algorithms or any other form of rules to guide decision making;
there is a large body of literature dedicated to describing these tools and their properties in
a huge range of health care settings (Broadbent et al., 2004, Brown and Pirotta, 2011, Bunn
et al., 2004, MacCormick et al., 2003, Pardey, 2006). Such rules need to be decided by
someone, often committees of clinicians, managers, experts and consumers, considering the
ethical principles of prioritising or denying treatment to groups of people based on real or
hypothetical scenarios. Achieving a consensus around such rules is difficult, not only
between but also within differing groups of health providers and lay people (Oudhoff et al.,
2007). Once criteria are established, clinicians and service providers are then given the
further challenge of applying these general rules to specific cases, all of which will have their
own set of individual characteristics. It is perhaps not surprising that developing reliable
and valid triage tools has proven such a difficult task.

Prioritisation decisions are subjective, and need to take into account a whole range of
factors that are specific to each situation. Some of these could be considered personal
factors, related to the patient (social situation, pain levels, severity of impairment, potential
for recovery) and others environmental (the current level of demand on the service, staffing
levels and expertise and the needs of competing patients). Priority decisions should,
therefore, not be limited only to comparing two patients that arrive at the same time, but
also need to take into account how the needs of a newly referred patient compare to those of
others already receiving services. These decisions are complex, so it is not surprising that
systems designed to allocate priority based on triage protocols with limited information
about the patient, the capacity of the service and the needs of existing patients sometimes
fail to meet their objective.
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Instead, STAT is based on the principle that the best person to make priority decisions is an
individual with expertise in the field, having a full understanding of both the patient’s needs
(through prompt, face to face assessment) and the context in which priority is being given
(the existing caseload). STAT assumes that the treating clinician has this knowledge and
expertise, and can be trusted to use sound clinical judgement to make appropriate priority
decisions without the need for complex protocols.

It could be argued that since prioritisation does not occur until the first face to face visit,
very urgent patients who would otherwise have been seen within 2-3 days may be
disadvantaged under STAT even if mean time to initial assessment across all patients is
reduced to a reasonable time. However, results described in Chapters 7 and 8 provide no
suggestion of any increase in adverse events or concerns to this effect raised by those who
used the system. In addition, reliability of allocation of patients to category 1 was also found
to be particularly low under the old system, suggesting that the original triage system did
not necessarily serve these patients well. It is also worth noting that 15% of patients ready
to begin rehabilitation in the intervention group in the controlled before and after study
were seen within 3 days, and 27% were seen within 5 days. Given that referrals were
screened and appointments booked by an experienced clinical team leader, it could be
expected that urgent appointments were found for those who appeared to be in greatest
need. Although it is true that these are all indirect indicators of patient outcomes and do not
unequivocally answer the question of whether any patients were disadvantaged under
STAT, this study compares favourably with those identified in the systematic review in
Chapter 3. The lack of patient outcomes in the included studies in this review perhaps
reflects the difficulty in finding effective ways to measure patient outcome in relation to
triage systems.
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The STAT model still allows service managers working within higher level policy guidelines
to retain influence over services that are provided, for example through funding choices and
setting of eligibility criteria. However, STAT allows clinicians to have the autonomy to
prioritise their own time and patient needs within this framework. As a result, two
important principles identified in patient flow literature that have been associated with
reductions in waiting times can be accomplished with STAT: triage is conducted at the point
of care and can be combined with initial management; and the potentially wasteful
processes of development and administration of triage systems and monitoring waiting lists
can be eliminated from the system.

The supply and demand relationship
Given that waiting lists are often assumed to be the result of an imbalance between supply
and demand, most interventions to reduce waiting times address one of these two factors
(Rotstein and Alter, 2006). Interventions to increase supply can come in various forms. One
obvious supply side intervention is an injection of additional resources to reduce the
backlog, but this approach has often been found to be ineffective in achieving long term
reductions in waiting time (Kenis, 2006). Other interventions that act on supply aim to
encourage an ongoing increase in activity (for example through fee for service models of
funding), looking for additional capacity (for example supplementing with services from the
private sector) or strategies to increase the efficiency of use of existing resources (Kreindler,
2010).

Demand side interventions often involve rationing of services, such as tightening eligibility
criteria, or reducing the service to each patient by decreasing the duration or frequency of
treatment, for example. However, this sort of intervention can be complex and at times
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controversial. Rationing inevitably leaves some patients or groups without access to
particular services or treatments with subsequent ethical, political and economic
implications (Williams et al., 2012). Rationing therefore requiring strong leadership from
those charged with the unpopular task of setting healthcare priorities (Dickinson et al.,
2011). Other ways of reducing demand include interventions that aim to reduce the use of
unnecessary or ineffective activity, such as reducing inappropriate referrals or procedures
(Hobbs et al., 2011, Isouard, 1999) or limiting the use of specialist services to those who
really need them (Maddison et al., 2004). Triage or prioritisation processes can be
considered to be demand side services, as they moderate demand by influencing who is
entering the service and the priority that will be given to each new arrival.

Many approaches to waiting list interventions therefore tend to treat supply and demand
separately, with interventions aimed at addressing one or the other. However, under the
STAT model supply and demand are assumed to interact with each other, and this is
exploited to maximise efficiency of patient flow. Just as priority decisions (influencing
demand) are made with some knowledge of the current level of available supply (that is, the
needs of existing patients on the service), decisions about the supply of services to each
individual patient also take into account the level of demand at that particular time. The
principle can be illustrated with a simple analogy from the retail industry. If four customers
arrive at a store simultaneously, the shopkeeper will make a different choice about how to
serve them than would be the case had they arrived one by one over half an hour. One or
two can perhaps be pointed to the relevant part of the store and given a few minutes to
browse, another with a question about the price of goods may be answered in a moment and
on her way, while the fourth is provided with more comprehensive service. By the time this
customer is attended to, the first two may be better placed to know what they need, making
more efficient use of the shopkeeper’s time. It would make little sense, on the other hand, to
keep customers waiting in a queue out of sight of the shopkeeper, and have an independent
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gate keeper allow them through one at a time as each selected a product and completed a
transaction.

In the community rehabilitation setting, our clinicians were given prompt and direct
knowledge of all patients being referred, as well as the autonomy to make their own
decisions about the management of their caseload. STAT encourages staff to adjust their
practices depending on the number and type of new patients being referred into the service.
During busy periods some patients may get a few more group treatments, slightly fewer
sessions, or a program to work on at home for a week or two until regular therapy sessions
can commence. During a lull in referrals, therapists may be able to offer an extra session in
areas of need. Unlike traditional waitlist and triage models which separate the management
of supply and demand, such that those supplying the service have minimal knowledge of
those who are waiting (Figure 1a), STAT recognises that supply and demand are linked and
that each can constantly be adjusted in response to the other (Figure 1b). It is important to
note that community rehabilitation offers significant potential for flexibility in service
supply, which could be a contributing factor to the success of this model. However, in a
recent study waiting time was reduced for diagnostic scans using a similar principle of
allocating a specific number of scan slots to the treating team based on typical referral
numbers, allowing the team to book their patients into those slots at their discretion rather
than going through a central triage process (Elloy et al., 2009). The intervention was
successful despite the fact that this was a diagnostic service conducted on a single occasion
using a piece of equipment with fixed capacity, suggesting that flexibility in service
provision may not be essential, but that the key element of the intervention is the direct link
between the service provider and the triage decision.
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The results of the controlled before and after trial (chapters 7 and 8) demonstrate that the
principle of linking supply and demand can enable new patients to be accommodated at the
rate of arrival, thus preventing the formation of a waiting list. However, it is important to
stress that supply and demand must be reasonably well matched for this strategy to be
sustainable. Services that have a waiting list that is continually growing do not have a match
of supply and demand: for every patient who is treated, there is more than one patient
placed on the end of the queue. Such a service will never “catch up”, and patients will wait
longer and longer until the waiting time becomes limited only by patients giving up,
recovering or dying before they get treated. Conversely, waiting lists that are stable and not
growing longer over time suggest a balance between supply and demand. Therefore, if the
waiting list can be stabilised through strategies addressing supply, demand or a
combination of both, there is then potential for a system such as STAT to have an impact. A
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single injection of resources may be useful in managing the existing backlog, at which point
STAT may be effective in preventing the waiting list from forming again. The decision about
whether to try to eliminate the waitlist and maintain the flow of patients at the rate of
arrival will depend on a range of factors, including balancing the relative consequences of
ongoing lengthy waiting periods with the potential costs of bringing supply and demand into
equilibrium. However, the key point is that a waiting list is not always inevitable. Clearly,
managing demand with a waiting list is not necessarily right or wrong, but this thesis argues
that it is a choice that should be made after considering all alternatives, rather than accepted
as the default option.

There are other potential contributors to imbalances between supply and demand that may
not have applied in the community rehabilitation setting used in this research, but cannot be
ignored if we are considering the potential applicability of this work to other settings. As an
indicator of high levels of demand, the maintenance of lengthy waiting lists can sometimes
be encouraged by perverse incentives. For example, a long waiting list may provide
justification that a service is important, necessary or requires more resources (Street and
Duckett, 1996). Where public and private systems coexist, public waiting lists can drive
patients into the private system, with flow on benefits to practitioners who are more highly
paid for private work (Kreindler, 2010). No waiting list intervention is likely to be
successful if incentives exist to maintain a list of waiting patients, incentives which work
directly against the competing interests of stakeholders who wish to see patients getting the
service they need as quickly as possible.

In summary, the STAT model is not intended to be a “one size fits all” approach to removing
waiting time in all services. However, the problems it seeks to address are not unique to
community rehabilitation, and the broad elements that may have contributed to its success
may have wide applicability. Theoretically, services that have a constant backlog but
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reasonable balance of supply and demand, combined with enough flexibility to allow service
providers to be creative in the way services are delivered, and are not highly influenced by
competing factors that directly or indirectly provide incentives to maintain waiting lists
would seem to be good candidates for this type of approach.

9.3 Limitations and Strengths
One of the key limitations of this work lies in the inherent difficulties associated with
designing and conducting health services research studies. Randomised control trials are
often considered to be the gold standard in research methods for intervention studies, but
randomisation of individual patients is often not practical when evaluating changes across
health systems. Random allocation of patients to control and intervention groups is difficult
if the intervention affects the whole system; the control group is easily contaminated as
people observing or implementing changes with an intervention group begin to adopt some
of these changes with the controls (Chen, 2011, Gilbody and Whitty, 2002). As an example,
the proposal for our controlled before and after trial originally included referrals to a second
community rehabilitation team (focussed on neurology patients) as a secondary comparison
group at the intervention site that would assist to control for site based factors that could
affect the outcome. This planned secondary comparison was abandoned when it became
clear that the clinicians in the second team were adopting some of the strategies being used
by the intervention team, and any comparisons of outcomes would therefore be
meaningless.

Health services also change over time, adding another layer of complexity to this type of
research. It is very difficult for researchers to prevent external changes that impact on the
intervention being tested. For example, in the controlled before and after trial (chapter 8) an
unrelated program brought separate additional funding to both sites in the study setting,
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and there was also a small increase in the number of referrals at the control site during the
intervention period. The use of a control site in our before and after design (rather than
using an uncontrolled pre/post design similar to 16 of 25 studies included in the systematic
review described in chapter 3) ensured that these differences could be recognised and
considered in interpreting the results of the study. Controlling for the differences using
sensitivity analyses where possible also adds confidence to the finding that the intervention
made a difference to waiting time (Gilbody and Whitty, 2002).

An alternative approach to evaluating health services interventions is to use a cluster
randomised controlled trial design. Cluster randomised controlled trials randomly allocate
groups of patients, in the form of individual services or practices, to an intervention or
control group. Given the potential for controlling bias in randomised designs, the cluster
randomised controlled trial is considered by some to be the gold standard for health
services research (Gilbody and Whitty, 2002), but is also is not without problems. Patients
within clusters are likely to share some similarities that have a bearing on the outcome
measures within the cluster. Therefore large sample sizes are needed to compensate for
this intra-cluster correlation, but details of the variation between and within the clusters are
often unknown making precise calculation of sample size problematic (Chen, 2011, Gilbody
and Whitty, 2002). Differences between the clusters at baseline can also be an issue,
although this problem can be overcome by matching clusters based on particular
characteristics, and using a randomisation process to allocate clusters from each pair or
subgroup to the control or intervention (Gilbody and Whitty, 2002) Furthermore,
implementing systems change across a large number of sites is very resource intensive
(Chen, 2011). Given the difficulties in implementing cluster randomised controlled trials,
controlled before and after trials are considered to be a robust alternative, particularly given
a well selected comparison group and measurement of factors from both groups that may be
threats to internal validity (Gilbody and Whitty, 2002). The positive results in the controlled
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before and after trial described in chapters 7 and 8 are promising, but a cluster randomised
controlled trial may be the ideal design for future evaluation of the STAT model across a
broader range of health settings.

Research that evaluates changes to health systems is conducted within active clinical
settings, where the research participants are patients and clinicians who have the primary
purpose of improving health. Any tasks beyond this purpose and seen to be conducted
purely for the purpose of research can therefore be considered a burden. There is a
constant balance to be made between the ideal research methods, and the pragmatic need to
make compromises to accommodate the needs of the participants and make the project
happen. For example, the reliability studies described in chapters 2 and 3 could be criticised
for comparing triage scores given by clinicians with those of an independent researcher,
albeit it one with experience of working in that specific service. They could, perhaps, have
been improved by comparing scores allocated by several clinicians for each referral, but the
demands on participants required by this would have made this procedure impractical.
However, despite these limitations, chapters 2 and 3 do provide an indication of some of the
difficulties in the reliable allocation of priority ratings and therefore make a contribution to
this body of work.

Health system interventions are often complex, and frequently focus on changing behaviour.
Asking people to change the way that things have been done, possibly for a long time, is not
always straightforward (Ferlie, 1997, Rycroft-Malone et al., 2002). These changes will be
taken on easily by some but resisted by others, resulting in sometimes incomplete
implementation of the intervention (Chen, 2011). Consequently the changes may take
considerable time to be fully adopted, which can further complicate the study design (Chen,
2011). Careful attention was given to utilising established principles of change management
in our controlled before and after study, to minimise the impact of resistance to change and
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incomplete implementation. These included: providing evidence for the need to change,
involving people in the change from the early stages; building rapport with the staff and
gaining support for the change from both staff and management; and open communication
throughout the project including the provision of opportunities for feedback and addressing
concerns along the way (Fernandez and Rainey, 2006). Active participation by clinicians
affected by change is also a key element of the total quality management approach to service
improvement, which has been successfully used to improve outcomes in health services
(Isouard, 1999). The qualitative data (chapter 8) suggests that adherence to these
principles may have made a difference in the effectiveness of the intervention, and is
therefore likely to be a factor for consideration in implementing this model in other settings.

Given the difficulties in using randomised approaches for this type of intervention, one of
the strengths of this work is the use of a mixed methods approach to the intervention study.
The addition of a qualitative analysis assists in understanding how and why the intervention
may have worked, and what the impact was on the people who used it. Recognising that
health services research is largely about people and behaviour change, the analysis of
waiting time in number of days alone is not sufficient. A deeper understanding of the impact
of the system increases confidence in the findings and the value of the work to other health
providers. Overall, the qualitative data (chapter 8) reinforced the quantitative findings that
the STAT method made a difference. However, it also provided additional insights into how
and why it worked, highlighted barriers and facilitators to its implementation, and
supported the underlying principle inferred from anecdotal evidence and existing literature
that waiting for rehabilitation is a problem for many patients.

The STAT method has many elements in common with other strategies used to obtain direct
access to health care without asking patients to wait, and perhaps many health services exist
that are already using these principles in managing access to care. It could therefore be
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argued that the intervention is not novel, and is too simplistic to be considered innovative.
However, the broad use of protocol driven triage systems to prioritise patients across a wide
variety of health settings identified in the systematic reviews in chapters 2 and 3 suggests
that alternatives that share the principles of STAT are not common practice. Furthermore,
the STAT approach was certainly considered to be a new idea to the therapists and
managers at the community rehabilitation program that was the setting for this trial, none
of whom were able to draw on prior experience to support or refute their opinions about its
likely success. The question must therefore be asked: If the intervention is so simple and it
works (at least in this controlled setting), why is it not more widely used?

STAT is a clear example of Churchill’s insight that “out of intense complexities, intense
simplicities emerge”. Health systems easily become cluttered with multiple processes and
increasing layers of complexity. Processes are adopted with little evaluation of their
effectiveness, adding tasks for clinicians and extra processes for patients that do not
necessary add value to the patient journey or the health system. The simplicity of STAT as
an intervention is perhaps one of its greatest strengths: stripping away unnecessary and
ineffective processes, and simply allowing well informed, educated clinicians to make
effective decisions that best meet the needs of their patients.

9.4 Conclusion
Triage systems are widely used across health services. While they may be important and
worthwhile systems in some settings, they can also be unreliable, subject to overuse and
contribute to inefficiencies in others.

Recognising systems that are ineffective is an important step in constantly improving health
care, and providing evidence for effective alternatives is equally important. This body of
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work demonstrates the need to constantly question health care processes, determine those
that add value and to be prepared to rethink those that do not. The community
rehabilitation program that was the setting for this research had been operating with a
waiting list for many years, and much time and well-intentioned effort had gone into the
design and implementation of the triage system. Taking a whole systems approach that
asked the questions “why do patients wait, and can we redesign the system without a
waiting list?” led to the development and implementation of a simple change to the model of
triage and a 50% reduction in waiting time for patients ready to commence rehabilitation.

The STAT method is based on sound theoretical principles, and addresses the problems
identified through examination of the literature and investigations of an existing waitlist and
triage system. It is not claimed that decisions about the relative priority of individual
patients are not important or necessary, but STAT takes a fundamentally different approach
to how and when these decisions are made compared to traditional models that use
waitlists with triage systems.

It appears that this is the first time this type of strategy has been directly compared to the
more common “waitlist and triage” method in a controlled trial in any allied health or
rehabilitation setting. The results demonstrate that waiting lists for community
rehabilitation are not inevitable, but can be addressed with a simple system that maintains
patient flow, and drives clinicians to modify their practice in response to demand.
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Triage Systems in Allied Health Services: An update of the search
and discussion of literature published since the 2009 systematic
review

The search strategy used in the published systematic review that forms chapter 2 of this
thesis was repeated in June 2012, limited to articles published from January 2008 to June
2012. The aim of the search was to identify publications that met the search criteria
appearing in the literature since the original search, and to apply the same inclusion criteria
and data extraction methods to determine whether recent literature would change the
conclusions drawn in answer to the original research question: What are the properties of
the systems used to triage patients for allied health services, and what are the outcomes
when triage systems are applied to allied health services?

Yield
The search yielded 102 references after removal of duplicates. The same inclusion and
exclusion criteria were applied as those described in the original review (see chapter 1), and
89 papers were excluded on the basis of title and abstract. Full text copies were obtained
for the remaining 13 papers, of which 7 met the inclusion criteria. Of the six that were
excluded, two were surveys of allied health services, excluded due to lack of outcomes
regarding triage tools (Brown and Pirotta, 2011, Cotellesso et al., 2009); two focussed on
decision processes without direct evaluation of a triage tool (the first investigating use of
the ICF classification to contribute to assessment and triage (de Oliveira Andrade et al.,
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2011) and the second looking at therapist self insight (Harries and Gilhooly, 2010)); and
one was an evaluation of a spinal care pathway with a triage process primarily for medical
rather than allied health services (Paskowski et al., 2011) and one described an ongoing
study protocol prior to reporting of results (Harries et al., 2010).

Results
The seven studies that met the inclusion criteria included two from acute hospital settings
(one looking at general acute occupational therapy and physiotherapy referrals and the
other investigating a triage system for physiotherapy patients in the intensive care unit);
four considered triage for community allied health services (including the three studies
presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, and one in a physiotherapy service in a
remote region of Canada); and one investigated the effectiveness of a decision making aid
(in effect a triage tool) on referral prioritisation practises of occupational therapy students.

The updated search results reinforce the findings of the original systematic review that
triage processes appeared to be widely used in allied health, but there continue to be
relatively few studies that evaluate their effectiveness. One of the excluded papers, for
example, was a survey of Victorian community health physiotherapy services (n=48
responses) (Brown and Pirotta, 2011) demonstrating that triage systems are widely used,
but that prioritisation criteria are often poorly defined with very limited evidence available
to evaluate their effectiveness.

The findings of the original review suggested that prior to 2008 the majority of work in this
area in relation to allied health services had been in the investigation of measurement
properties of triage tools. Three additional studies have been published on this topic. The
first two form chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis (Harding et al., 2010, Harding et al., 2011b),
and support earlier findings that triage tools often lack reliability. The third study was
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conducted by Harries and Gilhooly who have continued to do work in this area (Harries and
Gilhooly, 2011). This study was a pre/post trial investigating the reliability of novice
clinicians (student occupational therapists) in making prioritisation decisions based on
hypothetical referrals with and without the use of a decision aid (considered to be the
equivalent of a triage tool in a clinical practise setting). A report of an additional study by
the same authors has also been published in the grey literature using a randomised
controlled trial to evaluate the same tool in a similar population, with similar results.

Harries and Gilhooly (2011) conclude that triage tools can be helpful in improving reliability
of prioritisation decisions with students, and appear to be in contrast to the findings of
study reported in chapters 2 and 3 that showed moderate reliability and ineffectiveness of
training. However, the differences are likely to be explained by two factors. Firstly, the
students in Harries and Gilhooly’s studies had virtually no prior experience in making
referral prioritisation decisions, and it is therefore likely that they were more easily
influenced by the decision aid than what one would expect from established therapists who
have their own experience and values contributing to their priority decisions. Secondly, the
referrals were hypothetical scenarios, based on the same set of referrals used to derive the
expert policies that were used in creating the decision aid. These same authors have
previously shown wide variation in correlation between experienced therapists own ratings
of what they perceive to be important in making a priority decision, and the factors they
actually prioritise in a practical situation (Harries and Gilhooly, 2010). The decision aid may
therefore have been successful in increasing correlation between the novices and this
particular set of expert opinions, but results may differ with an entirely different set of
experts.

The other studies that met inclusion criteria investigated the effectiveness of triage systems
in differing settings. The first investigated a triage system in a community physiotherapy
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setting in a rural region of Canada (Miller Mifflin and Bzdell, 2010). The authors concluded
that the tool increased equity of service in a poorly resourced area, indicated by an
increased proportion of patients being seen who were considered to have urgent needs, and
an increased proportion of patients from rural areas rather than the capital city. They did
not report on waiting times or on whether the triage system led to some patients missing
out on services altogether. Of note is that this study was conducted in a setting where the
need clearly appeared to be outstripping the available supply, and the triage system may
have therefore been effective in ensuring that objective criteria based on need were used to
make decisions about who would receive services and who would not.

Hobbs et al. (2011) developed a tool for prioritisation of occupational therapy and physical
therapy referrals in an acute hospital setting This tool did not seek to categorise patients in
order of priority, but rather to screen out referrals that were inappropriate. The final
version of the tool was validated on a relatively small sample of 56 referrals, but appeared
to be effective in identifying the 29% of referrals that were not ready or not required,
thereby reducing unnecessary work and increasing resources available for other patients.

Rapp et al. (2010) evaluated of a prioritisation tool for physiotherapy referrals in an
intensive care unit. This before and after trial tested a three level prioritisation tool that
sorted patients according to those who required intensive therapy (5-7 sessions per week),
less intensive therapy (1-4 sessions) or were not appropriate for physiotherapy. The
authors conclude that the tool was beneficial, based on a (non statistically significant)
reduction of 2 days in length of stay in the ICU in the post intervention group, and an
average of 2.5 fewer physiotherapy visits with no difference in functional outcomes.
However, there were significant methodological flaws in this study, leading to questions
about the conclusions. The sample size was relatively small (n=60 and 57 in the pre and
post intervention groups respectively); there was a 5 year time lag between the pre and post
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intervention groups, leading to questions about what other changes may have taken place in
the service over that time; all data collection was by retrospective file audit and there were
significant differences between the characteristics of the two groups at baseline. The time
from referral to first assessment by a physiotherapist did not change significantly either
between the pre and post intervention group, or between triage levels 1 and 2 in the post
intervention group.

The final study, presented as chapter 6 of this thesis, showed that a triage system applied to
a community health centre had limited impact on patient care (Harding et al., 2012).
However, this triage tool was effective in ensuring that patients given the highest urgency
category received rapid service. If all four of these studies considering outcomes of triage
tools are considered as two level systems – urgent/non urgent or needs treatment/does not
need treatment – all show some degree of effectiveness in achieving this purpose. Only one
comparable study was included in the original review (Gwynne et al., 1996) and also
reported effective results in screening out inappropriate referrals.

Conclusion
This search of the literature from 2008 to 2012 does not substantially change the findings of
the original review. The use of triage systems still appears to be commonly reported in
allied health services, but relatively few articles considering their effectiveness have been
published in the last four years. Of the eight studies included in Table A.1, three constitute
chapters of this thesis. Reliability of triage tools was again found to be a problem with
experienced clinicians, although recent evidence suggests that triage tools and associated
training may have some benefit for improving triage decisions with novice practitioners.
Studies that report on outcomes of triage systems suggest that they may have some benefit
in categorising patients into those who are urgent/non urgent or appropriate/inappropriate
for service (provided clinicians can do so with high levels of reliability), but no recent
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evidence has been identified supporting the use of more complex multi-level triage systems
in allied health services.
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Table A2.1: Summary of findings of included papers
Authors

Population
being triaged

Triage
assessment by

Aim

Method

Description of
triage tool

Results

Conclusion

Hobbs et a,
2010

Acute OT/PT
referrals in two
acute general
hospitals.

OTs and PTs

Validation study of a
triage tool aiming to
identify patients
who do not require
therapy.

Final version of tool
validated on 56 acute care
OT/PT referrals.

Decision tree for
acute OT/PT
referrals.

Tool able to
predict patients
not needing care,
and reduced
OT/PT workloads
by 29%.

Tool reduced
unnecessary work,
increasing
resources available
to patients needing
therapy.

Miller
Mifflin and
Bzdell,
2010

PT referrals from
remote region
(Baffin) of
Canada.

PTs

Evaluate the effect of
a triage tools on PT
service.

Retrospective data pre
intervention (12 months)
compared with
prospective data (4
months, n not specified)
post implementation of a
triage tool.

7 categories, based
on urgency.

Post
implementation, a
greater proportion
of patients from
remote areas and
from higher
urgency categories
received PT
services.

Authors conclude
tool led to
increased equity
and better
servicing of urgent
patients in a rural,
remote and under
serviced region.

Harries
and
Gilhooly,
2011

Hypothetical
mental health
referrals (n=52
pre training, and
n=36 post
training).

OT students (n=37)

To test the
effectiveness of a
decision making aid
on referral
prioritisation.

Single group comparison
of priority ratings pre and
post study of printed
educational material
based on priority rating
by clinical experts.

Line anchored at
low and high
priority.

Students priority
ratings were more
highly correlated
with those of
experts after
training.

Printed training
information
including a
decision tool
improved
prioritisation
ratings of novices.

Rapp et al,
2010

PT referrals in an
ICU. N=60 pre
intervention,
n=57 post
intervention.

PTs

To evaluate the
impact of a triage
system on ICU LOS,
and number of PT
visits provided.

Retrospective audit of
medical records for
patients in ICU prior
(2002) and after (2007)
implementation of the
triage system.

3 levels: level 1 (57 PT sessions
weekly), level 2 (14 sessions), leve 3
(not appropriate
for PT.

Non significant
decrease in ICU
LOS, mean
reduction in
number of PT
visits by 3.5.

Authors conclude
positive effect of
system, but
acknowledged
limitations of
study design.

Harding et
al, 2010

Consecutive
referrals to a
community
rehabilitation
service (n=214).

Clinicians in a central
referral office, triaging
referrals for
community
rehabilitation, and an
independent clinician
researcher.

Measure the
agreement between
clinicians applying
triage criteria.

Referrals triaged by
clinicians following
routine care, then deidentified and prioritised
again by a clinician
researcher with
experience in the same
office with the same triage
tool.

4 levels, from 1
(most urgent) to 4
(least urgent)
based on written
protocols.

Moderate
agreement (kappa
= 0.6) between
raters. No
difference
according to
discipline of rater.

Agreement was
moderate, but less
than ideal for tool
to be clinically
useful. 30% of
clients likely to
have different
ratings depend on
who triaged the
referral.

Harding et
al, 2011

Consecutive
referrals to a
community
rehabilitation
service (n=201).

Clinicians in a central
referral office, triaging
referrals for
community
rehabilitation, and an
independent clinician
researcher.

Measure the
agreement between
clinicians applying
triage criteria
following four
training sessions
aimed at increasing
agreement.

Training program
conducted and agreement
measured using identical
methods and compared to
Harding et al 2009.

4 levels, from 1
(most urgent) to 4
(least urgent)
based on written
protocols.

Moderate
agreement (kappa
= 0.6) between
raters, indicating
no change in
agreement
between the raters
following the
training.

Rater training
made no difference
to experienced
clinicians
following training.

Harding et
al, 2012

Consecutive
referrals to a
community
rehabilitation
service (n=379).

Community
Rehabilitation Team
leader (an allied
health professional).

Compare the service
provided to patients
allocated differing
triage categories.

Observational cohort
study.

4 levels, from 1
(most urgent) to 4
(least urgent)
based on written
protocols.

80% of patients
placed in category
2. Waiting time
was significantly
shorter for urgent
category, but not
considered
clinically
significant for the
others.

Triage ensured a
few urgent
patients seen more
quickly but made
minimal difference
to the other three
categories.

Abbreviations: PT =Physiotherapy, OT=Occupational Therapy, ICU = Intensive care unit, LOS= Length of stay
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Do triage systems improve patient flow? An update of the
systematic search and discussion of the literature published since
the 2008 systematic review
The search strategy used in the published systematic review that forms chapter 3 of this
thesis was repeated in June 2012, limited to articles published from January 2008 to June
2012. The search aimed to identify any publications appearing in the literature since the
original search, and to apply the same inclusion criteria and data extraction methods to
determine whether recent literature would add any new information or change the
conclusions drawn in answer to the original research question: Do triage systems in health
care improve patient flow?

Yield
The search yielded 676 references after removal of duplicates. The same inclusion and
exclusion criteria were applied as those described in the original review (see chapter 3), and
644 papers were excluded on the basis of title and abstract. Full text copies were obtained
for the remaining 31 papers, of which 8 met the inclusion criteria (Barbee et al., 2010, Elloy
et al., 2009, Han et al., 2008, Harding et al., 2012, Hardy et al., 2011, Li et al., 2011, Rapp et
al., 2010, Russ et al., 2010). Twenty-three papers were excluded for the following reasons:
three did not have outcomes related to patient flow (Doyle et al., 2012, Passalent et al., 2010,
Swailes et al., 2009), ten did not provide data or outcomes or include a comparison group
(Cherry et al., 2009, Crossley et al., 2009, Elkum et al., 2011, Escobar et al., 2009, Love et al.,
2012, Mukherjee et al., 2010, Paisley et al., 2011, Philip et al., 2010, Trip et al., 2011, van der
Linden et al., 2011), and ten did not meet our definition of triage (for example, they were
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primarily a screening tool allocating patients to either receive or not to receive a service,
were fast track treatment services, or they described an alternative form of service, such as
email consultation, rather than triage for an existing service) (Bungard et al., 2009,
Edwards, 2011, Hitchings and Barter, 2009, Nakahara et al., 2010, Patterson et al., 2010,
Sethuraman et al., 2011, Tsai et al., 2012, van der Linden et al., 2011, White et al., 2012,
Hudec et al., 2010).

Results
Like the original review, the studies identified in the updated search could be divided
according to the type of triage intervention investigated. One study compared a formal
triage system with no system (Rapp et al., 2010) and four compared a traditional multilevel
triage system with an enhanced system that incorporated initial treatment to the triage
process in addition to allocation to categories (Barbee et al., 2010, Han et al., 2008, Li et al.,
2011, Russ et al., 2010). However, unlike the original review, there were three studies in the
updated search that compared a formal protocol driven triage system to a subjective system
that required individuals or teams to make case by case triage decisions without formal
protocols or allocation to categories (Elloy et al., 2009, Harding et al., in press, Hardy et al.,
2011).

1. Triage vs no triage
Rapp (2010) trialled a three level triage system for physiotherapy referrals in the intensive
care unit of an acute hospital using a before and after trial. Compared to the pre
intervention group (n=60), the post intervention group (n=57) had a decrease in total
hospital LOS (18.4 compared to 16.1 days) and ICU LOS (11.1 compared 9.9 days). This
finding led the authors to conclude that the triage system was effective. However, reduction
in length of stay was not statistically significant, the time lag between the pre and post
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intervention periods was 5 years, and there were significant differences in the baseline
characteristics between the two groups. Given these limitations, the findings of this study
must be considered to be inconclusive, and add little to previous literature on whether
triage systems have an impact on patient flow.

2. Studies comparing simple triage with an enhanced process combining triage and
management
Four of the included articles were conducted in emergency departments, and all of these
compared a traditional nurse operated triage system with a system that placed a medical
provider at the point of triage (Barbee et al., 2010, Han et al., 2008, Li et al., 2011, Russ et al.,
2010). In two of these studies the provider was an emergency department physician (Han
et al., 2008, Russ et al., 2010); one study conducted in a military hospital used a combat
medic and physician assistant (Barbee et al., 2010); and the fourth study used a team
approach with a physician, nurse and nurse assistant (Li et al., 2011). All of these studies,
like several of those included in the original review, enabled patients to be assessed and
commence some level of treatment at triage, including initiation of laboratory or radiology
investigations and treatment and discharge of patients with simple presentations.

These four studies all reported improvements in at least one outcome related to patient flow
with an enhanced process combining triage and management, although the differences
between groups were smaller than those observed in similar studies in the original review.
The authors of all four studies concluded that their enhanced triage intervention had
benefits for patient flow, but acknowledged that the changes observed were modest and the
benefits were not seen across all outcome measures. For example, Russ et al (2010)
observed a small reduction in overall length of stay, but a larger reduction (mean reduction
of 37 minutes) in the use of ED beds, a factor which was felt to be important in improving
the use of ED resources. Han et al (2008) noted that other factors, such as boarding of
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patients requiring admission in the ED, were likely to have influenced the outcomes.
However, despite the relatively small effects reported in these studies, the finding that
combining treatment with initial patient management can positively influence patient flow
is consistent with the conclusions of the original review.

3. Formal triage using protocols and categories vs subjective triage
Three studies in very different settings were identified in this updated search that compared
a traditional triage model using a waiting list and multi-level triage categories, with a more
informal triage process that allowed individual providers to make prioritisation decisions
on a case by case basis without the use of a formal tool or triage protocol (Elloy et al., 2009,
Harding et al., in press, Hardy et al., 2011). One of these studies is that described in chapter
7 of this thesis (Harding et al., in press); a controlled before and after trial which showed
reductions in waiting times when patients were allocated directly to triage appointments
with subsequent triage decisions made by the treating clinician, as compared to a waiting
list managed with a four category triage tool.

Elloy et al (2009) trialled a similar approach for radiology referrals in a head and neck
cancer centre. The traditional approach for managing referrals in this setting had been to
use a waiting list for all incoming referrals, prioritised by a radiologist. The authors of this
study trialled a new approach for urgent scans for suspected head and neck cancer, in which
the multidisciplinary head and neck team were given five scan slots per week, representing
average used over typical 6-month period, and allocated patients according to need. The
team made decisions on a case by case basis as to the best use of the available appointment
slots, depending on the competing needs of patients being referred at any given time. The
new system resulted in a reduction of request to scan time from 12 to 5 days.
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Hardy et al (2011) evaluated the impact of a new telephone triage system on wait time for a
college student counselling service. Prior to the introduction of the system, students
presenting to the service were triaged to either a crisis or routine appointment by
administrative personnel based on a several brief screening questions. In the new system,
presenting patients received a 10-15 minute telephone session with a triage counsellor, who
provided initial advice, referrals as required and then booked the student into an
appointment within appropriate time frames. Retrospective data was collected for 12
months before and after the system change (n=3714), and showed that following the
intervention waiting times were reduced from 9 to 6 days for a first appointment.

Conclusion
The findings of the initial review suggested that there was mixed evidence regarding the
impact of allocation to triage categories without any treatment at the point of triage on
patient flow. This update revealed only one study that compared no triage to a formal triage
system which also had inconclusive results.

The updated review reinforced the findings from other studies in emergency departments
that showed improvements in patient flow where a provider initiated treatment at triage,
although effect sizes were relatively small and findings were not consistent across all
variables. However, there were no findings in this update that refuted the findings of the
initial review in terms of the effect of these types of triage services in emergency
departments.

Perhaps the most interesting finding in this updated search is the inclusion of three studies
from very different settings that each compared a traditional triage system driven by
protocols that directed allocation of patients to triage categories, to a more subjective
system that allowed individuals or teams to allocate priority using a more informal process
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after direct contact with the patient and initial assessment of their needs. Two of these
services commenced initial management at the point of triage (Harding et al., in press,
Hardy et al., 2011). The third was a diagnostic service rather than providing treatment, but
the intervention was still effective in reducing waiting time in this setting (Elloy et al., 2009).

In conclusion, the updated search reinforces the findings of the original review there is
limited evidence that simple triage improves patient flow, but provides further support for
the hypothesis that combining initial management and triage does have benefits for patient
flow. Furthermore, evidence from three recent studies also suggests that in a variety of
health settings a subjective approach to triage done by clinicians with direct knowledge of
the patients’ needs can have benefits over traditional triage using protocols to allocate
patients to categories.
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Table A3.1: Summary findings of included papers
Reference

Setting

Objective

Design

Population

Intervention

Comparison

Triage

Outcome
Measures
Time in ED
bed, time in
waiting
room, total
time in ED

Results

Author Conclusion

Russ, Jones
et al 2010

Emergency
Department

Evaluate
effect of
physician
orders at
triage on
patients
admitted to
ED beds.

Retrospective
matched
comparison of
patients
receiving
physician orders
with those who
didn’t.

Patients
attending urban
ED over a 23
month period.
n=10,901 in each
group

Physician
present at
triage to
initiate
diagnostic
tests, discharge
non urgent
patients etc.

Regular triage
(nurse only)

Not described

Intervention
group showed 11
minute increase
in total stay and
41 minute
increase in
waiting room
stay. Time in ED
bed reduced by
37 mins.

Physician at triage
reduced time in ED
beds, increasing
the capacity of the
ED.

Han,
France et
al 2008

Emergency
Department

Determine
the impact of
physician
triage

Retrospective
study comparing
patients
presenting pre
and post
introduction of
physician triage

Patients
attending a
urban Level 1
trauma centre.
N=8,569 (pre)
and 8,696 (post)
intervention

Physician at
triage between
1 and 9pm
daily, in
addition to
regular staffing

Regular triage
(nurse only)

Not described

ED LOS for
discharge
and
admitted
patients,
LWBS,
ambulance
diversion

Negligible
change in LOS.
LWBS rates and
ambulance
diversions
reduced with
physician triage.

Observed changes
were modest.
Other factors (eg
waiting in ED for
inpatient beds)
influenced
outcomes.

Barbee,
BerryCaban et al
2010

Emergency
Department

Evaluate the
effect of a
physician
assistant &
medic
performing
triage

Comparison of
13 shifts with
intervention and
9 normal shifts
during the same
month.

Patients
attending ED
with ESI level of
2 or 3. Sample
size n=241/231
(intervention/co
ntrol)

Physician
assistant and
combat medic
performing
triage

Regular triage
(nurse only)

5 level
emergency
severity Index

Usual care uses
5 level triage
system

Modest
reductions in all
outcome
measures in
intervention
group. Total LOS
reduced from
335 to 317 mins.
Non significant
21 min decrease
in LOS with team
triage. Results
varied according
to acuity levels.

Provider Level
Triage model
improved
throughput and
patient satisfaction.

Regular triage
(nurse only)

Time to
analgesia,
time to lab
tests, time
to
radiology
and time to
discharge
Time in ED
stratified
by acuity

Li et al
(2011)

Pediatric
Emergency
Department

Impact of a
triage team
in ED

Cluster RCT. 20
x 6 hour study
periods
randomised to
intervention or
control.

Patients
attending ED,
from 6pm to 2
am over 4 weeks.
n=883 /843
intervention/
control.

team triage –
physician,
nurse and
nurse assistant

Changes were
observed stratified
by acuity levels, but
not overall. No
change in staffing

Rapp et al
(2010)

ICU of acute
hospital

To evaluate
the impact of
a triage
system on
ICU LOS, and
number of PT
visits
provided

Retrospective
audit of records
for patients in
ICU prior (2002)
and after (2007)
implementation
of the triage
system.

Physiotherapy
referrals in an
ICU. N=60 pre
intervention,
n=57 post
intervention

Triage system
operated by
Physiotherapists

No triage

3 levels:
level 1 (5-7 PT
sessions
weekly), level 2
(1-4 sessions),
leve 3 (not
appropriate for
PT)

ICU LOS,
number of
PT visits

Non significant
decrease in ICU
LOS, mean
reduction in
number of PT
visits by 3.5.

Authors conclude
positive effect of
system, but
acknowledge
limitations of study
design.

Hardy et al
(2011)

College
student
counselling
service, USA

Evaluate the
impact of a
triage system
on wait time,
symptom
presentation
and attrition
rates

Anonymous
retrospective
data collected for
12 months
periods pre and
post introduction
of triage system

3714 college
students
accessing a
counselling
service.

10-15 min
phone
consultation
with triage
counsellor,
subsequent
allocation to
appropriate
appt.

Crisis appointment for
students at risk
of self harm,
first regular
appointment
for all others

Time to
first
appointment,
attendance
rates.

Time to first
appointment
reduced from 9
to 6 days after
introduction of
triage system,
and non-attend
rate also
decreased.

Triage system
reduced time to 1st
appointment and
non attendance.
Well received by
staff and felt to
improve efficiency
and patient flow.

Elloy et al
(2009)

Radiology
department
of a head and
neck cancer
hospital

Compare a
new booking
system for
urgent scans
compared to
usual triage
system

Patients referred
for urgent scans
for suspected
tumours
pre/post
(n=15/n=18)
introduction of
new booking
system

Head & neck
team given 5 x
weekly scan
slots and
allocated
patients
according to
need.

Urgent
referrals
triaged in
traditional
manner by
radiologist
based on
referral info

Time from
referral to
scan

Request to scan
time reduced
from 12 to 5
days with new
booking system
(p=0.015).

The new system
sped up the patient
journey compared
to a traditional
triage system.

Harding et
al
(2012)

Community
Rehab
service

To evaluate
whether an
alternative
approach to
triage could
reduce
waiting time

Pre/post trial.
Referrals
received for 3
months during
traditional triage
compared 3
months of
referrals with
new booking
system.
Prospective
controlled before
and after trial.

Intervention
group triaged
to crisis or
consultation
appointment,
managed
during triage
call or referred
to other
service.
Traditional
triage not
specifically
described –
based on
priority
assessment by
radiologist.

Consecutive
patients referred
to two sites of a
CRP over 6
months, in two
consecutive
years

New patients
immediately
allocated to
appointments
and clinicians
make priority
decision.

Waiting list
with a 4 level
triage system
based on
protocols.

Intervention
group triaged
by treating
clinician within
existing
caseload.
Control group:
4 level triage
tool

Waiting
time, QOL
scores,
duration of
rehab
program,
hospital
admissions.

Time from
referral to 1st
appointment
reduced from 17
to 10 days. No
change at control
site, minimal
impact on other
aspects of care.

New model
reduced waiting
time without
adversely
impacting on other
aspects of patient
care.

Abbreviations: ESI=Emergency Severity Index, LWBS = left without being seen, ED=Emergency department, ICU=Intensive care unit, LOS=Length of stay, QOL=Quality of life
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